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From the Editor

Ali Hassan

DRAFTING EGYPT’S CONSTITUTION:
Can A New Legal Framework Revive A Flawed Transition?

Tamir Moustafa
With parliamentary elections now
complete, Egypt moves to the next major
step in its fitful political transition –
drafting a new constitution for the republic.
As the fundamental document establishing
the framework for governance, the new
constitution will have a lasting effect
on Egyptian law, politics, and society. It
therefore presents a unique opportunity
for Egyptians to reshape political
power, enshrine fundamental rights, and
restructure processes of governance.
However, the constitution writing
process is likely to be as tumultuous as
the road traveled thus far and the outcome
remains uncertain. Confidence in the
Supreme Council of the Armed Forces

(SCAF) has plummeted as the result of its
erratic and unilateral control of Egypt’s
political transition. And poor management
of the transition has exacerbated tensions
between liberal, leftist, and Islamist
trends as various actors work to advance
conflicting agendas in a rapidly changing
political context.
This article examines the most
important issues and actors in Egypt’s
constitution drafting process, with a
special focus on how procedural deficits
may result in substantive shortcomings
in the new constitution itself. The article
draws attention to the gulf between “best
practices” in constitutional design and the
political realities of the Egyptian transition
and presents policy recommendations in
light of these realities.

A Revolution of Reforms?
A Possible Agenda for Transition in Egypt
David Kennedy
Outsiders have found it
irresistible to offer agendas
for reform to the nations of
“the Arab Spring,” even as
we struggle to understand the
array of political forces, ideas
and ambitions unleashed by
a year of successful – and
unsuccessful – protest. Before
we dream about agendas for
reform, however, we should
ask whether it is realistic to

expect that much will change.
In Egypt, more than a year
on, these remain early days.
The parliamentary elections
have rearranged expectations
and cast new players in new
roles. The appointment
of a committee to draft a
constitution, a presidential
election, the adoption of a
constitution – these will all, of
course, be significant steps in
the nation’s political life.

Cont’d on page 12

Procedural Imperatives in ConstitutionMaking
Every constitution-writing exercise
is unique. Nonetheless, experts in
constitutional design emphasize the
importance of an inclusive and transparent
process for achieving buy-in from major
political actors and a sense of ownership
among the general public.
A credible process should aim to
build consensus around decision-making
procedures and the sequence of steps
on the way to a national referendum that
brings a new constitution into force. An
inclusive process must also provide an
avenue for civil society groups, political
parties, religious leaders, workers’
unions, and the general public to engage
in meaningful deliberation. Organizing
Cont’d on page 55

The Coptic Question beyond the Constitution:

The Illusion of ‘Separate but Equal’
Marc Michael
At a rhetorical level, there
is very little that liberals and
Islamists seem to agree about.
The former want a civil state,
and a strong president, with
a constitution that focuses on
protecting minorities from the
hungry majorities. The latter
care about a state sanctioned
by an official religion, and
backed up by a strong army,
an even stronger parliament,

and a constitution that is
Sharia-compliant. But even
though they agree on almost
nothing, these parties seem to
all agree on one fundamental
issue: diversity. This issue
shows most prominently in
the discussions surrounding
the Coptic question in the
constitutional process.
For some reason, all the
above mentioned factions of
parliament partake in the idea
Cont’d on page 40

Unlike our prior issues, we have
dedicated this entire special issue of
Midan Masr to the constitution. As has
often been repeated, the constitution
– the compact agreed between the
governing and the governed – is the
fundamental building block of society,
without which we will once again be
subject to the whims and arbitrariness
of individuals. The constitution is not
simply our insurance that our lives
are equitably governed by processes
not the discretionary choices of the
governing, but it is also a reflection of
the aspirations, values, and future we
want for this great nation. The success
of a constitution derives not only from
the wisdom and the fairness of the text/
document, but most importantly from
the widespread involvement, informed
participation, and buy-in by all of the
people of Egypt into the constitution
making process. The discussion that
is currently taking place regarding the
constitution has largely occurred in
a vacuum. To be able to adequately
understand and make informed choices
on issues such as what type of drafting
process is best, how the military will
be treated in the constitution, whether
we want a parliamentary or presidential
system, what types of rights and
Cont’d on page 3
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We have also included detailed
case studies on various countries’
constitutional experiences – including
Indonesia, Argentina, Lebanon, France,
South Africa, Pakistan, Turkey, Germany,
the US, and even a profile of a Pharaonic
revolution, similar to the January 25th
revolution, that happened here in Egypt
over 4,000 years ago - so no, we are not
the first; Egyptians have done it before!
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We Are All Liberals

Amr Shalakany
The Al-Azhar Document on
Egypt’s future, issued in June
2011, was completely devoid of
any mention of the term “a civil
state,” most likely because of the
desire of those who drafted the
document to avoid entering into
the disputes and doubts that have
centered on this term, in particular
the association of the term “civil”
with the idea of “liberalism” and
the fact that openly declaring
liberalism is being equated to
renouncing Sharia by the political
discourse of extremist Islamists.
What is unusual is that the first
article of the Al-Azhar document
stated the support of its signatories
for establishing what they call
a
“national,
constitutional,
democratic, modern” state. By
closely examining the details of
the document and supplementing
it with the second Al-Azhar
Document on Freedoms, issued
in January 2012, we find that
the hoped for ruling system
for Egypt as specified in their
words “national, constitutional,
democratic, modern” is nothing
more than the true application
of liberal principles as they have
evolved in recent Egyptian legal
thought.
If anything, the first and second
Al-Azhar documents confirm
that moderation, according to
the opinion of the Al-Azhar AlSharif Mosque in “specifying
ruling principles in understanding
the relationship of Islam with the
State,” is equivalent to the voice
of legal liberalism in determining

the modern principles of ruling.
The two Al-Azhar documents,
within that context, are simply the
last link in a long historical chain
of legal thought development,
beginning with our experimenting
with constitutions with the ruling
system in the late 19th century,
through the Oraby revolutionary
constitution in 1882, until the 1923
constitution, which specifically
detailed principles of the ruling
system and citizens’ rights and
duties that correlate with the two
Al-Azhar documents on the same
issues.
To expound further: the
1923 constitution, as we know,
holds a distinctive place among
all our different constitutions,
unchallenged in its excellence
except perhaps by the 1954 draft
constitution, which was not
destined to see the light. Thus the
1923 constitution remains the best
constitution to adopt the principles
of liberal rule in a way that the
country has never witnessed since
our legislative experience began
in 1866. Furthermore, under that
constitution, Egypt attained its
peak political achievements in
terms of the practical application
of liberal principles and their
influence on the ruling system and
management of its powers.
The 1923 constitution is
known to have been copied in
its entirety from the Belgian
constitution which, at that time,
was the premier European
constitution guaranteeing liberal
principles in the distribution
of power. The inherent aim of
adopting those Belgian articles in

the 1923 constitution
was to transform the
governing
system
of Egypt from an
absolute
monarchy
to a constitutional
monarchy where “the
king owns but does
not rule.” Possibly
the most powerful of
all the articles of the
1923 constitution on
that point was article
23 that stated that “all
authority belongs to
the nation,” and that is
the main principle of
liberalism, which may
appear to us today as
self-evident, but which
had great historical
significance when the
1923 constitution was
adopted.
From this general
principle of article
23 flowed the rest
of the articles of
the constitution that
organize the affairs
of governance, such
as the separation
between authorities,
ensuring the people’s supervision
of the authorities, ensuring the
independence of the Judiciary, etc.
In addition, we have article
89 which stipulates that if the
King uses his right to dissolve the
parliament, this order must “call
on the members of parliament to
hold new elections in a duration
that does not exceed two months,
and to specify a time for the
parliament to convene within ten
days after the end of the elections”
- all these articles follow
logically from the constitutional
declaration that “all authority
belongs to the nation” which
gives its representatives in the
People’s Assembly and Senate the
undisputable right to rule.
Clearly there is a great deal
of similarity between the spirit
of the 1923 constitution, in
reference to the articles we have
mentioned, and the spirit of the
first Al-Azhar Document that
calls for: “A constitution that
would be approved by the nation,
that would separate between
authorities of the state and its
legal ruling institutions, and that
would define the framework
of rule, ensuring all rights and
duties for all individuals equally,
and where the legislative power
belongs to the members of the
People’s Assembly.”
We also see the similarity
between the liberal principles of
the 1923 constitution and what
the Al-Azhar Document calls for
in terms of the correct political
principles that must be adopted
in Egypt after the revolution,

such as: “Adopting a democratic
system established by free direct
elections, inclusive of existing
pluralism, the peaceful transition
of power, defining roles and
responsibilities, monitoring the
performance of and holding
accountable all officials before the
representatives of the people, and
running the affairs of the state by
law - and law alone - and pursuing
corruption and achieving absolute
transparency, free access and
exchange of information - and that
citizenship is a responsibility.”
While the articles of the 1923
constitution, with regards to the
ruling system and the relationship
between its authorities have been
copied entirely from the Belgian
model, the document expanded
some of the powers of the king
and added other texts more
specific to Egypt such as article
149 that states that “Islam is the
religion of the state and Arabic
is the official language,” among
others. In addition, the committee
that wrote the 1923 constitution
added an original chapter (with
no equivalent in the Belgian
source) on the duties and rights of
Egyptians, listing and giving legal
authority in a clear fashion to those
rights. The articles of this chapter
on individual rights and freedoms
follow from Article 3 which states
“all Egyptians are equal before
the law, and are equal in civil
and political rights and in their
responsibilities and public duties
and there is no discrimination
amongst them because of origin,
language or religion.”
From the principle articulated
in Article 3, come the other
articles that state that “personal
freedom is ensured” and that “the
freedom of faith is absolute” and
that “an arrest cannot take place
except according to law” and also,
“that homes have a sanctity and
cannot be entered except for a
reason stated by the law.” Further
examples include: “personal
ownership holds a sanctity, and
that a possession is not to be taken
away except for public benefit...
with the condition of offering
fair compensation for it” and “the
press is free within the boundaries
of the law, and censorship of the
press is forbidden, and the warning
or the administrative suspension,
or cancellation of the activity
of a press entity is forbidden”
and “Egyptians have the right
to form gatherings in peace and
quiet, unarmed, and the police
are not to attend their meetings
and do not have to be notified
of the gatherings...” There are
many more articles that specify
the rest of individual’s rights
and freedoms according to legal
liberal thought which the 1923
constitution had the foresight to

set forth as guiding principles for
all who rule the country.
If credit goes to the Egyptian
legislators who took the initiative
and added an original chapter to
the 1923 constitution pertaining to
rights and freedoms, equal credit
goes to the second Al-Azhar
Document for its earnest efforts
to define the relationship between
the fair general principles of
Islamic Sharia law and “the
system of basic freedoms that has
been collectively identified by
International Agreements and the
result of which is the civilizational
experience of the Egyptian
people.”
These pronouncements nip
in the bud efforts to interfere in
private and public freedoms under
the pretext of “the promotion
of virtue and prevention of
vice” which does not fit in with
the civilizational and social
development of modern Egypt.
The Al-Azhar Document
discusses four types of freedoms,
and calls for their protection
(as was the aim of the 1923
constitution), but the Al-Azhar
Document, in my opinion,
extended
deeper
insurance
for those freedoms, as it also
included “the freedom to conduct
scientific research,” which has
never been mentioned in any
prior constitution. In addition,
the document calls for freedom
of faith, which it describes as the
“foundation stones in a modern
social establishment” and which
also ties into the document’s view
for “full citizenship rights” that
are based on complete equality
among Egyptians and equal
opportunities for all.
The document re-visits the
concept of freedom of opinion
and expression, considering it
“the mother of all rights;” which
as a consequence leads to the
right to form parties and civil
society organizations; to freedom
of media and the press; and
finally to freedom of creative
expression, defined as: “One of
the most important manifestations
of the basic system of freedoms
and the most effective in raising
the awareness of society and
enriching its spirit. And the
stronger this wise freedom is, the
clearer the proof of a society’s
civilization because humanities
and arts are the mirrors of society’s
conscience and a true expression
of its consistencies and variables,
reflecting a vivid vision of its
ambitions for a better future.”
Thus the image of a “national,
constitutional,
democratic,
modern” state called for by the
Al-Azhar Document is fulsome
and harmonizes perfectly with
modern legal liberal principles,
Cont’d on page 49
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This special issue of Midan Masr includes articles by nine constitutional
experts from around the world, each providing in-depth commentary and
valuable recommendations regarding Egypt’s current constitution-making
process and future constitution.
Ahmed S. El-Kosheri, Senior Partner of Kosheri,
Rashed and Riad Law Firm, Cairo, Egypt, is one of
the most prominent international arbitrators. He has
participated in over one hundred arbitration cases
over the last four decades, including the Taba case
against Israel and the sovereignty over the Islands
and the delimitation of the maritime boundary
between Eritrea and Yemen. El-Kosheri is Professor
of Law and former President of the International
University for African Development “Senghor”
(Alexandria, Egypt 1997 - 2003), former ad hoc
judge at the International Court of Justice, Member
of the UN “Redesign Panel” for the reform of the
internal judicial system (2006), Vice Chairman of
the International Chamber of Commerce’s Court of
Arbitration (1998-2009), and since 2009 he serves as
a Judge at the World Bank Administrative Tribunal.
El-Kosheri graduated from the Faculty of Law, Cairo
University with an LL.B. in 1952, and has three post
graduate diplomas, D.E.S. in Islamic Law, 1954;
D.E.S. in Private Law, 1955; D.E.S. in Public Law,
1956. He also received D.E.S. in Comparative Law
(1956) and D.E.S. in Political Science (1957) from
Paris University, and D.E.S. in Philosophy of Law
(1960) from Rennes University, France. He received
his Doctorat d’Etat in law from Rennes University in
1962. El-Kosheri has authored numerous books and
articles on International Private Law, International
Commercial Law and International Investment Law
in Arabic, English and French.
_______________________________

Amr Shalakany is a renowned comparative law and
Islamic law scholar and he has written extensively on
Egypt’s legal thinkers and its constitutional history.
He is Associate Professor of Law at the American
University in Cairo (AUC) since 2004 and Member
at the Institute for Gender and Women’s Studies.
He served for four years as LL.M. Program Director
since the AUC Law Department’s establishment
in 2005. Previously, Shalakany was the Jeremiah
Smith Junior Visiting Assistant Professor at Harvard
Law School, where he taught comparative law and
Islamic law. He also served as Legal Advisor to the
PLO Negotiations Support Unit in Ramallah during
the Israeli-Palestinian Peace Process and taught at
Birzeit University. Shalakany received his Licence en
droit and LL.M. degrees from Cairo University, and
LL.M. and S.J.D. degrees from Harvard Law School.
His latest book is The Law and the Revolution in
Modern Egypt 1805-2005, which traces the history

of the “Legal Elite” and their relationship to the
questions of reform and revolution in Egypt.
_______________________________

Bartlomiej Nowotarski is a constitutional lawyer
and political scientist at Wroclaw University of
Economics. He is an author of the draft of the new
Polish constitution and the political parties law as
well as author of the Polish parliamentary electoral
law. He served as the Secretary of the Constitutional
Committee of the Polish Parliament after democratic
breakthrough. He was one of the leaders of the
anticommunist students’ strikes in 1981 and the
Students Independent Organization affiliated with
the “Solidarność” movement. He was jailed in 1982
after martial law was introduced. He served as Deputy
Mayor of the city of Wroclaw for five years and was
city councilor for sixteen. Nowotarski co-founded
the Institute for Islamic Studies in Poland and is
an expert at the European Center of “Solidarność”
and the Polish Institute of Public Affairs. His main
interests are in worldwide democratic transitions
and institutional (constitutional) design for young
democracies, especially in Muslim-majority
countries. His most recent book is How to Build
and How to Destroy Democracies: The Study on
Consolidation of Young Democracies in the 20th
and 21st Centuries.
_______________________________

David Kennedy is an academic and legal scholar.
He was previously Manley Hudson Professor of Law
and Director of the Institute for Global Law and
Policy at Harvard Law School before joining Brown
University as its first Vice President for International
Affairs. He is also interim Director of the Watson
Institute and the David and Marianna Fisher
University Professor of International Relations at
Brown University. Kennedy has worked on numerous
international projects, including work with the
United Nations and various national governments.
He is a member of the Council on Foreign Relations,
and past Chair of the World Economic Forum’s
Global Advisory Council on Global Governance. In
2011, he was appointed Foreign Advisor to Thailand’s
Truth for Reconciliation Commission. Kennedy was
awarded his AB (cum laude) from Brown, an MALD
at the Fletcher School of Law and Diplomacy at Tufts
University, a J.D. (magna cum laude) from Harvard
Law School, and a Ph.D from the Fletcher School.
Cont’d on page 22
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protections should be enshrined in the constitution,
how we will treat religion in the constitution, and many
other topics, we must know the history of these issues,
we must learn from both the mistakes and successes
of other countries that have been through similar
processes, we must capitalize on the experiences and
expertise – taking the best and discarding the worst
– of others, and most importantly we must assess
everything that is being proposed through a critical and
informed lens. To this end we have attempted to provide
a high-level comprehensive informational overview
of many of the critical topics that are currently being
discussed and to provide a select group of opinions from
subject matter experts such as Dr. Ahmed El-Kosheri
discussing the Supreme Constitutional Court and
Bartłomiej Nowotarski - one of the authors of the Polish
Constitution – discussing the lessons learned from the
post-Communist Polish constitutional experience. If we
as citizens have a holistic and contextual background,
we will be able to participate on an informed basis in the
constitutional discussion, we will be able to assess all of
the proposals on a “relative merits” basis, and ultimately,
we will ensure that the constitution is a reflection of the
best of what we as citizens aspire to. The sections we
have covered are: What is a Constitution? Fundamental
and Optional Components of Constitutions, Overview
of the Constitution-Making Process, History of Egypt’s
Constitution, Religion and the Constitution, Rights
and Protections, Supra-Constitutional Principles, The
Supreme Constitutional Court, The Military and the
Constitution, and Transitional Justice.
We have also included detailed case studies on
various countries’ constitutional experiences – including
Indonesia, Argentina, Lebanon, France, South Africa,
Pakistan, Turkey, Germany, the US, and even a profile
of a Pharaonic revolution - similar to the January 25th
revolution – that happened here in Egypt over 4000
years ago - so no, we are not the first; Egyptians have
done it before!
While what we have presented is by no means
comprehensive, we hope that it will contribute
to informing the discussion and to increasing the
participation in the crafting of this most important
foundational document – our Egyptian constitution.
But even a great constitution is not enough. Without
one, we have very little chance of building the rightsbased equitable society we aspire to; but even a great
one, as some of the world’s most despotic regimes show,
is no automatic guarantee whatsoever of a just, fair,
successful society.
The only guarantee of that is that each and every one
of us makes the constitution more then a museum-piece
manuscript, we make it a living part of our daily lives.
The obligations, rights, and responsibilities outlined in it
become not only our primary reference point in managing
our relationship with the government; but our knowledge
of and familiarity with the constitution, and our absolute
insistence that every clause be uniformly applied will
become our source of strength and our guarantee that we
will never again be subject to frequent and gross violations
of our rights. Only then will the constitution become what
it should be, a reaffirmation of the sovereignty of the people
– and only we the people can do this.
So each of us is responsible to make the effort to
learn more, participate, and make the constitution a
frame of mind, not simply an elegant and well-written
document that is referred to on anniversaries yet plays
no concrete role in improving our lives. As Judge
Learned Hands expressed so wisely, “I often wonder
whether we do not rest our hopes too much upon
constitutions, upon laws and upon courts. These are
false hopes … Liberty lies in the hearts of men and
women; when it dies there, no constitution, no law, nor
court can save it; no constitution, no law, no court can
even do much to help it. While it lies there it needs no
constitution, no law, no court to save it.”
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What is a Constitution?

What do you know of the constitution?
What is a Constitution?
• The word constitution ﬁrst appeared in the mid-14th century, a derivative of the Old French word “constitucion” meaning “law, regulation, edict” and directly from the Latin “constitutionem” meaning “act of settling,
settled condition, anything arranged or settled upon, regulation, order, ordinance.”
• The word’s meaning evolved in the 1590s to be the “action of establishing,” and later the “mode of organization of a state.” By the 1730s, the deﬁnition evolved into “a system of principles by which a community is
governed,” and by the late 18th century, following the drafting of the U.S.and French constitutions, it became
known as a document of written laws.

Philosophical Origins

The connection between the rule of law, democracy and constitutionalism can be traced back 2,400 years, to the Greek philosophers Plato
and Aristotle, who lived in the Greek city-state of Athens, where all male citizens directly participated in lawmaking and deciding jury trials.

Plato:
Plato, born in 424 BC in Athens, was a philosopher, mathematician, and student of Socrates.
He is considered the fountainhead of Western
philosophy, particularly with regards to the evolution of the notion of
democracy and the rule of law.
Plato's most prominent work, “The Republic” (380 B.C.) examined different types of government. In it, he said that a military state would eventually fall apart as "[the leaders] invent illegal modes of expenditure; for
what do they or their wives care about the law?" “An oligarchy,” he said,
leads to "a city of the rich and a city of the poor, dwelling together, and
always plotting against one another."
He concluded that it is through the principle of the rule of law, upheld by
a system of democracy and the legal framework of a constitution, that a
society can guard itself against tyranny. Accordingly, no one should be
exempt from the law, even those in a position of power.

Quote

Plato laid the foundations for what was then perceived as an ideal democracy, where:
− Women were granted equal rights and privileges
− Rewards were allocated according to merit
− Citizens belonged to a social class according to their nature and not by
birth
− Members of the ruling class would be servants and guardians of the
working class
− Citizens would be carefully educated to build and maintain a democracy
− The ruler must be intellectually superior to the masses, and not claim to
be one of them

"The safest general characterization of
the European philosophical tradition is
that it consists of a series of footnotes
to Plato." - A. N. Whitehead, English philosopher.
"Laws are partly framed for the sake of
good men, in order to instruct them how
they live on friendly terms with one
another, and partly for the sake of
those who refuse to be instructed, whose
spirit cannot be subdued, or softened,
or hindered from plunging into evil."
- Plato “Laws”, 360 BC.

Aristotle:
• Aristotle, born in 384
BC in Athens, was a
philosopher, teacher of
Alexander the Great and
student of Plato. His influential work encompasses many
aspects of Western philosophy, including ethics, metaphysics, and politics.
• Aristotle stated that tyranny occurs when absolute power
is granted to a ruler, who is then likely to use his power to
further his own interests instead of working for the common
good. This became the premise for the principles of the rule
of law and separation of powers, which are essential to our
current understanding of a democratic system.
• Aristotle claimed that the best form of government is one
where "every man, whoever he is, can act best and live
happily." He perceived “true” constitutions as serving the
common interests of all citizens, while despotic ones serve
the selﬁsh interests of a particular person or group.

Quote
"The law is reason unaffected by
desire."- Aristotle,“Politics”, 350 BC.
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What is a Constitution?
Kant:
Immanuel Kant, born in 1724 in what is
today Russia, was a leading philosopher in
German thought and the philosophy of human rights.
Kant held that every rational being had both an innate right to
freedom and a duty to enter into a civil condition governed by a
social contract in order to realize and preserve that freedom. In
“On the Relationship of Theory and Practice in Political Right”
(1792), Kant outlined three principles that underlie the state:
− The freedom of every member of the state as a human right;
− His equality with every other citizen by virtue of being subjects;
and
− The independence of every member of a nation by virtue of
being a citizen.
Following the Western political philosophy of Plato and Aristotle, Kant developed the principle of the separation of powers by
advocating for a separation of the executive power from the
legislative power, the rule of law, and an elective representative
system of governance.
Kant’s philosophy emphasizes that the law, which is built on the
sovereign will of the people, must apply to all equally. His work
is fundamental to the prevailing notion of legitimacy, which
states that government must rest on the consent of the
governed. It is thus within the people’s power to confer
legitimacy upon governments and their policies.

Origin of the Constitution:
The Social Covenant

• The concept of the constitution is largely connected to the rise of the
nation state and human need for an administration and the presence of a
ruler to govern between them. This is what Thomas Hobbes advocated in
his defense of royal authority in England, when he proposed that the state
is established upon a voluntary contract and free-willed covenant of every
man with every man in order to progress from the State of Nature - which
he considers as the State of War of All against All - to the Civil State,
characterized by a situation of warless stability through subjugation to
sovereign control, even if the latter holds absolute power.
• Jean-Jacques Rousseau, the philosopher whose ideas later sparked the
French Revolution, generalized the concept of the Social Contract, by
advocating that there is no basis for social subjugation to authority except
in the framework of the collective consent (the General Will), yet society’s
need for consent is unrelated to subjugation to the authority of the
monarch; since the relationship between authority or the ruler and the
people must be based upon consent, or else it becomes a relationship of
master and slave.
• The Constitution of the United States is one of the most important and
one of the earliest constitutional documents in modern times, where the
Founding Fathers were inﬂuenced by the ideas of the renaissance era and
its philosophers - the likes of Rousseau and John Locke - and were also
affected by the French Revolution which broke out at the same time this
constitution was written. The U.S. Constitution is considered one of the
oldest federal constitutions, and was drafted in 1787 and went into effect
in 1789. The constitution’s original text included seven articles, until
Congress introduced 27 amendments, most prominently the ﬁrst 10
amendments known as the Bill of Rights, which went into effect in 1791,
and focus on the civil liberties of individuals.

Quote
"How to decide who legitimately make up 'the
people' is a problem almost totally
neglected by all the great political philosophers who write about democracy."
- Robert Dahl, American political scientist

The Charter of Medina,
622 A.D.
The Charter of Medina was written immediately upon the Migration (Hijra) of the
Prophet Muhammad—peace be upon
him—to Medina and is considered the
closest historical document to modern-day civil
constitutions. The purpose of this constitution was to govern relations
between all sects and groups in Medina or ‘Yathrib,’ which comprised
al-Muhajireen (the Migrants), al-Ansar (the Supporters), Jewish factions,
and other residents of Yathrib who did not embrace heavenly religions.
The manner by which the Charter of Medina was sealed marked a watershed moment in human history, as neither the Prophet (PBUH) nor Muslims
drafted its articles unilaterally, but passed it by Jewish tribes residing in
Medina, merchants, and other authorities of ‘Yathrib’ to become aware of
its content and either approve it or request its amendment prior to reaching a consensus. Only after being endorsed by everyone was it declared
binding upon all residents of Medina.
Italian Orientalist Giorgio de Santillana comments: “This constitution
included 52 clauses, all of them representing the opinion of the Messenger
of Allah. This constitution was written in a diction that allows followers of
other religions to live freely amongst Muslims, and hold their religious
rituals as they wish, and without causing annoyance for any party.”

• Constitutions are classiﬁed according to a variety of criteria such as length
or the manner by which the constitution was issued. Some constitutions,
despite being issued as a result of popular will, came into effect as a grant
from the monarch. Another chief criterion is the extent of ease or difﬁculty
with which a constitution can be amended as this criterion is a clear indication of society’s participation (or lack of) in amending constitutions, and the
importance (or lack of) of the constitution. Based upon this last criterion
(feasibility of amendment), constitutions are classiﬁed as follows:
Rigid Constitutions: are constitutions that cannot be easily amended
and usually acquire their legitimacy via referendums. These constitutions include provisions rendering the modiﬁcation of the constitution
— via absolute parliamentary majority or referendums — very difﬁcult.
This type of constitution brings stability to constitutional, legislative,
and judicial processes, albeit some deem the difﬁculty with respect to
amendments as a shortcoming. However, proponents of this type of
constitution consider this shortcoming as an advantage, in the sense
that amendments would only be permissible for essential and not
incidental reasons.
Flexible Constitutions: are constitutions that can be easily modiﬁed
and amended, and contrary to rigid constitutions, a simple parliamentary majority is sufﬁcient to pass an amendment, as is the case in
countries subscribing to ﬂexible constitutions. This type of constitution
ﬁrst arose in the English state which considered the “prevalent custom
of the state” throughout its royal eventful history as sufﬁcient for laying
the foundations for a constitution, and accordingly Parliament
registered these custom-based principles in what was called a ﬂexible
constitutional document. The most famous examples of countries
applying ﬂexible constitutions are the United Kingdom and Israel. Such
constitutions readily allow for amendment, but are marred by the fact
that the constitution does not override or dominate all other laws;
rather, a judge may opt to implement a new “customary principle”
rendering the law superior to the constitution, without the need for a
constitutional amendment or prior notice.
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2300 B.C.
To date, The most ancient law
known to us regulating government
affairs or the state’s administrative
apparatus was drafted in the time
of the Sumerian monarch, King of
Lagash. He
issued
decrees
forbidding the rich from exploiting
the poor and banning the clergy
from exploiting the public. One of
these decrees ordains that “The
Grand Priest may not invade the
garden of a humble person to seize
wood or levy a tax on fruit.”

1790 B.C.

594 B.C.

The Sixth Babylonian King,
Hammurabi, issued a code carrying
his name containing in excess of
200 laws, the majority of which
pertained to crimes of theft,
fornication and murder, albeit some
laws explicitly stated protection of
women and children, making it one
of the oldest charters in human
history that advocate women and
children’s rights.

Solon’s Athenian Constitution
concentrated on regulating the
process of joining the elite class
based upon wealth rather than
noble blood, and facilitated certain
rights for laborers.

1215 A.D.
The Magna Carta is a charter of liberties that King John of England
was forced to sign at the behest of a group of feudal barons in the
wake of England’s defeat by the French.The principal objective of this
charter was to curb the king’s authorities and absolute power which
the nobility considered a prime cause for the defeat due to the king’s
lack of wisdom and his recklessness. The charter was supported by
stalwarts in the English state, most prominently Stephen Langton
Archbishop of Canterbury who acted as an intermediary between
the king and the nobility, albeit his interests ultimately rested with the
latter. The king stamped the charter on June 15th, 1215 A.D. in
exchange for a renewed oath of allegiance from the barons.
This charter was amended in 1216, after the death of King John,
during the reign of his son King Henry III who was enthroned aged
nine, by omitting one of its articles. A complementary charter to the
barons’ document was issued in 1217 entitled the Charter of the
Forest (Carta de Foresta). The original document was labeled the
Magna Carta to distinguish it from the Charter of the Forest.
Upon his coming of age in 1225, Henry III assembled the charters of
liberties and reissued a new Magna Carta, in exchange for a tax on
movable property, labeled the Third Great Charter of Henry III,
where he compacted the original document into just 37 articles,
where he explicitly stated that the charter was voluntarily bestowed
by the king and not by coercion, albeit he followed this with a decree
forbidding any legal document or liberties from going into effect
without being stamped with the Great Seal of the Realm, which led
to rendering the charter ineffective.
In 1297 King Edward I reissued the great Charter specifying people’s
rights and liberties in exchange for a tax hike; and this charter
remains effective until this day in internal UK statutes.

Some

622 A.D.
The Constitution of Medina (Sahifat al-Madinah) also known as the Charter of
Medina, was written immediately upon the Migration (Hijra) of the Prophet
Muhammad—peace be upon him—to Medina and is considered the closest
historical document to modern-day civil constitutions. The purpose of this
constitution was to govern relations between all sects and groups in Medina or
‘Yathrib,’ which comprised al-Muhajireen (the Migrants), al-Ansar (the
Supporters), Jewish factions, and other residents of Yathrib who did not embrace
heavenly religions.
The manner by which the Charter of Medina was sealed marked a watershed
moment in human history, as neither the Prophet nor Muslims drafted its articles
unilaterally, but rather circulated it among Jewish tribes residing in Medina,
merchants, and other authorities of ‘Yathrib’ so that they would become aware of
its content and either approve it or request its amendment prior to reaching a
consensus. Once it was endorsed by everyone it was declared binding upon all
residents of Medina.
Evidently one of the most important clauses of the Charter pertained to joint
defense amongst all factions against any external aggression upon Medina;
according to the original text of the Charter “If anyone attacks a signatory of this
Pact, the others must come to his aid, and they (parties to this Pact) must seek
mutual advice and consultation devoid of unrighteousness.”
Italian Orientalist Giorgio de Santillana comments: “This constitution included 52
clauses, all of them representing the opinion of the Messenger of Allah. This
constitution was written in a diction that allows followers of other religions to live
freely amongst Muslims, and hold their religious rituals as they wish, and without
causing annoyance for any party. This constitution went into effect in the ﬁrst
year of the Hijra (623 A.D.).
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559–530 B.C.

508 B.C.

Persian King Kouroush (Cyrus)’s
Charter of Human Rights is
considered the oldest charter
permitting religious freedom and
abolishing serfdom and slavery.

The
Athenian
democratic
constitution was the ﬁrst charter to
mention “rule by the people” and
adopted a method of inclusive
participation in decision-making,
election of persons into ofﬁce, and
referendums on decisions. Moreover,
judicial rulings were issued via the
Council and democratic rights were
accessible to every free, male adult
Athenian.

e History

604 A.D.

438 A.D.

In
Japan,
Prince
Shōtoku
promulgated
a
17-article
constitution which served as an
early constitutional model in East
Asia, it was primarily based upon
Buddhist teachings and largely
focused on social commitments
towards the government and the
state.

In
Constantinople,
Emperor
Theodosius II labored to promulgate
the Theodosian code of law (Codex
Theodosianus) which compiled all
Roman laws and principles of state.
Amongst the most important of
these principles was the one granting
Roman citizenship to all subjects of
the Roman empire. The code went
into
effect
in
two
cities:
Constantinople and Rome, the ﬁrst
being the capital of Emperor
Constantine who oversaw the
empire’s conversion to Christianity,
and the second being the symbol of
the ancient capital of the empire.

450 B.C.
The ﬁrst Roman constitution, labeled
the Law of the Twelve Tablets, was the
ﬁrst written Roman law. These laws
were drawn up on 12 tablets which
were posted for public view in the
Roman Forum, where all essential
discussions took place. These laws
served as the foundation for Roman
citizens’ rights and tackled legal
procedures such as equity and
propriety, construction laws, and
punishment for violation of the laws.
These tablets were written by the
decemvirate (a council composed of 10
men). The decemvirate based these
laws on preceding civil and criminal
Roman laws, as well as upon religious
customs. The laws were displayed
publicly to familiarize citizens with their
legal rights and were executed
impartially among all citizens.

YOU Been studyin'
behind our backs??

Written & Unwritten Constitutions:
• The majority of world constitutions are written. The Indian Constitution is the longest written constitution, comprising
444 articles and 94 amendments, whereas the United States Constitution is one of the shortest written constitutions
consisting of 7 articles and 27 amendments.
• Unwritten constitutions are originally ﬂexible constitutions based on custom, as is the case in the UK
and a handful of other countries such as Israel.
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Fundamental Components of a Constitution
CIVIL
RIGHTS

STATE OF
EMERGENCY

CHECKS &
BALANCES

SYSTEM OF
GOVERNMENT

Civil rights and public liberties are amongst the most
important topics included in any constitution.
Almost no constitution is devoid of articles or
clauses tackling citizens’ fundamental rights, which
must not be violated under any circumstances.
The concept of civil rights and liberties is largely tied
to the concept of the first appearance of constitutions.
Renaissance philosophers such as Montesquieu said
that the purpose of any constitution or law is to
protect individuals from authority, and hence civil
rights become an integral part of any constitution in
order to protect individuals from authority.
Today fundamental or civil rights are to a large
extent connected with the concept of human
rights; both concepts have become intertwined,
and the majority of these rights are stated in the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights.

Fundamental rights and human rights are different
because the latter are more general and
encompassing.

THE MOST PROMINENT FUNDAMENTAL RIGHTS

1.CIVIL RIGHTS
1. Equality before the law and
non-discrimination on the basis
of gender, race, color or religion.
2. The right to a fair trial.
3. Personal liberty. Individual
liberties cannot be constrained
without a judicial order.
4. Freedom of opinion
and expression.
5. The right to congregate
or assemble.
6. The right to move freely
inside the country and abroad.
7. The right to elect and run for
public office.

8. The right of private ownership.
9. The right to litigate.

10. Freedom of religion
and to practice religious rituals.

2 . S E PA R AT I O N O F P O W E R
The principle of separation of powers
stipulates the separation of the three principal
powers of government:
1. The Legislature
2. The Executive
3. The Judiciary

• Each of these powers is omnipotent in terms
of running its own affairs independently from
the other two, other than in cases where
collaboration amongst powers is necessary.

• Each power checks the others two via means
determined according to the nature of each
branch’s power.
• Several political systems arose that reflect, to
varying degrees, the principle of separation of
powers :
-The presidential system which adopts
absolute separation of powers.
-The parliamentary system which applies
relative separation between the three powers.
-The assembly system where the entire
government are members in the united
federal assembly of the people’s
representatives.

• Switzerland is the best example of this
system

HISTORY OF THE SEPARATION OF POWER
Since the French Revolution, the principle of
separation of powers has undoubtedly become
one of the basic constitutional principles upon
which democratic systems are founded.

18TH
CENTURY

The origin of this principle can be
traced to 18th century political
philosophy, when it emerged as an

instrument for struggle against absolute
government, and deposing tyrannical monarchs
and their unchallenged authority.

The principle of separation of powers does
not mean building a corporeal fence completely
separating the powers of government; rather,
the purpose of this principle is to enhance
cooperation among the three powers and
maintain a system of checks and balances
between them .
The system of government is based on the
principle that power counters power, leading to
securing individual liberties, safeguarding their
rights, recourse to the law, and ensuring fair
and correct application of laws, i.e. striking a
balance between and ensuring cooperation
amongst powers, and providing neutrality for
each of them in its respective jurisdiction.

Some intellectuals were inclined to understand
it as an absolute separation of powers; the bulk
of jurists understood the principle differently, as
separation coupled with cooperation of powers,
and with checks and balances amongst them.

SEPARATION OF
POWERS
INDEPENDENCE OF
JUDICIARY

1(a) STATE OF EMERGENCY
The state of emergency (SOE) is a government
declaration in cases such as a natural disaster,
war, external invasion or civil war, which
necessitates suspension of certain legal
regulations and grants more authorities to the
Executive branch.
• Most constitutions include: a definition of
the SOE or give examples of them, regulate
the process of declaring the SOE, list the civil
rights that cannot be violated, and bar the
Executive from declaring / lifting the SOE
whenever it pleases.
• The US Constitution for instance is not
explicit about states of emergency, but says
that certain civil rights must not be violated or
suspended except in cases of rebellion or
threat to social tranquility, thereby indirectly
identifying a case of emergency.
• On the other hand, the German Constitution
goes into great detail in explaining states of
emergencies, how to deal with them and the
authorities vested in the Executive and
Legislative branches of power in each
particular state of emergency.

THE THREE PRINCIPAL POWERS
1.THE EXECUTIVE BRANCH:

• Responsible for the execution of all projects,
decisions and orders issued by the state. It
embodies the state’s administrative authority.
• Comprises members of Cabinet.
In a presidential system, the Executive power
consists of the President and his top aides or
administration staff, as is the case in the US.
In a parliamentary system the Executive consists
of ministers, and the prime minister, as in the UK.

2.THE LEGISLATIVE BRANCH:
• Responsible for issuing legislation.

• Consists in principle of members of Parliament,
comprising representatives elected by the
people. Its decisions are binding as they are
issued by the people’s representatives on behalf
of the people.

3.THE JUDICIARY:

The judiciary generally does not make law or
enforce law. This judiciary is tasked with ensuring
equal justice under law. It usually also consists of
a court of final appeal (called the "Supreme
court" or "Constitutional court"), together with
lower courts. The judiciary in many countries also
has the power to annul the laws and rules of the
state when it finds them incompatible with
primary legislation, the provisions of the
constitution or international law.
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3.CHECKS & BALANCES
{

IN THE MAJORITY OF CONSTITUTIONS, THE
THREE POWERS MONITOR ONE ANOTHER

LEGISLATIVE
BRANCH
PARLIAMENTARY HEARING

PARLIAMENTARY INTERPELLATION

• The most formidable instrument of
parliamentary monitoring. It implies
charging a member of the executive
branch or the entire government with
an accusation, that could lead to
withdrawal of confidence.

• The right to question and interrogate
members of the Executive authority who
are obliged to respond to questions.

• Process should stay clear of posing
questions pertinent to the private life of
the questioned.

• In general, the answer to the
interpellation is in verbal
parliamentary sessions attended by
the member of the Executive branch,
unless he is requested to present
answers in writing or obliged to do so
at the behest of the law.

• In cases where Parliament is unsatisfied
with the response from the minister or
the representative of the Executive
branch, or if Parliament deems that the
accusation is valid, a no confidence vote
against the government may be
instigated.

• Questioning, unlike interrogation, does
not imply an accusation.

• In most countries the Speaker of
Parliament retains the authority to
block questions deemed
inappropriate or to request an
adjournment to a secret session if
deemed relevant to the state’s
national security.

EXECUTIVE
BRANCH

• The Executive branch checks the Legislative branch and
the Judiciary via a host of methods, including:
• The President and the head of the Executive branch
retain the right to dissolve Parliament.

• The Executive branch retains the right to oversee
appointment of judges in the judiciary, and the Ministry
of Justice oversees salaries, overheads and expenditure
pertinent to judicial authorities.

• No-confidence votes pose the
Legislative branch's most
formidable weapon, since the
passing of a no-confidence motion
means removing the government
and forming a new one.
• The Legislative branch usually retains
the exclusive right to endorse the
general budget, and this is the second
strongest instrument of oversight
upon the Executive branch.
• Generally, the judiciary is not subject
to parliamentary oversight as a
guarantee to ensure judicial
independence. In practice the
Legislative branch conducts this
function via issuing laws and
endorsing the general budget, which
includes the judiciary’s budget as well
as the Ministry of Justice and its
affiliates’ budget.

THE
JUDICIARY

• Monitoring whether or not laws are constitutional.
• Administrative judicial courts rule on administrative
disputes arising amongst governmental parties and
authorities, or between other individuals or
institutions; and the government is obliged to comply
with the administrative court’s rulings.

{
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4. SYSTEMS OF GOVERNMENT
THE CONSTITUTION MUST SPECIFY THE SYSTEM OF GOVERNMENT
PARLIAMENTARY

PARLIAMENTARY

Parliament is the highest authority in the state.
Any law or legislation passed by Parliament cannot be
countermanded by any other authority in the state.
The people exclusively select MPs - via either single or list
ballot - and a government is formed by the party winning the
majority of seats in Parliament.
Usually, the Prime Minister is the head of the majority party.
Parliament selects members of the Council of Ministers
(Cabinet) and the Prime Minister, based upon the following
criteria:

- If a party obtains the majority of seats in Parliament it
becomes the majority party and acquires the right to form
the government in full; but when forming the government
it may opt to leave some ministerial portfolios to other
parties.
- In the event that any single party fails to obtain an
absolute parliamentary majority, parties attempt to form a
coalition; thereby forming a government comprising
several parties that together constitute a parliamentary
majority and is referred to as a coalition government.

THE PRESIDENT OF STATE IN
A PARLIAMENTARY SYSTEM

Each party’s representation in a coalition government is
proportionate to the number of seats it won in Parliament.
In some cases “ministries’ weight” may be introduced into
the equation, by which the party winning the most number
of seats forfeits a large number of ministerial portfolios in
exchange for acquiring “key” sovereign ministries such as the
Interior, Foreign Affairs, and Finance portfolios.
The majority party or coalition retains the right to withdraw
confidence from the government via a majority vote of no
confidence.
The government retains the right to dissolve Parliament if it
deems that Parliament is reluctant to implement its
functions in harmony with the country’s best interests.
The ruling party or coalition may call for a general
parliamentary election at any point in time.
Usually Parliament selects members of the Supreme
Constitutional Court (or its equivalent) which represent the
highest judicial authority in the country; or, Parliament’s
judicial committee serves the role of the Supreme
Constitutional Court.

DISADVANTAGES

• The office of the President of State is honorary in
a parliamentary system.
• The President is selected via either parliamentary
or general election.

• The government often consists of a
coalition of parties. Often coalitions
lead to government instability due to
ongoing disputes amongst the parties
comprising the ruling coalition.

• Sometimes the President holds the rank of
minister and attends some sessions of the Council
of Ministers, but his opinion remains advisory and
his voice does not count during voting on
Cabinet’s decisions.

• Difficulty of obtaining strong support
for the government from Parliament in
the presence of disparate partisan
orientations.

• The President is not accountable before
Parliament.

• The government may become
controlled by a particular parliamentary
bloc and ignore the others.

THE PRIME MINISTER IN A
PARLIAMENTARY SYSTEM

PM

• The Prime Minister is the actual head of state,
and retains the authority to dissolve Parliament,
sack ministers, and call for a general election at
any time.
• He does not make his decisions autonomously,
but works with the Cabinet which is considered
a reflection of the party or the ruling coalition.

• Loyalty to the majority party could
drive MPs to refrain from criticizing the
government which represents their
party.
• Election dates are not fixed. The Prime
Minister retains the right to call for new
elections whenever he deems
appropriate in order to acquire more
parliamentary seats for his party or to
rescue his government from a
no-confidence motion.
•The Prime Minister is not directly
elected by the people nor accountable
except to Parliament - whose members
have been elected, but not directly
selected, by the people.
• Requires strong political awareness
and strong political parties.

ADVANTAGES
• Generally creates realistic
integration amongst the three
branches of government.
• No concentration of power in the
hands of one person such as the
President of the Republic.
• The Prime Minister is in effect
equal in rank and authority to other
ministers, and all are subject to
parliamentary oversight.
• The system encourages
continuous political dialogue
between all political forces in
society.

COUNTRIES USING A
PARLIAMENTARY
SYSTEM:

BULGARIA, THE CZECH REPUBLIC,
AUSTRIA, FINLAND, GERMANY,
GREECE, HUNGARY,
SOUTH AFRICA, TURKEY AND
41 OTHER COUNTRIES
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SYSTEMS OF GOVERNMENT, Continued

PRESIDENTIAL
The President of State retains real and legal executive
power unlike in parliamentary or semi-presidential
systems, and no decisions are made outside of his will.
On the national level, the President is responsible for
protecting the constitution, law enforcement,
proposing draft legislations, convoking Congress into
extraordinary sessions, addressing verbal messages to
Congress, appointing senior judges, top aides
(ministers/ secretaries) and senior staff.
On the international level, the President is primarily
responsible for relations with foreign countries and
appoints ambassadors and consuls, receives foreign
ambassadors, and conducts official contacts with their
governments, and hence the president is the chief
diplomat.
Despite the popular legitimacy of the elected
President, his success depends in part on his ability to
win over supporters in Parliament that back his
policies and decisions.

MIXED
A system that blends the following features from
presidential and parliamentary systems:
FEATURES OF THE PRESIDENTIAL SYSTEM:

• The President is elected by the people.
• He chairs the Council of Ministers.
• He appoints the Prime Minister.
• He appoints and dismisses ministers based on advice
from the Prime Minister.
• He appoints senior state employees - civilian and
military - and retains organizational authority
particularly in terms of issuing decisions.
FEATURES OF THE PARLIAMENTARY SYSTEM:
• Dualism of the executive branch with a President and
a government.
• Parliament monitors government activity.
• The government is accountable before Parliament,
and Parliament may withdraw confidence from the
government.
• The Executive branch may dissolve Parliament.
• The Executive branch partakes in legislative
functions via proposing legislation and discussing it in
Parliament.

5.INDEPENDENCE OF THE JUDICIARY
• A principle derived from the theory of separation of powers and explicitly stated in most constitutions.
• Means independence of the judicial authority away from any influence from the legislative and executive
branches of power or from political, media or societal pressure.
• The principle of independence of the judiciary is largely connected to the principle of the rule of law; there can be
no rule of law in the absence of neutral administrators who implement it to its full extent and away from
subjugation to any whims.
• Due to the importance of this principle, the United Nations endorsed general principles for independence of the
judiciary in its Resolution #40/32 issued on November 29th, 1985:

THE MOST IMPORTANT OF THESE PRINCIPLES ARE:
• The state guarantees independence of the judiciary and it is
stipulated in any country’s constitution or laws.
• Judicial authorities rule on matters referred to them impartially,
based upon facts and in conformity with the law, and without
constraints or unhealthy influences, temptations, pressures,
threats or direct or indirect interventions from any party and under
any pretext whatsoever.
• Each member state is obliged to earmark sufficient resources to
enable the judiciary to properly conduct its functions.
• Judges are free to form syndicates, associations or unions or other
organizations to represent their interests and protect their judicial
independence. Judges are guaranteed to remain in office until
reaching retirement age or completion of their designated tenure
in office.
• Referring lawsuits to judges within the framework of the court
they serve in is considered an internal matter under the jurisdiction
of the judicial administration.

• Guaranteeing that judges remain in their offices and fulfil their legal
term.

STATE OF EMERGENCY

• Institutional independence
- Administratively: all matters pertinent to administrating the judicial
process including distribution of lawsuits upon judicial circuits, their
stratification, transferring or seconding judges, determining the
budget of the judiciary or any other affairs relevant to the judiciary
must be in the hands of the judicial authority.
- Technically: the judge’s independence in terms of issuing decisions
and writing sentences or rulings.
• Wages
Judges’ wages must be secured and sufficient and not subjected to
recurring alteration by the Executive branch of power.
• Immunity
The judge maintains judicial, criminal and civilian immunity in matters
pertinent to the judiciary.
• Openness of Trials
Judicial trials are open to all citizens to attend and witness.
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OPTIONAL BLOCKS

Optional Components of a Constitution
Some issues are not addressed in all constitutions but vary from one constitution to another and
from one country to another because each constitution largely reflects the aspirations and
priorities of the people; hence, constitutions differ in terms of the articles they encompass.

SOCIAL AFFAIRS

POLITICAL AFFAIRS

ECONOMIC AFFAIRS

•The role of religion and religious
institutions

•Stipulations (or Conditions) for nationality

•Labor and the role of the state in
providing employment

•Women’s rights

•Stipulations (or Conditions) for nomination for
public office (Presidency/ Membership of
Parliament)

•Workers’ rights: such as the right to
strike and form syndicates

•The state’s administrative divisions

•Children’s rights
•The right to education and the role of
the state
•The right to healthcare and social
security

•Number of electoral constituencies

•Political parties, regulating their activities and
funding (some constitutions leave the regulation
of this subject to the law, while others tackle it in
the constitution)
•Regulating parliamentary affairs

•The role of the press

•Restrictions to the state’s budget: such
as determining the percentage of budget
deficit and debt (the Polish Constitution
stipulates that public debt must not
exceed 60% of GDP)
•The Central Bank, its authorities and
regulation of its affairs

•Judicial immunity for members of Parliament
•Regulating military conscription and its duration
(or length)
•Environmental protection

•Provisions pertaining to national emergencies

PM

A Revolution of Reforms?
But changing a regime - like changing
a nation’s political-economy - turns out
to be a longer and more complicated
endeavor - in Weber’s famous phrase
“slow strong drilling through hard
boards.” The forces that brought down
Mubarak have not yet brought down his
regime. They remain fragmented and
lacking in institutional structure. A
program to transform the structure of
the nation’s political and economic life
has not emerged. For all the political
drama of the last months, in large measure
the military remains in charge, as it has
been for more than fifty years, without
institutional checks and balances or
mechanisms for accountability. The
economic and social opportunities and life
strategies available for Egyptian citizens
are little changed. The commanding
heights of the nation’s economy continue
to allocate resources through off-budget or
secret arrangements among the powerful
rather than through an accountable public
budgeting process. The nation’s resources
continue to be distributed in large part as if
the political powers needing to be satisfied
remained those of the Mubarak era, despite

Cont’d from page 1

the public humiliation of one or another
kleptocrat from the old order.
As a result, it is reasonable today for
outsiders to wonder whether the Egyptian
regime can be changed, just as it was
reasonable in early 2011 to suppose that
President Mubarak would be able to
manage and contain the demonstrations.
Yet such worries underestimate the
profound transformation in consciousness
wrought by the experience of revolution
for many Egyptians. Millions of people
believe things have changed, will change,
and realize their collective potential. This
is the key point – the collective self-image
of an enormous number of Egyptians,
from the secular elites to the traditional
opposition, from the bourgeoisie to the
unemployed laborer, has been transformed.
Not everyone, of course, and not all
the time. Consciousness is a fluid and
mercurial thing at such times. But there
is an opening for imagination, for personal
and collective dreams and hopes, which
was not there a month ago. Even if all the
institutions remain the same, this will not
be the same Egypt.
Whether it will be a better Egypt,

whether their new hopes about themselves
will be realized, remains to be seen.
Much will depend upon how they take
possession of the transition, define a
common set of objectives for sustained
reform, and maintain the momentum to
get there. Many hundreds or thousands of
individuals spread across a population of
85 million, must find a way to transform
a cultural revolution in the nation’s
collective consciousness into a new mode
of economic, social and political life. This
requires more than constitutional change,
elections or a savvy political program. It
requires a thorough transformation of the
nation’s institutional life, from the security
apparatus to the economy. Even the best
parliament, the most liberal constitution,
the most open and fair presidential
election, may well leave all this untouched;
may indeed be a substitute for the hard
drilling that will be necessary to change
the regime.
Besides momentum and a new
consciousness of themselves, however,
the agents of change in Egyptian society
have one crucial advantage: the rulership
has also had to re-evaluate. The military

has been thrust into an unfamiliar role
as rulers without a political front man,
aware that the population’s expectations,
self-confidence, and patience are all
together different than a year ago. The
kleptocrats know that in some way
they cannot foresee, they may be next.
Their uneasiness is both a threat and an
opportunity. The powers that need to be
accommodated by off-budget deals have
shifted – even if it is not yet clear that an
economy which distributes the resources
of the nation to ensure political peace
through the open process of parliamentary
budgeting and legislation can be built.
Nevertheless, even if they remain in
charge, this will not be the same militaryindustrial complex.
Transition to What? Where Might
We Hope this All Leads?
Here we should take our cue from
the demonstrators’ own demands: bring
“the system” down, replace it with a
government and economy of institutions
rather than individuals, with an open
political and social culture, and with an

Cont’d on page 13
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equitable economic development strategy
and it is difficult to evaluate what will be
well designed to generate growth. The
enduring, particularly from a distance.
Egyptian revolution had its roots in
Will it be meaningful to remove – or
aspirations for dignity, participation,
reinforce – reference to shari’a in the
and economic opportunity. Those who
constitution? Would it mean more to
participated shared a common hunger for
change the way religion is registered
the respect that comes from economic and
as part of one’s identity in government
social potential for
[Egyptians] must find a way to transform a cultural
oneself and one’s
family and freedom
revolution in the nation’s collective consciousness into
from arbitrary power
a new mode of economic, social and political life. This
in everyday life.
requires more than constitutional change, elections
We must
or a savvy political program. It requires a thorough
remember that this
transformation of the nation’s institutional life, from the
was not only a
Facebook-inspired
security apparatus to the economy.
revolution of urban
youth in the center of Cairo. Established
documents and identity papers? Whether
religious communities and parties were
such things are hotly debated – or
there, as has been made clear by their
completely ignored – we simply cannot
political successes over the last year. The
know at this point which will turn out to be
labor movement, nurtured in the now
significant. As often in today’s heated-up
declining industries of the Nasser era, was
media cycle, the Western media has rushed
there. It may be that the regime only truly to give long-term meaning to very shortcame unglued when unrest spread to the
term events, statements, and personality
industrial cities of Suez, Mahallah, and
shuffles. We should sit tight – this will take
Alexandria. The dramatic events of last
some time. From the outside, it is easy to
year had roots not only in social media, but misread the signs, to interpret them against
also in a decade of labor protest, which had old metrics, to mistake forms for reality.
generalized the experience of vulnerability
The Egyptian leadership is
to arbitrary state power across the working undoubtedly being buffeted from all sides
class.
by demands and recommendations about
Realizing the aspirations of such
where to begin. After a year, the clamor,
disparate constituencies will require more
the disenchantment, the resignation - along
than constitutional reform, elections, or
with the hope that nothing enduring will
new leadership. It cannot be generated
change - have all grown. At the same
by schemes of transitional justice or
time, the “transition” process offers
the prosecution of those singled out as
complex opportunities for existing and
responsible for thirty years of stagnant
aspiring elites to jockey for position and
political and economic life. In truth,
struggle to improve their position for the
millions of Egyptian citizens found
next round. Signals are more significant
ways to accommodate their lives to the
than substance, and everyone is trying
old regime – that is part of what made
to send signals. The method, speed and
their sudden collective determination
extent of the proposed constitutional
to overthrow it so striking to them.
revision is a signal, but not a plan for
Completing the revolution will require
political reform. The abolition – or
a new social and economic bargain,
reinforcement – of Article 2 of the old
reinforced by the creation of an open and
Constitution establishing principles of
responsible political culture and of an
shari’a as the main source of legislation
institutional structure capable of sustaining is a signal, but will not establish the
a sensible economic development
foundation for a cultural accommodation
strategy. It will require the establishment
of religious life. Seizing assets, calling
of social and institutional conditions
for prosecutions, denouncing corruption
capable of ensuring a vigorous culture
are all signals, but not a plan for the
of moral responsibility, open debate
transformation of Egypt’s dysfunctional
and accountability, as well as religious
and kleptocratic economy. In each
freedom.
case, everything will depend upon what
happens later. How will Article 2 - or its
What to Look for Now - In what
absence - be interpreted by judges? What
remain early days?
will become of the judiciary itself? Will
Looking back at other transitions – in
fighting corruption mean cleaning up
Eastern Europe, in South Africa – we can
procurement and reducing opportunities
see that what happens in early days, and
for private rent-seeking at the top, or will
how others interpret what happens, can
it mean a more equitable sharing of the
make an enormous difference in the longer nation’s wealth?
term. Unfortunately, it is very difficult
to say just how. Large battles sometimes
A Possible Agenda For Transition
matter very little, while small things can
The next government – and the
lay down unexpected long-term pathways.
next after that – will, we can hope, be
Much done in the name of reform will
transitional. Whether they are composed
doubtless be done to consolidate the status
of technocrats or broadly represent the
quo, just as stability now may turn out to
range of movements and parties, they
be the long-term friend of real change. A
will have three large sets of issues on
new constitution will not be a new political their desk: political reform, economic
order, anymore than an election will
reform, and the reform of information and
transform a politics of individuals into a
cultural policy. A meaningful transition –
political culture of institutions.
completing the revolution – will require
In such moments, time speeds up
sustained effort in each area for some time.

“
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Political Reform
There seems to be no Egyptian
Mandela and no obvious new Mubarak,
although there will certainly be contenders
for that role. That creates opportunities
but makes them difficult to realize.
Breaking with the old regime, freeing
political prisoners, lifting the emergency
law, changing the law restricting the
formation of political parties, establishing
the constitutional and institutional
prerequisites for selecting a new
government, laying the basis for a new
relationship between policy and citizenry,
military and civilian leadership – this has
been and remains an enormous agenda
on its own. It is tempting to imagine
that it can be achieved by constitutional
amendment or legislative decree or by the
dismissal or appointment of one or another
official. But we know from experience
elsewhere that a more open, inclusive, and
responsible political culture of institutions
cannot be legislated or decreed.
We will certainly learn something
from the constitution to be proposed. It
will signal where the elites believe they

“

apparatus, the police, the judiciary, the
administrative bureaucracy – will be far
more important than a new legislature, a
new president, a new constitution. At the
end of the day, the rule of law is micro, not
macro. It is a discipline wrought by the
citizenry in the quotidian activities of the
state, a regularization of the expectation
that officials respond to rules. This will be
achieved neighborhood by neighborhood,
city by city, institution by institution.
The Egyptian revolution was the
confluence of an extremely wide array
of social, economic and political forces,
sharing bitter experience at the hands of
the regime, but otherwise quite distinct.
The institutions for an open political
culture among these groups will only
be built and sustained if cultural and
economic reforms succeed. In this sense,
political reform may best be approached
indirectly, through economic reform and
cultural change.
Economic Reform
Serious economic reform would
mean dismantling the crony capitalism

In the long run, internal reform of the institutions of the state – the
security apparatus, the police, the judiciary, the administrative
bureaucracy – will be far more important than a new legislature, a
new president, a new constitution. At the end of the day, the rule of
law is micro, not macro.

are headed. But constitutional reforms are
not the main story here and neither are
elections, although it will be important to
do what one can to get them right.
Unfortunately, the stagnant politics of
crony-capitalism is compatible with an
extremely wide range of constitutional
arrangements that survive across the
developing world in the shadow of
myriad legislative pronouncements and
electoral practices. Even putting social
and economic justice prominently into
a constitutional text, as we have learned
from South Africa, is no substitute for
rebuilding the economic, political, and
legal arrangements which reproduce
inequality or stifle growth.
In the long run, internal reform of
the institutions of the state – the security

”

of the rentier state and replacing it with
vigorous and equitable national economic
development. This is very difficult to
do. What is often hard to remember is
that this is not the same thing as adopting
neo-liberal policies of privatization,
deregulation, or free trade. Unfortunately,
more than two decades after the exuberant
one-size-fits-all development models of the
Washington Consensus were everywhere
chastened and discredited, many remain
primed to judge economic reform in Egypt
by the obsolete metric of “openness,”
measured policies of “privatization,” “free
trade,” and “anti-corruption.”
Most importantly, a focus on “opening”
the economy in these ways ignores the
far more important social demand for
Cont’d on page 14
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equitable participation in the economy.
The import-substitution industrialization
project of the Nasser regime made a
powerful social promise – the gains
from industrial development would be
distributed to a new working class as
wages and subsidies for the purchase of
essentials. These promises were only
imperfectly realized, of course, and at
great cost to many others, particularly in
the rural and agricultural sectors, who were
promised only a stable, if shrinking, share
of the pie. In any event, that program is
no longer available. Egypt’s economy has
been repositioned to be far more dependent
upon its role in the global economy, its
natural resources and strategic position,
than upon its own industrial production.
A new social deal will need to be struck.
Beginning in the 1970s, the Nasser
era social promise was dismantled as
the economy shifted to depend far more
on what might be termed public “rents”
from extractive industry, foreign aid,
Suez canal fees, and the various fees and
taxes extracted from state-controlled, if
not state-owned, sectors of the economy

Cont’d from page 13

national responsibility to families and local
or religious communities. Women have
often borne the brunt of these changing
social conditions.
Completing the revolution will require
that the conditions for robust economic
development are linked to new modes
of social welfare. Import substitution
industries now compete with foreign
production and are, in any event, no longer
a large enough component of the economy
for industrial wages to be a sufficient social
welfare cushion. Wages will need to rise
throughout the economy, and subsidies
for basic commodities will need to be
replaced by support for human capital
development in education and health as
well as credit and other support for small
and medium-sized enterprises. Ultimately,
the rents in this rentier economy will need
to be distributed in accordance with a new
political settlement, on budget, negotiated
and legislated in a parliament.
But that remains far in the future.
The nation’s political economy cannot be
turned on a dime. In Egypt, as elsewhere,
“privatization” has been an integral

– most crucially, tourism. These public
part of crony-capitalism. Friends and
rents have been distributed to Egyptian
family of the leadership have embedded
and foreign entities close to the regime
themselves in the “private sector.” Further
to ensure its political survival, while the
privatization could well offer more of the
conditions for a
same, entrenching
social wage have
interests who will
Even putting social and
been dismantled.
economic justice prominently have the motive and
The result has been
capability – even
into a constitutional text, as we the legal entitlement
the progressive
have learned from South Africa, – to frustrate future
pauperization of the
vast majority of the
is no substitute for rebuilding the development policy.
Egyptian people.
economic, political, and legal De-concentrating
Subsidies have been
arrangements which reproduce economic life today
replaced by microwill require the careful
inequality or stifle growth.
credit, enforced in
management of
ways which have
industrial, anti-trust,
extended the experience of vulnerability to and credit policy, oriented to the successful
arbitrary police power across the nation’s
establishment of new competitive national
poor. Periodic half-hearted campaigns
firms in various sectors, far more than
to “open” or “reform” the economy have
further privatization of public enterprises.
been part of the problem, as subsidies
Indeed, public ownership and management
have been withdrawn, wages have fallen,
may continue to be crucial. Replacing
and social welfare has devolved from a
public with private rent-seeking is less

“
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important than ensuring that the economic
economic habits, pathways, and social
life sustained in the wake of these rents is
relationships to fuel new economic
vigorous and competitive.
activities. We must recognize that the
Much of Egypt’s economy flows
social relations forged under crony
through the regime, including fees from
capitalism will remain crucial as new
the Suez Canal, receipts from natural
forms of investment and new economic
gas, foreign aid, as
opportunities emerge.
Many remain primed to judge Over time, of course,
well as returns from
economic reform in Egypt
multiple taxes, tariffs,
eggs will need to be
by the obsolete metric of
and fees. Much
broken, resources
state income is not
“openness,” measured policies will need to be rereported in the state
of “privatization,” “free trade,” arranged, economic
budget, but has been
and “anti-corruption.” A focus entitlements will need
managed directly
on “opening” the economy in to be conditioned
by the President
on economic
these ways ignores the far more performance, and
without parliamentary
important social demand for
oversight. Transparent
so on. Indeed, it is
equitable participation in the
budgeting in
important not to
economy.
the hands of
fortify cronyism with
an accountable
entitlement.
development agency or bank would
At the same time, however, one
be an excellent first step. The Central
can only un-build current conditions of
Agency for Accountancy, reporting
economic survival by offering people
to a newly independent Parliament,
alternatives. The military, for example,
could play a crucial role here. A truly
will need to return to their barracks, but
independent and professionally competent
they will need barracks to return to. The
development agency or bank should
police will need to return to the streets,
aim to ensure that economic
but with sufficient tools, salaries, and
activity generating public rents
technologies to guarantee a new public
– including tourism, energy,
order. Unpredictable and unaccountable
and telecommunications – and
abuse at the hands of public authority
supported by the disbursement
was not only a tool of political power;
of those rents in areas such
it was an economic order, enabling
as construction or housing,
individuals within the police establishment
all have strong forward and
to collect fees from those it could abuse.
backward linkages to the rest of Disestablishing that abuse requires a
the Egyptian economy, support
new economic basis for the maintenance
a decent minimum wage, and
of public order – namely, a sufficient
be characterized by transparent
distribution of public rents to the police to
and accountable contracting
ensure professionalism.
procedures. Moreover, Egypt
One cannot abolish crony capitalism
will need to retain the national
in a day because to do so would also
economic freedom of action to
abolish economic life. After all, closing
carry out such reforms.
an inefficient enterprise is only helpful if
Much as we can all applaud one also is able to transition the people and
efforts to reduce “corruption,”
assets to more productive uses. Opening
most of what we will hear
the domestic market to free trade, as
on this score will be sound
was done in the early days of the Iraq
and fury – of political rather
occupation, may quickly put inefficient
than economic significance as
local firms long protected by the sinews
people settle scores and jockey
of the rentier state out of business by
for position in a new political
allowing imports to flood the market.
and economic landscape.
But that is not at all the same thing as
Comparative study of “antitransitioning those inefficient firms to
corruption commissions”
more robust economic performance.
demonstrates how routinely
Rather, it is the opposite. Swift
procedures of investigation have been
deregulation of financial services may
instrumentalized by private or political
increase the competitive penetration of
interests to become a form of corruption
the local banking sector by foreign firms,
by other means. Indeed, the longer-term
but that is not the same thing as ensuring
effort to build an open and productive
the availability of credit for small or
economic culture can be set back by
medium-sized enterprises in the economic
misguided anti-corruption prosecution.
transition, or bringing the unbanked
Open procurement procedures, realistic
poor into the nation’s financial system.
civil service wage structures, a culturally
The point is to strategize about how one
embedded sensitivity to conflict of interest, engages the global economy where there
must all be achieved institutionally and
are opportunities for local firms and
culturally. A complex, if dysfunctional,
industries to capture and reinvest rents
economic system cannot be prosecuted
from trade.
into submission. It must be rebuilt from
Accomplishing such a sustainable
within.
economic revitalization requires trust and
We need to remember that crony
collaboration, for it will create losers as
capitalism works. People throughout the
often as it opens new opportunities. To get
economy are complicit and embedded in
there, state regulation and participation
its embrace. Moreover, not everything
in the economy will continue to be
should be dismantled. Quite the opposite;
important. Much as one needs to rely on
the economic transitions in East/Central
existing relationships and pathways, one
Europe, Russia, and China teach us, in
also needs to be able to transform them.
Cont’d on page 15
different ways, the importance of existing
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Economic arrangements will need to
remain flexible, harnessed to a national
capacity for making and remaking the
opportunities for productive economic
activity. To that end, economic reform and
equitable development require an open
horizon of policy space and a national
capacity to debate and alter the conditions
for economic life.
Again, the keys will be institutional
and cultural. We should look for cultural
changes in attitudes towards petty bribery,
institutional regularization of army and
government procurement, establishment
of realistic civil service and military salary
structures, and increased transparency
in the distribution of rents, licenses, and
contracts. Years of cosmetic reform have
left a residue of ineffective economic
regulatory agencies and “High Councils”

Cont’d from page 14

transition and complete the revolution will
require something more. Enshrining rights
in a constitution, even social and political
rights, is quite different from rebuilding
the conditions of social and economic
possibility.
A culture of economic accountability
and social solidarity cannot be adjudicated
into existence any more than it can be
legislated. A social and cultural project
to deepen the society’s commitment to
“rights” may be useful but it can also
generate habits of individual grievance
and entitlement rather than sustaining the
collaborative effort necessary to achieve
social justice over time. And, it can restrict
the horizon for economic policy and
institutional reform.
Political and social life has repeatedly
heated and cooled over the last months.

We have an unfortunate tendency to treat the political transition as
most immediate and significant, as the precondition to a sensible
economic development path or an open information culture. In
fact, things are just the other way around. This is an inter-subjective
revolution, which will be won or lost in the minds of the Egyptian
people. As a consequence, the most important reform priority and
the terrain on which a “new Egypt” will or will not be built is cultural.
on everything from population and
motherhood to human rights. These will
need to be rendered credible and effective
– or abolished. More important than anticorruption or transitional justice machinery
will be things like the establishment of a
transparent state budget, the independence
of a professional national development
agency or bank, the emergence
of competitive national firms, the
establishment of a realistic and sustainable
minimum wage, and the establishment
of an independent institution to manage
and fine-tune industrial and development
policy. These things are not mysterious
– all have been achieved elsewhere,
reinforced by cultural habits and attitudes.
Accountability, for administrative and
economic actors, requires habits of
monitoring and adjustment which must be
embedded in institutions and supported
by cultural confidence in the direction of
economic transformation.
Culture and Information Reform
Here is a key demand of the
opposition: the development of an
independent and open information space
as well as changing habits of secrecy
at the top. The workings of the old
economy were always transparent to
someone, just not to outsiders. It was by
seizing the initiative to forge a new social
narrative and by managing the image and
information about what was happening that
the revolution gained momentum, broke
through, and has now gone viral across the
Middle East.
We are accustomed to thinking about
modern cultural revolution as a matter of
constitutional protection for freedoms of
speech and assembly on the one hand, and
of deregulation in the telecommunications
and internet space on the other.
These are certainly important. But
the cultural reform necessary to sustain
a meaningful economic and political

15

Many have become worn out. To complete
the revolution will require that the pot
continue to boil. Cultural life will need to
remain vibrant for collective engagement
to be sustained and to encourage a longterm collective discussion about the
nation’s direction that remains open to
experimentation and innovation.
Only in such an atmosphere, for
example, can a habit of religious freedom
and pluralism be sustained without
devolving into a set of rigidifying sectarian
trade-offs and accommodations. Only
in such an atmosphere can the ongoing
transformations of the nation’s political
and economic life necessary for robust
economic development be sustained
without settling into a new arrangement of
self-dealing and cronyism.
We are hearing a great deal about the
preparation for a presidential election in
Egypt. There is no question fair elections
require a firm institutional foundation.
But for elections to lay the foundation
for a new politics, they will also require
an electorate ready to
debate and engage in
ways that do more than
strengthen existing
social identities and
established professional
or religious communities.
As elsewhere, these
divisions have been
deepened by the cultural
habits and institutional
practices of crony
capitalism. It is not
yet clear whether the
parliamentary elections
solidified or unsettled
those arrangements.
As at other
revolutionary moments,
the terms for future
ideological debate and
social mobilization in

Egypt are open. Transforming industrial,
economic and cultural reforms reinforce
labor, professional, or religious affiliations
one another. But the greatest of these
into political parties without freezing the
is cultural. We have an unfortunate
national political debate in ideological
tendency to treat the political transition
ritual will be very difficult. Even small
as most immediate and significant, as
things can matter a lot. Completing the
the precondition to a sensible economic
revolution will require a tacit alliance
among technocrats who either served the
Enshrining rights in a constitution,
old regime or left the country, a rising
even social and political rights, is
professional and middle class, alongside
quite different from rebuilding the
the traditional social, religious, labor and
conditions of social and economic
industrial groups. Simple things – a
regular national television show bringing
possibility. A culture of economic
people from these and other backgrounds
accountability and social solidarity
into a common discussion about the
cannot be adjudicated into existence
nation’s future – may matter more than
any more than it can be legislated.
careful election monitoring or sound
administrative rules for participation in the
electoral process.
development path or an open information
It will require serious work. There is
culture. In fact, things are just the other
a role here for civil society, for the media,
way around. This is an inter-subjective
for the spontaneous revolutionary groups
revolution, which will be won or lost in
and neighborhood committees which have
the minds of the Egyptian people. As a
sprung up, as well as for the traditional
consequence, the most important reform
opposition, the trade unions, and the civil
priority and the terrain on which a “new
service organizations. Across these groups,
Egypt” will or will not be built is cultural.
women have taken on new authority and
Many of the demonstrators understood
their leadership will be crucial. To a large
this. Managing media and information,
extent, of course, the new Egypt will need
from foreign journalists to social media
to be built from the institutions of the old.
and street graffiti, was their métier.
The judiciary, for example, could play a key
It seems a long time ago that people
role. Although in large part a professional
felt moved to clean up the square – but that
and independent institution, the judiciary
may turn out to be as significant as this or
suffers from political pressures, low
that appointment or reform timetable for
salaries, and difficult working conditions. It what happens longer-term.
will need serious repair before it can help
Indeed, the most significant issue
midwife a revolution of reforms.
is how the Egyptian people come to
The cultural and institutional objective
metabolize what has happened – whether
is to model and rehearse new forms of
they are able to consolidate their
political and social collaboration, new
revolution in habits of engagement and
attitudes towards economic and political
debate, entitlements to know, and routines
participation that are not just a matter of
of tolerance and freedom. Only then can
new hands on the rents, but of new forms
we expect a development policy to remake
of social and economic cooperation. Much
economic life, or a rearrangement of
that now happens in the informal sector,
constitutional powers to remake the culture
within communities defined by religious,
of Egyptian politics. Only then will the
class, professional, or neighborhood
revolution have been won by reform.
identification, will need to be generalized
across the society. People will have to
David Kennedy is an academic and
learn to do business with anyone and to
legal scholar. He is currently the Vice
carry on politics with everyone. Only in
President for International Affairs at Brown
this way will the force of the revolutionary University and was previously Manley
transformation in collective consciousness
Hudson Professor of Law and Director of
become the driveshaft for meaningful
the Institute for Global Law and Policy at
political and economic reform.
Harvard Law School. To read more about
Undertaken in the right spirit, political, Kennedy, see page 3.
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Overview of the Constitution-Making Process
INTRODUCTION

CONSTITUTION-MAKING STEPS

•

Successful transitions to democracy require a new social
contract between and within the governing and the governed.

•

The measures adopted by each country vary: while some opt to
revoke the existing constitution, others introduce amendments
that make way for the new transitional phase.

•

•
•
•

The foundational document of the transition is the constitution.

Constitution making is complex and multi-dimensional. It
entails numerous processes and stages, with multiple actors
consulting with one another to reach an agreement on the
nature of the constitution.

The choice of constitutional process is influenced by the
transition’s style and if the transition represented a complete
break with the past, or if it was the product of negotiation
processes.

The sequence of tasks within the constitution-making
process depends on many factors, including the extent of
public participation and the distribution of responsibilities.
It also depends on the purposes of the process, i.e. national
reconciliation, democratization, social redress, etc.

GOVERNMENT

REVOKE

CONTRACT

PEOPLE

AMEND

2 CREATING A
FRAMEWORK

1 TAKING ACTION
FOR A NEW
CONSTITUTION
1. Intellectual Action: Reasoned efforts to
convince the people and the government
for the need for a new constitution. For
example, having a number of organizations
produce drafts of new constitutions
designed to show not only that the existing
constitution is weak, but that a workable
alternative is possible.

2. Academic Action: Writing that critiques
a constitution is unlikely to have much
impact; but it may provide ammunition for
activists, lawyers taking legal action, and
the media.

3. People’s Initiatives: People organizing
for constitutional change. For example,
South African youth groups were able
to collect signatures on petitions, which  
reached a million signatures in some cases,
on the constitutional provisions to be
drafted by the Constitutional Assembly.

Interim arrangements are meant to operate
until the new constitution comes into effect.
The interim arrangements attempt to:
•

Determine the objectives/principles
guiding the constitution’s content

•

Set a timetable

•
•
•
•
•

The Makers of the Constitution Need
to Decide On:

Since the last quarter of the 20th
century, emphasis has shifted to the
active and intensive participation of
the people in the constitution-making
process.

Minimize disputes about the respective
roles of actors
Outline the forms of public participation:

•    The sequence of the forms of public
participation is an important element
in designing the process

(of 194 constitutional experiences)

FIXED VS FLEXIBLE TIMEPLAN
A significant part of the process entails
negotiations at various levels and stages of
the process. The two kinds of negotiation
processes are:

42%

Legislature

17%

Constituent Assembly

10%

Committee appointed by
Executive

9%

Committee appointed by
Legislature
Peace Negotiations

6%

5%

Appointed Transitional
Legislature
Party Central Committee

3%

National Conference

2%

Round Table

6%

1. Official process: The official process
is where the final decision-making takes
place, and it includes official actors that
have either been appointed or elected to
carry out the tasks within the constitution.

2. Unofficial process: Usually entails lobbying
from local and international organizations,
and national and international civil society
organizations running a sort of parallel
constitutional process to keep a “check”
on the official process. Its goal is to exert
influence over the official process by those
who do not have any explicit legal authority
or duty to participate.

Provide guidance on procedure
and timing to those in charge of the
management of the process

Who Drafted their
Constitution

NATURE OF POLITICAL
INSTITUTIONS SETUP

In the early and mid 20th century,
democratic processes of constitutionmaking became the norm, with
the primary responsibility for the
process assigned to a parliament or
constituent assembly.

Inform the public of the objectives and
road map, including the public’s role

•    Determine the appropriate time for
public debates and input from the
general public, specialist groups, and
contributions from experts.

PROCEDURES OF PROCESS

It was once the prerogative of the
monarch, vanquisher or colonizer
to deliberate on and grant the
constitution to a people (ex. Ethiopia,
Jordan, France, Kuwait, Japan after
WW2 and Egypt).

Identify the key actors

NOTE: DEADLOCK-BREAKING MECHANISMS
1. For Procedural Deadlock - seek a ruling
from the courts.
a. Kenya (2005) - One legal challenge
questioned the validity of the process
due to no provision for a referendum
to ratify the constitution. The court
supported the challenge and ended
the existing process. In 2010, a new
constitution process took place.
2.

For Substance/Content Deadlock Political rather than legal solutions - refer
disagreements to political leaders.
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CONSTITUTION-MAKING STEPS
3 PUBLIC
PARTICIPATION
AND CIVIC
EDUCATION
Public participation can seldom be
effective without civic education,
which enhances understanding of
the structures and mechanisms of the
state and its obligations to its citizens.
People learn about their rights and
obligations, ways to monitor state
institutions, accountability, and most
importantly about the nature of the
contract between the governing and
the governed. With civic education,
the public may gain knowledge of,
and respect for, the principles of
constitutionalism.
1. Television and radio: Serve as a way
for people to ask questions, and spur
debate and dialogue on constitutional
issues.

• In Brazil, to ensure widespread
awareness, the constitution-making
body’s media center produced 716
television and 700 radio programs
regarding the constitution. The
programs were distributed to
multiple stations and the segments
were aired daily.
2. Print materials:

• Two years of civic education
preceded Rwanda’s referendum.
Copies of the draft constitution were
distributed and intensive efforts were
made to reach marginalized groups,
including those who could not read
or write, to inform them about the
contents and help them decide
whether to vote for the draft. These
efforts led to high voter turnout and
an overwhelming vote in favor of the
constitution.

3. Cultural and sporting events, games
and competitions: are often used to
raise awareness and engage the public
in entertaining ways to disseminate
information and spur debate.
4. Official website of the constitutionmaking body

• The Icelandic Constitutional Council
established a website with links to
Facebook, YouTube and Flickr. The
use of social media to prepare a
constitution is a new approach, which
countries like Ghana and Iceland have
adopted.
RELEVANT
CASE STUDY

4 DRAFTING THE
CONSTITUTION

5 THE
RATIFICATION
PROCESS

It has become the norm to have public consultation
both before and after the draft constitution is prepared

Actual drafting is normally left to legal
drafters, who decide on the structure
of the constitution and the language
of the text reflecting the principles
and instruments of the constituent
members. The temptation to allow
constituent assembly members, those
officially “making” the constitution,
to draft the actual text should be
resisted. Drafting is not a suitable task
for a large group of people.
Timetables for Various
Constitutional-Making Processes:
4 MONTHS TO
DRAFT AND 40
MONTHS TO
RATIFY

U.S.A

A certain percentage of the constituent
assembly or the parliament must
vote in favor of the entire document,
making it the final draft. Various
countries have used different
threshold levels for approval:

50% +

5 YEARS

South Africa
19 MONTHS

Brazil

2/3

75%

Unanimous

All constitutions specify which official
body has the authority to judge on the
constitutionality of acts, procedures
and legislations by state authorities.
In most countries, the supreme court
or a constitutional court is the final
legal arbiter that declares whether
something is unconstitutional.
•

Ratification is a process by which the
constitution becomes legally effective
and operational. Various methods of
ratification have been used, among
the most prevalent are:
• National referendum: Often
involves a single “Yes” or “No”
vote by the whole electorate

Of 195 constitution-making
experiences:
•

53.7% authorized the parliament
to ratify the document

•

National referendums have taken
place in nearly all instances
where the constitution-making
body’s members were appointed
or indirectly elected.

•

41.5% sponsored a national
referendum

A supreme court is the highest
court within the hierarchy of the
judiciary, and its decisions are not
subject to further review by any
other court.

- Supreme courts often adjudicate
on both constitutional and nonconstitutional matters.

• Ratification by parliament

3 YEARS

India

65%

6 RESOLVING
CONSTITUTIONAL
DISPUTES

•

- The U.S. Supreme Court,
established in 1789, has    been  
called
“the
world’s
oldest
constitutional court” because
it was the first in the world
to invalidate a law for its
unconstitutionality.   
Many countries have created
special courts of final appeal
that only address issues of
constitutionality.

- Austria established the world’s
first separate constitutional court
in 1920.

CASE STUDY: PUBLIC PARTICIPATION AND CIVIC EDUCATION - SOUTH AFRICA
The community liaison department worked in close coordination with the constitutional assembly’s media department
to develop a campaign to raise awareness and to encourage the public to participate in the constitution-making
process. The media campaign emphasized the role of the public in the process.

The community liaison department also provided civic education on the process and on constitutional issues through
the use of posters, brochures, leaflets, a biweekly constitutional newsletter, booklets and an official website.

An hour-long radio talk show was organized in eight languages and reached upwards of ten million South Africans each
week. Ten thousand people also made use of a telephone “Constitutional Talk Line” to call in and leave submissions or
receive information. The talk line was available in five languages.

Education included 486 face-to-face workshops targeting the country’s disadvantaged communities. The objectives
were to educate disadvantaged citizens about the constitution-making process, about South Africa’s constitutional
history, about human rights, and also to encourage participants to provide input.
Group participation, through the collection of signatures on petitions, reached in some cases one million signatures.

Special committees for women were formed, enabling them to reach other women to encourage them to participate in
the process of drafting the constitution and to ensure the protection of their rights and interests.

The experience of South Africa stands as an example of how to ensure participation in the process of drafting the
constitution, both in the content of its articles and basic principles and in the mechanisms to support related grassroots dialogue.
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Overview of the Constitution-Making Process - South Africa

Taking
Action
For a New
Constitution

• The
resilience and
intensification
of the struggle
against
apartheid,
both at a
national and
global level,
including
economic
sanctions,
resulted in
a negotiated
settlement
process
between the
Afrikaans
government
and the antiapartheid
opposition in
the 1980s.

Creating A Framework

•South Africa’s old constitution remained in force until the
negotiations ended the apartheid regime.			
•The two main actors in the negotiation process were the
African National Congress (ANC) and the National Party
(NP), but many other political groups were represented in
the negotiation process to ensure that it would be credible,
inclusive and reflective of the political demographics of
South Africa.
o The African National Congress represented the main
opposition groups to the apartheid regime, ruled by the National Party.
- The ANC was initially founded in 1912 as the South African Native
National Congress (SANNC) to increase the rights of the black South
African population. 						
• The multi-party negotiations started with an agreement on the guidelines
for the negotiation process, including some key components of the new
constitution.
• In 1991, the Convention for a Democratic South Africa (CODESA)
was established to facilitate negotiations between the various parties.
It comprised more than 19 parties and 400 negotiators, including
representatives from civil society and the business sector. The Convention
created working groups for negotiators to tackle and reach agreements on
specific issues, such as the setting up of an interim government and the
time period for the implementation of the constitutional changes.
- CODESA prepared the National Peace Accord (NPA), signed by the
convention’s parties, who committed themselves to end political violence
especially during the negotiation process. NPAs were also established
in different provinces to oversee the process and deal with any possible
political violence.		
• In 1992, the ANC and NP signed a “Record of Understanding,” a
document that outlined the plan for the drafting of the new constitution
and the establishment of an interim government. In 1993, the
Multiparty Negotiating Forum was formed on the basis of the Record of
Understanding, with the two main negotiating parties being the ANC and
the NP.		
• Judges were commissioned to ensure adequate consensus was reached
by negotiators on the governing principles of the draft. 		
• The negotiating parties agreed to an elected constitutional assembly that
would consult the people on the final constitution, and they also agreed on
34 constitutional principles that provided directions on the content of the
new constitution
- The agreement included the form and structures of government;
protection of the interests of significant minorities; protection of human
rights; and creation of independent public institutions.
- This agreement was included in the interim constitution, which was
ratified by the Multiparty Negotiating Forum.

3

Public Participation and
Civic Education

NOTE:
NOTE:

One of the first steps toward formal negotiations was
the unbanning of the ANC and other anti-apartheid
organizations, and the release in February 1990 of
ANC leader Nelson Mandela after 27 years of prison.

The first democratic elections were held in 1994 amidst the
drafting of the new constitution. Nelson Mandela of the
National African Congress (ANC) became the first South
African president to be elected in a fully representative election.

Drafting the
Constitution

4

• The interim constitution, which was passed
into law through a process authorized by the old
constitution, established the interim government
which oversaw the preparations for the democratic
election of a new government, the constitutional
assembly, and for a constitutional court that had
the task of verifying whether the 34 agreed to
constitutional principles were reflected in the final
constitution.		
• A committee of constitutional experts was
formed to draft the final constitution, with a
number of sub-committees discussing sub-issues
relating to the components of the constitution.
It was important to separate the general
constitutional committee from those responsible
for sub-issues. The drafting committees involved
representatives of all classes and social, religious
and ethnic groups.
• In order to ensure that the final constitution was
true to the governing principles, it was sent to the
Constitutional Court.
o Many groups challenged particular aspects of
the draft of the final constitution on the basis that
they were inconsistent with the guiding principles
stated in the interim constitution.
- A case regarding the matter was presented to the
court, with 47 advocates representing 29 political
parties, organizations and individuals.
- In its judgment, the court rendered a 296-page
decision in which it held that nine aspects of
the draft constitution indeed did not meet the
principles.
- The Constitutional Assembly had to then revise
these aspects and amend the first draft of the
Constitution submitted to the Court.

Ratification

5

• The adoption of the revised draft required
a two-thirds supermajority in the Assembly,
and the support of two-thirds of senators
with respect to provisions affecting
provincial government. The amended
Constitution was approved with only one
vote against and was resubmitted to the
Constitutional Court for certification.
• When the draft constitution was sent back
to the Court, it gained unanimous approval
from the judges and was therefore certified.
• President Nelson Mandela signed the
Constitution on December 10, 1996. It was
implemented on February 4, 1997.
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Overview of the Constitution-Making Process - USA

Taking
Action
For a New
Constitution

• A constitutional
convention of 74
state delegates was
called on by the
Congress of the
Confederation in
1787 to propose a
plan of government.
• The convention
began deliberations
the same year. 74
delegates, who were
named “Framers”,
represented twelve
states in the
convention. The
Framers comprised
judges, merchants,
war veterans and
revolutionary
patriots, native-born,
and immigrants.

Creating A
Framework

• The convention was called for
the “sole and express purpose
of revising the Articles of
Confederation,” a constitutional
agreement among the 13
founding states that was crafted
following the declaration
of independence from the
U.K.

• The 74 members of the
Constitutional Convention were
convinced that an effective
central government with a
wide range of enforceable
powers must replace the weaker
Congress established by the 1777
Articles of Confederation.

NOTE:

The US Constitution
is the shortest in the
world, with only
seven articles.

Drafting the Constitution

4

• To prepare for deliberations within the
committee, the Framers were given weeks within
which they were to draft plans for the new
Constitution. The two most popular drafts were:
- The Virginia Plan (national government with proportional
bicameral legislature), inspired by John Locke’s philosophy
of the consent of the governed, Montesquieu’s for
divided government, and Edward Coke’s emphasis on equity on outcomes,
recommended a consolidated national government, generally favoring the big
population states.
- The New Jersey Plan (unicameral and equally distributed legislature), which
was favored by the smaller states that were opposed to giving most of control
of the national government to the larger ones, reflecting the belief that states
were independent entities that entered the union freely and individually, and
so they remained.					
• The Constitutional Convention, after the majority had dismissed the New
Jersey Plan, voted to proceed with discussing the fifteen propositions of the
Virginia Plan.

• All agreed to a republican form of government grounded in representing the
people in the states. However, two issues that the Convention failed to settle
were:
- How the votes were to be allocated among the states in the Congress and;
- How the representatives should be elected. 			

• The deadlock over this issue was solved by referring the question to a newly
created committee, which consisted of one delegate from each represented
State. The committee submitted its report, which became the basis for the
Connecticut Compromise of 1787, known as “the Great Compromise,”
between the 12 states represented in the Constitutional Convention.
-The Connecticut Compromise retained Founding Father James Madison’s
proposal for a bicameral legislature - keeping proportional (based on each
state’s population) representation in the lower house - while counterweighing this in the upper house by ensuring equal representation of senators
(two from each state regardless of the size of their population) among the
states.

3

Public Participation
and Civic Education

NOTE:

Many of the states were hesitant to ratify the constitution
without a bill of rights, and several conditioned their
ratification on recommendations that one would be
included after the first Congress convened.

NOTE:

After the Constitution was ratified, the Congress
dissolved itself and a new Congress was elected in
March 4, 1789, which later became known as the First
Congress.

• The advocates of the Constitution were anxious to obtain the unanimous
support of all states in Convention. Their goal can be summarized as, “Done
in Convention, by the unanimous consent of the States present.”

Ratification

5

• Article 7 of the draft constitution adopted by the Framers in September
1787 outlined a four-stage ratification process:				
a. Submission of the Constitution to the Congress of the Confederation
b. Transmission of the Constitution by Congress to the state legislatures
c. Election of delegates to conventions in each state to consider the
Constitution
d. Ratification by at least nine of the thirteen states’ conventions.

• The final draft was debated in the Congress of the Confederation for three
days, the document was then sent to the states with neither an endorsement
nor a condemnation. It argued that the Constitution’s validity rested on the
approval of the people.					
• In December 1787, the state ratification process began. The first five
ratifications took place in quick succession: Delaware, Pennsylvania,
Georgia, and New Jersey by a unanimous vote, and Connecticut with a vote
of 128 for and 40 against.		
• Although the Constitution required only nine states to ratify the
constitution before it came into force, eleven states ratified the constitution
before it was passed in June 1788.
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Overview of the Constitution Making Process - Benin

Taking
Action
For a New
Constitution

• In 1989, President
Mathieu Kerekou
rejected reform
demands made by
moderate opposition
leaders. However, he
continued to engage
with these leaders,
bringing one of them,
Robert Dossou, into
his cabinet. Dossou
soon played a major
role in coordinating a
transition.
• Kerekou attempted
to reduce pressure for
reform by announcing
the end of MarxismLeninism and
accepting a multiparty
system. Under intense
pressure from France,
he also established a
committee of ministers,
under Dossou, that was
to form an assembly
of “all the living
forces of the nation,
whatever their political
sensibilities.”

NOTE:
NOTE:

Creating A Framework

• Dossou developed plans for an
inclusive assembly, and in December
1989, President Kerekou made a
public request for suggestions about
how to reconstruct the country.
Seven volumes of responses were
later presented to the assembly.
The assembly established a preparatory committee
comprising government and opposition representatives
to decide on the composition and agenda of the
assembly, and agreed on basic principles to be met by
the new constitution. 					

• The preparatory committee took the form of round
table talks and contributed much to the success of the
assembly by ensuring a basic level of understanding
and agreement among key opponents before the process
of drafting took place. The president, though a reluctant
reformer, supported the process throughout.		
• The assembly had approximately 488 members.
Fifty-two “political tendencies” were represented and
approximately 10 percent of the seats were reserved for
government supporters.
- Members included unionists, civil servants,
students, religious groups, agricultural producers, and
Beninese living abroad. Representatives of international
missions and of international financial institutions
attended but were not members of the assembly.		
• One of the assembly’s first acts was to put in place a
transitional constitution, dissolve the existing national
legislature and executive, appoint the members of
the transitional legislature (the High Council) and
transitional executive, adopt plans for multiparty
elections, and designate the Council responsible for
developing the final draft constitution.

3

Public Participation and
Civic Education

The president accepted the transitional changes
in exchange for a pardon for any crimes he might
have committed.
Parliamentary elections were held in February 1992 and
presidential elections in March 1992 under the new constitution.

Drafting the
Constitution

4

• Much of the work of the conference was carried
out in committees, the most significant being the
Commission of Constitutional Affairs, which prepared
a preliminary draft constitution that was submitted to
the High Council. The Council was responsible for
the main drafting work, which was carried out in a
constitutional drafting committee.

• The constitutional drafting committee comprised five
members of the Commission of Constitutional Affairs
and ten members appointed by the High Council.
• After several months of work, in late 1990 the draft
constitution was finalized and adopted by the High
Council; however, two issues remained controversial:
- The strength of the executive, with most in
the High Council favoring a strong president and
a minority wanting a semi-presidential system - a
position favored by the former president.

- Age limits for the president, with the High
Council supporting an age requirement of 40 to 70
years, a limit that would have excluded some likely
presidential candidates.

Ratification

5

• The referendum for final adoption of the
constitution was used to resolve these issues. Voters
were offered the draft constitution incorporating
both the strong executive system of government
and the age limits, and given three ballot papers to
choose from:
- A white ballot paper, signifying a “Yes” vote for
the entire constitution;
- A green ballot paper, signifying a “Yes” vote,
but without a presidential age limit;
- A red ballot paper, signifying a “No”
vote.
• The referendum, held in December 1991, resulted
in widespread support and approval for the draft
constitution which included placing age limits for
the position of president and establishing a strong
presidential executive system.
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TIMELINE:
EMERGENCE OF PARLIAMENT

TIMELINE:
CONSTITUTIONAL DOCUMENTS
Antiquity-1066:

[Before the Norman conquest] English Kings were
elected by the Witenagemot, an assembly of the ruling
class whose membership was composed of the most
important noblemen in England, both ecclesiastic and
secular, and who could not be deposed by the King.

1100:
Charter of Liberties:

During the reign of the second Norman King, Henry I
(1100-1135), a Charter of Liberties was granted, not a Bill of
Rights, but rather a series of decrees and assurances. An
important statement in the charter is where the King admits
“that by the mercy of God and the common counsel of the
barons of the whole kingdom of England I have been
crowned King of said kingdom.” This signiﬁes the Kingʼs
recognition that the right to rule came not only from God but
also from the common counsel of the barons, and presents a
step away from absolute monarchy toward constitutionalism.

1215:
Magna Carta:

During the Plantagenet dynasty, King John I
(1199-1216) was forced by the barons to sign the
Magna Carta Libertatum (The Great Charter of the
Liberties [of England]), one of the documents that
form the current constitution, and to establish the
beginnings of the Parliament of England.

1689:
Bill of Rights:

Exception Rule

Precedents to parliament included “Great Councils”
composed of the nobility and the senior clergy. When
this system broke down it often became impossible for
the government to function

h

The Parliament of England as an institution was ﬁrst
recognised by Henry III (1216-1272). This was also the ﬁrst
time the Commons were elected into parliament.
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Antiquity-1264:
“Great Councils”:
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1264:
Parliament first recognised:

1341:
Commons meet separately for first time:

Does the UK. Have a Constitution?
The United Kingdom lacks one comprehensive, written document
that ﬁts the traditional deﬁnition of a constitution.
Britain’s lack of a ‘written’ constitution can be explained by its history
In other countries, many of which have experienced revolution or regime change,
it has been necessary to ‘start from scratch’, constructing new state institutions
and deﬁning in detail their relations with one another and with citizens.
The British Constitution evolved over a long period of time and it has never
been thought necessary to consolidate these basic building blocks of society.

The House of the Commons met separately from the nobility and
clergy for the ﬁrst time. The upper chamber became known as
the House of Lords from 1544, and the lower chamber as the
House of Commons

1640-1660:
Civil War and
Commonwealth of England

Overthrow and execution of Charles I; Cromwellʼs Parliamentary assemblies institute temporary republican rule.

1688:
Glorious Revolution:

Overthrow of James II and the establishment of
constitutional monarchy.

1707:
Parliament of Great Britain:

Lays down limits on the sovereignʼs powers and sets
out the rights of Parliament, as well as rules for
freedom of speech in Parliament, the requirement
of regular elections in Parliament and the right to
petition the monarch without fear of retribution.

Britain has a mixture of various statutes, conventions, judicial decisions and
treaties that collectively can be referred to as the United Kingdom
Constitution. It is thus more accurate to refer to Britain’s constitution as an
‘uncodiﬁed’ constitution, rather than an ‘unwritten’ one.

Establishment of the Parliament of Great Britain after the
merger of the Parliaments of England and Scotland.

1701:
Act of Settelment:

The U.k. constitution

Establishment of the Parliament of the UK after the
merger with the Parliament of Ireland.

Established the line of succession to the throne.

1707:
Act of Union:

Created the United Kingdom of Great Britain.

1800:
Act of Union:

Created the United Kingdom of Great Britain & Ireland.

1832:
[First] Representation
of the People Act

Reformed the institutional structure of Parliament

1911:
Parliament Act:

Allowed the House of Commons to overrule the House of Lords.

1931:
Statute of Westminster:

Gave full independence to overseas dominions, such
as Australia, Canada, New Zealand, South Africa

1972:
European Communities Act:

Made the UK part of what is now the European Union,
providing for the application of European Law.

1998:
Human Rights Act
Scotland Act
Wales Act:

Adopted the European Convention on Human
Rights, and established devolved parliamentary
assemblies
in Scotland and Wales.

Is based on the doctrine of
Parliamentary Supremacy, which
means there is no meaningful
distinction between constitutional
laws and ordinary laws.

Effectively consists of one rule only:
the very rule proclaiming parliamentary
supremacy.
The
ultimate
law-making power is vested in a
democratically elected Parliament

Constitutional laws can be
amended or repealed by
ordinary law at any time
and without material limitations
or formal impediments.

Is derived from common law,
which are the legal principles and
precedents established by judicial
decisions. As a source of constitutional authority, common law has
largely been replaced by statute
law, but remains important in the
sphere of civil liberties, and in
fundamental
constitutional
principles, such as:

Parliament is not under the constitution but
the constitution is subject to each and every
decision of Parliament, therefore, the word
“constitution” designates something rather
different from what it traditionally means
in other countries.
Comprises a number of
statutes regarding various
fundamental matters.
Statute law is particularly
important for determining
the powers and scope of government,
and the conduct of elections.

1800:
Parliament of
the United Kingdom
of Great Britain and Ireland:
1832:
[First] Representation
of the People Act:

Reforming the institutional structure of Parliament.

1911:
Parliament Act:

Allowed the House of Commons to overrule the House of Lords.

1998:
Devolution:

Recreated devolved houses of parliament in Wales,
Scotland and Northern Ireland, meanwhile maintaining
sovereignty of the Parliament of the UK
over these respective houses.

Parliamentary
sovereignty
Royal Prerogative
(the ability to dissolve parliament, the
ability to grant pardons,the ability to
recognize countries
and declare war/peace, etc.)

Consists of traditional rules and
principles handed down from the past
without formal enactment; also
known as conventions.

For example, it is a convention that
the monarch sign Acts of Parliament
passed by both Houses, and that
the government should resign after
losing a vote of 'no conﬁdence'.

Constitutional
Issues:
It is generally easier to make changes to the UK
Constitution than to written constitutions, because
the latter have documents with a ʻhigher lawʼ
status against which ordinary statute law and
government action can be tested, and are only
amendable via elaborate procedures. The
ﬂexibility of the UK constitution is evident from
the large number of constitutional reforms since
1997, which have included:
• the abolition of the majority of hereditary
peers in the House of Lords,

Magna carta
facts
• Issued and signed in 1215,
passed into law in 1225, later
amended in1297.
• The Magna Carta was the first
document forced onto an English
King by a group of his subjects,
the feudal barons, in an attempt
to limit his powers by law and
protect their privileges.

• It was preceded and directly influenced
by the Charter of Liberties in 1100, in
which King Henry I had specified particular
areas wherein his powers would be
limited.
• The original document included a clause
that established a committee of 25 barons
who could at any time meet and overrule
the will of the King if he defied the
provisions of the Magna Carta, seizing his
castles and possessions if it was considered necessary. The clause was later
removed in 1216 after it precipitated the
First Barons War that resulted in the death
of John I.

• The impermanence of the Magna
Carta required successive generations to petition the King to reconfirm his Charter, and hopefully abide
by it. Between the13th and 15th
centuries, The Magna Carta would be
reconfirmed at least 32 times, but
possibly as many as 45 times. The
Charter was last confirmed in 1423
by Henry VI.
• Clauses still in statute since 1297
include: Clause 1, the freedom of the
English Church; Clause 9, the
"ancient liberties" of the City of
London; and Clause 29, a right to
due process.

• the introduction of codiﬁed rights of individuals for the ﬁrst time through the Human Rights
Act of 1998,
• the devolution of power to the regions (Wales,
Scotland, Northern Ireland).
There is no constitutional court in the UK. Even if
there were one, it could do little more than check
whether new laws and statutes had received a
majority in Parliament.
The Monarch is bound by convention to give royal
assent to Acts of Parliament, refusing so would be
unconstitutional in itself, i.e. no veto powers.
No parliamentary institution can permanently
resist future legislation.
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New Constitutions for New Democracies:
POLISH AND WORLDWIDE EXPERIENCES

Bartłomiej Nowotarski,
one of the authors of Poland’s
constitution, shares “lessons
learned” from Poland’s
constitutional experience
Since 1974 when General Ernesto
Geisel, the President of Brazil from 1974
- 1979, started gradually introducing
political reforms and freedom, marking the
beginning of the end of Brazil’s governing
military junta - about 90 countries have
been travelling the path from dictatorship
to democracy. These travels have been as
fraught with dangers as those of Sindbad
the Sailor, because unfortunately, only 27
percent of these countries successfully
consolidated their democracies. However,
in Central and Eastern Europe almost 60
per cent (11 among 19) accomplished this
journey well. What is most interesting
is that Central and Eastern European
countries accomplished the transition two
times faster than South American and South
European countries.
Democratic Transitions
Global experience has confirmed that the
most effective transitions have taken place
where there were pro-democratic elites,
but only if these elites were consensually
polarized and divided. It is impossible if
there is one dominant political camp to
create a well-balanced democracy, even
if it is an expressly pro-democratic camp,
like for example the Polish “Solidarność”

CONTRIBUTORS
Ibrahim Shihata was a legal
scholar,
practicing
lawyer
and expert on international
development. He was the
general counsel of the World
Bank from 1983 to 1998, the
legal advisor to the Kuwait Fund
for Economic Development,
first Director-General of the
OPEC Fund, and secretarygeneral of the International
Centre for the Settlement of
Investment Disputes (ICSID).
He established the InterArab Investment Guarantee
Agency and the Multilateral
Investment
Guarantee
Agency (MIGA). Shihata is
also known for founding the
Global Environment Facility
(GEF) and his preparation of
the World Bank Guidelines
for the Legal Treatment of
Foreign
Investment.
He
published numerous books on
international development and
articles on Egypt’s economic and
social reform, most prominently,
Wasseyeti li Beladi [My Will
for My Country]. He graduated
from Cairo University’s Faculty
of Law, obtained a Ph.D in

movement. In Poland, the first good semi- people elected by universal suffrage and make it difficult for people to understand
presidential constitution was established in also representing separate institutions like the limits of these laws. They often forget
1992, just as opposition was beginning to the People’s Assembly, the Shura Council, that one of the key tenets of democracy
appear inside the “Solidarność” movement and in the near future - the soon to be elected is that governments have to peacefully
and sharp competition was occurring President. From this point of view, I am a bit and cooperatively hand over power to
between supporters of President Lech afraid about the process of democratization oppositions; that trying to write / legislate
Walesa and former Prime Minister Tadeusz in Tunisia, where a new constitution and the constitutions and laws that “permanentize”
Mazowiecki. In addition, this period most important constitutional acts are able the post-revolutionaries’ government often
witnessed rivalry among state institutions, to be dictated by the Al Nahda party and its ends in failed democratic transitions.
Over the last 10 years of the last century
such as between the office of the president coalition partners.
“Rotten door” transitions (as opposed (1990-2000), this oversight resulted in
and the two chambers of parliament.
After the fall of Communism in to “hard door” ones), are where the former so-called “no cooperative” transitions in
1989, as a result of the complete political ruling elites achieved such a level of “rot” Argentina, the Republic of South Africa, and
marginalization of the former communists, during the fallen regime, that upon the other sub-Saharan African countries; and
also in Europe in Romania,
Poland was threatened to fall under
Serbia
and
Croatia.
the domination of the “Solidarność”
Global experience has confirmed that the most
Of course, building a
movement, and of course at the
effective transitions have taken place where there
democracy is also prevented
time, only a few people understood
that the essence of democracy is
if there is too large and too
were pro-democratic elites, but only if these elites
based on competitiveness and the
dominant an influence on the
were consensually polarized and divided. It is
peaceful transfer of power, even
impossible if there is one dominant political camp transitional process by elites
from the pre-revolutionary
to the opposition. Although at that
to create a well-balanced democracy, even if it is an dictatorship. This was the
time we felt disappointed with the
expressly pro-democratic camp.
political divisions and the prospect
case in Brazil when the
country was first emerging
of losing control of the government,
from today’s point of view it is clear that removal of the dictatorship, they are no from under military rule; and even more
had the country relied on Poland’s ancien longer able to provide valuable opposition, particularly it was the case in Chile where
regime constitution (similar to that of former but they decide instead to spread into other the former dictator, General Augusto
Egyptian President Hosni Mubarak’s, with groups or stay away from politics. In the Pinochet had secured in the constitution
a very strong president and a parliamentary meantime, the new post-revolutionary - through his influence on configuring the
majority electoral law) it would have camps, if they are united, almost always second chamber of parliament - ‘enclaves’
resulted in Lech Walesa and “Solidarność” try to write a constitution and other which gave him an autocratic influence on
achieving political hegemony for many fundamental rights “for themselves,” to the decisions of the state (including the
years. Yet the level of consolidation of allow for their easy re-election or to allow budget of the army) and provided him with
democracy tends to increase and become them to maintain control of the government impunity for years.
In the process of designing a new
more stable after the first, and especially for longer. To these ends, they usually also
the second successful rotation of power. I issue laws explicitly authorizing themselves constitution two things seem to be most
personally feel optimistic for Egypt where with wide discretionary powers, and they important. First, the importance of having
the debate on a new constitution includes keep these laws purposefully vague to a so-called “constitutional moment”, that
Cont’d on page 23
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reflects the public’s support for the transition democratic legitimacy for it to survive to democracy was expedited largely due
process and for the Constituent Assembly and to withstand the constant attempts to the fact that work on revisions to the
which will prepare the constitution. Second, that people will make to try and change it Constitution were focused on preventing
obtaining approval for a draft constitution during the transition process; a referendum the most dangerous elements of the erosion
among a meaningful number of the political provides the necessary stability required of democracy, namely:
elites because these are the elites who in for a democratic regime. In addition, the
practice will determine its
1) Disregarding the principle of
effectiveness or sabotage
“separation of powers” (reflected
They often forget that one of the key tenets of
the process and the draft
in “legislative” proactivity or rights
democracy
is that governments have to peacefully and given to the executive power, i.e. the
constitution document. And
cooperatively hand over power to oppositions; that
we must remember that we
right to self-decrees or to allowing
can only speak of successful
the executive to unilaterally call
trying to write / legislate constitutions and laws that
democratic
consolidation
“permanentize” the post-revolutionaries’ government for and hold referendums on the
and transition when there
constitution, as occurred in Latin
often ends in failed democratic transitions.
is consensus between the
America, Central Asia, Belarus,
basic social actors and the
Russia, and Ukraine);
elites that the same game is being played – very announcement of the constitutional
2)
Excessive dominance of the
namely that of democracy – and that no one referendum will mobilize public debate.
executive power (the Presidents in a
will try to pursue their interests in any other
presidential system and the government in
“non-democratic” way.
Democratic Consolidation - What a parliamentary system), often resulting, in
The Polish experience in this regard Kind of Constitution?
practice, in attempts to paralyze the basic
may be instructive. In Poland we made so
Pro-democratic elites are not enough to democratic mechanism of “checks and
many mistakes, almost as many as were ensure a successful transition to democracy. balances”, resulting in the constitutional
possible or even more. In 1990 we lost This has been painfully revealed in Iraq, weakening of the position of parliament
the “constitutional moment” (the same Afghanistan, and Bosnia as they build their and the judiciary;
happened later in Belarus, Ukraine and democracies. Modernization is needed (in
3) Giving in to the “dominant party”
Russia), with the result that between the years the economy, education, civil society), and syndrome (such as Mubarak’s party),
1989 to 1997, we had three constitutions, at the beginning, this change is mainly which destroys multi-party pluralism and
and the impression that each team may be needed in the state’s institutions. The social options.
trying to adapt the constitution to suit their modernization of state institutions is critical
The answer to these common threats
own political ambitions. This confirms at the beginning to combat the erosion of to the young democracies of Central and
the global experience of the transactional democracy, which a young democracy will Eastern Europe which managed to build
process of constitution-making, whereby struggle with from the start.
good democracies was the establishment
everyone attempts to use the politicians (for
When it comes to change and of semi-presidential systems, but founded
example the former Communist Party first modernization, in the context of the on the logic of parliamentarism. Under this
secretaries and chairmen of the socialist democratization process, one can be an system, the president is elected by popular
parliaments) to fight for the best position optimist about Egypt. As shown by various vote, however he does not have the authority
and the biggest influence in the future. At indicators, at the end of the Mubarak or power to interfere with governance,
the time, unfortunately, too many people government, Egypt reached a level of and where the government (ministers and
from the “Solidarność” movement thought liberalization equivalent to the level of cabinet) would be accountable only to the
that they alone were enough to ensure liberalization in Central Europe (excluding parliament – who would have the right of
a democratic Poland. Nothing could be Belarus, Russia and Ukraine) in 1986, no-confidence over the government - not
further from the truth. I kept hearing there’s which was fully three years before the simultaneously to the President. Eight of
still time! As it turned out, we did not have beginning of the democratic transformation eleven former Eastern Bloc Communist
time and the Polish constitutional process in Central Europe. In addition, Central countries chose this system of government;
lasted for about one year and a half. On the Europe countries needed an average of the remaining countries chose purely
other hand it must be said that during this 11 years to achieve the current level of parliamentary
regimes.
Professional
time we were learning from our mistakes consolidation of their democracies, while indexes (rankings) of consolidation
and reacting to the changing political Southern Europe (Greece, Spain, Portugal) and quality of democracy (Bertelsmann
situation in the country. And is there a need required 14 years, and Latin America as Transformation Index, Nation in Tranzit,
for a constitutional referendum? Of course, much as 26 years.
Freedom House) give their highest ratings
because a constitution must have strong
In Poland particularly, the transition to semi-presidential models, including
countries such as
Slovenia, Poland
and the Slovak
Republic (after
1998) and also to
the parliamentary
republics of the
Czech Republic
and Estonia. In
fact, in the world
rankings of the
top
ten
new
democracies, half
of the regimes are
semi-presidential,
and at the top
of the list (other
than
Uruguay
and
Spain)
are
Slovenia,
Portugal,
and
Poland.
Why is that?
In my opinion,
first,
because
this version of

the semi-presidential system provides the
most reasonable mechanism for expanded
“balance of powers” (i.e. checks and
balances), which protects, despite the
appearance here and there of the return of
some dictatorships, attempts to reinstate
autocratic practices.
Second, the application of the
proportional electoral system in most of
these hybrid semi-presidential systems,
protects fair and honest elections (which
is extremely important for the starters of
democracy) and the distribution of political
power among different social groups.
Thirdly, with the exception of the
Czech Republic, it was decided as soon
as possible to decentralize power through
general elections at the local authority
(municipality) level, and to provide local
authorities with independent budgets,
and thus give them independence from
the central government. Unfortunately, in
Poland, we all too often forgot that there is
also erosion of democracy at the local level
in a similar or even identical manner as that
which happens at the state level.

With the exception of the Czech
Republic, it was decided as
soon as possible to decentralize
power through general
elections at the local authority
(municipality) level, and to
provide local authorities with
independent budgets, and thus
give them independence from
the central government.
In summary, it appears that young
democracies, including those in North
Africa, and, it is hoped, those in the
Middle East in particular, should avoid
the presidential model of governance
(other then the U.S. this system has not
succeeded anywhere because of the lack
of respect for “separation of powers”).
Young democracies should also avoid the
British parliamentary system (there has
been a complete failure of the application
of this model in sub-Saharan Africa), and
the irresponsible mix of both systems (for
example a president who functions as prime
minister). The exception to the rule is set
by the variants to the semi-presidential
system founded on parliamentary logic.
We must constantly keep in mind, and
again I emphasize that once the basic flaw
of the Arab and Communist countries was
that there was never a transfer of power or
rotation of rule – and that is the very definition
of democracy. Finally, to successfully fulfill
the conditions for the consolidation of
democracy, consent must be reached among
the elites regarding the basic rules governing
media freedom, the existence and activities
of social organizations, and governing local
authorities.
Bartlomiej
Nowotarski
is
a
constitutional lawyer and political scientist
at Wroclaw University of Economics. He
is an author of the draft of the new Polish
constitution, the political parties law and
the parliamentary electoral law. To read
more about Nowotarski, see page 3.
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Case Study: Poland
HISTORY & CONTEXT
1939
1944
1945

1946
1947
1948
1952

Invasion of Poland by Germany and the Soviet Union (USSR), which
signaled the beginning of World War II (WWII), led to the division of
the country into German and Soviet occupation zones.
During the course of the war Poland fell under the full control of the
USSR, and by 1944, under the administration of a provisional
government composed of the USSR’s national proxies.

The fate of Poland in the post-WWII period was one of the major topics
of discussion at the Yalta Conference, where the heads of government of
the US, UK and USSR met to discuss the reestablishment of war-torn
European countries. The parties agreed that Poland was to of�icially
become an independent state after general elections were held.
Rightist parties were of�icially banned by a governmental decree.
Communists won the majority of parliamentary seats in general
elections marked by electoral fraud.

Communists consolidated their control by forming the Polish United
Workers’ Party (PZPR). The Party monopolized political power for the
following four decades and made Poland a de facto single-party state.

Between 1945 & January 1947's general elections:
Anti-Communist opposition groups were
subjected to brutal persecution by the USSR backed
provisional government. Many government
opponents decided to leave the country, while others
who stayed were put on staged trials and sentenced
to jail.

The PZPR dominated every public institution,
including the secret police, the government
bureaucracy and the military; by the end of the
1970s, it had 3.5 million members.

The communist-dominated parliament (Sejm) drafted and adopted a
new constitution that would of�icially proclaim the People’s Republic
of Poland.

1980

1981
1988

Economic hardship, government repression and censorship, and
disparity between authorities and the people led to popular factory
strikes and a civil resistance movement organized by the Solidarność
(“Solidarity”).
The government responded to the Solidarity-led opposition by
declaring martial law, suspending the trade union and imprisoning
many of its top leaders. Solidarity was banned a year later.

Nationwide strikes forced the government to open a dialogue with the
Solidarity-led opposition.

Relevant Facts
Poland 1980s & Egypt 2000s
99%

66% (2006)

95%

96% (2011)

“We want bread
and freedom”

“Bread, Freedom
and Social justice”

2166

2698 (2010)

65%

63% (2010)

(of�icial
communist
Party Statistics)

0.1%

9.4% (2009)
43.9% (2008)

German Sphere of
In�luence

Planned Borders

Cardinal Karol Wojtyla, a Pole, was elected Pope, taking the name John
Paul II*.

1978

0%

POLAND

Soviet Sphere of
In�luence

*Pope John Paul II crest

-Solidarity, an independent trade union, was
established as the �irst non-communist partycontrolled organization in August 1980 under
the leadership of Lech Walesa.
-Solidarity reached 9.5 million members – a
third of the total working age
population of Poland – by September 1981.
-Solidarity owes much of its success to its
Catholic underpinnings and the support it
received from the Roman Catholic Church under
the leadership of Pope John Paul II.

POST COMMUNISM POLAND &
POST JANUARY 25TH EGYPT
Literacy Rate

% Of Population that
claim to be religious

38.6% (1992)

13.3%

GDP per capita (US $)

14% (1992)
16.4% (1993)
18% (2002)

In�lation rate

12.2%

Unemployment

Unemployment

8.5% (1993)
11.3% (1996)

Revolutionary slogan

Population ages 15-64
(% of total)
People living below $2/day

40% (2012)

People living
below $2/day
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Case Study: Poland
Poland's Constitutional History:
Throughout Poland’s history, the parliament has been the of�icial body responsible
for making and drafting the country’s constitutions. This trend dates back to
Poland’s �irst written constitution, adopted in 1791, which was never enforced
because of the collapse of the Polish state in 1795. Poland also developed two
short-lived constitutions that operated between World War I and World War II.

Today’s Constitution:
The Process
19881989

1989

Mid-1988 to early 1989: the government and opposition, with
mediation provided by Catholic Church leaders, negotiated an
interim agreement about the organizational aspects of the roundtable discussions. The meetings were kept secret due to fears that the
USSR might intervene if internal con�lict occurred.
February to April: the roundtable was of�icially convened to address
political reform, party pluralism, and economic and social issues.
The full roundtable met infrequently since most of the work was
carried out in smaller working groups in 94 sessions, with several
major issues being resolved by agreement between the leaders of the
PZPR and Solidarity.

April: an agreement between the parties to the roundtable, known
today as the Roundtable Agreement, was �inalized. The agreement
allowed for the existing parliament to pass moderate amendments to
the 1952 Constitution to suit the needs of the transitional period. The
amendments led to:
1- The legalisation of independent trade unions
2- The dissolution of the sitting single house of parliament (the Sejm)
3- The democratization of the Sejm by adding a minority (35%) of
elected members whilst maintaining a majority (65%) of ruling party
members
4- The formation of an elected Senate
5- The creation of a new of�ice of the president, which would annul the
power of the ruling party’s general secretary.
The agreement stipulated that elections were to be held in the next
months for the 35% seats of the Sejm, Senate, and position of
president.

The 1989 constitutional amendments were intended to provide some
protection to the ruling party whilst enabling the opposition to
participate in politics.

Important Events:

•In June 1989, parliamentary elections brought a Solidarity-led coalition in government, having won the majority of seats in the Senate and of those available in the
Sejm.
•In December 1990, Solidarity leader Lech Walesa became the �irst democratically
elected President of Poland.
•By the end of 1990, with the fall of the USSR and its Eastern Bloc, the PZPR
(communist party) was dissolved.

1989

1991

1992

1989 to 1991: initial attempts were made by the parliament to
completely replace the 1952 Constitution. The Sejm and the Senate
separately established committees for this purpose, each developing
its own draft constitution and refusing to cooperate with the other.

•Little progress was made toward a new constitution due to the lack of
cooperation between the two houses of parliament. Instead, several
amendments were made to the 1952 Constitution between 1989 to
1992 that removed much of the original language and removed many
of the institutions of the old regime.
April 1992: the houses of parliament adopted the Constitutional Law
on the Procedure for Preparing and Enacting the Constitution:
- Created a single constitutional committee comprising members of
the Sejm and the Senate, with several non-voting members including:
the president, and members of the cabinet and the constitutional
court;
- Outlined a complex process for: receiving and considering proposals,
developing a single draft, deliberating on the draft in a national
assembly (a combined meeting of the Sejm and the Senate),
considering amendments proposed by the president, adopting a �inal
draft by the national assembly, and ratifying it through a national
referendum.

1992

1997

-Speci�ied that constitutional drafts can be put forward by the
President, the parliament’s constitutional committee, 56 members
of the national assembly, or a group of 50,000 citizens.
•October 1992: the new constitutional process was initiated. It was
repeatedly interrupted by the 1993 parliamentary elections, the
1995 presidential elections, and signi�icant political opposition
within and outside parliament as a �inal draft constitution emerged
in 1996-97.
•The national assembly approved a �inal draft constitution in March
1997, and amendments proposed by the president to the �inal draft
were adopted in April 1997.
•May 1997: the constitution was put to a national referendum for
rati�ication to approve the text, with no minimum public
participation required. The constitution was rati�ied with 52% of
voters in support of the new constitution and a 43% public
participation rate.

•The role of the Catholic Church, as a mediator during the secret interim
negotiations and as an observer during the of�icial roundtable talks, was
fundamental to the success of the transition to a non-communist system.
-The participation of the Catholic Church in the negotiations, and its vocal support
for the 1989 parliamentary elections, legitimized the transitional process in the
eyes of the deeply religious Polish public. Catholicism was at the root of the notion
of a Polish nation.
•There were immediate gains for the Catholic Church for its political in�luence
during the transition years. In 1990, the study of Catholic religion was introduced in
public schools, with two classes a week. In 1993, abortion was made illegal.
•Since the late 1990s and 2000s, the Catholic Church has struggled to maintain the
in�luence it once had in the public sphere.

THE TRANSITION PERIOD
• In Poland, the process of democratization is not complete even though it has been
ongoing for more than 20 years.
• Post-communism saw a split in the Solidarity movement and the emergence of
hundreds of small political parties that actively opposed one another. Even President
Lech Walesa, who had led the Solidarity movement, faced opponents from within his
own camp and the society that had initially supported him.

Many new political parties were unprepared to rule and fell into con�lict.
Poland shows that a revolution is only a starting point and con�licts
between political forces need to be mitigated in a democratic manner.
• In the 1990s, the politicization of the Catholic Church grew into extreme forms, one
notable example being the popularity of Radio Maryja, a misogynistic, anti-semitic
Catholic radio station.

• The process of “de-communization” of former regime of�icials and the thousands of
people working in the pre-1989 structures in Poland sparked a heated debate in
society. Many former regime members remained in politics because they were often
the ones, as opposed to the new emerging parties, with suf�icient and adequate
experience in ruling the country.
•Although the PZPR was dissolved in 1990, some former of�icials and new left-wing
activists formed the Democratic Left Alliance, which became a part of the
government and began to play an active political role.

The Polish experience: The reemergence of the thousands of members of
the old regime in the public sphere should not be viewed as negative, but
rather as a natural consequence of an inclusive democratic process.
• In 1989, rather then a gradual transition from a centralized economy to a free
market privatized economy, Poland immediately implemented liberal free market
policies in what became known as the “shock therapy” process of economic reform,
formally titled the Balcerowicz Plan
• “Shock therapy” led to massive initial recession: Levels of economic output fell
sharply in the years following economic reform, with GDP decreasing by 11.6% and
unemployment reaching 11.8% in 1991. In�lation also reached 584% in the �irst
year of shock therapy, but fell to 43% by 1992. Despite theses short-term costs,
Poland’s economy surpassed its communist-era GDP by 1995.
• The transition brought qualitative change, particularly in living conditions,
freedom of speech and political pluralism. However, the social cost of the transition
process caused and continues to cause mixed feelings:
• In 1991, 22.4% of Poles described their lives as “successful,” while in 2005, the
number grew to 33.5%.
• In 2007, half of Poles were unable to answer the question whether the
post-1989 reforms have worked well in Poland.
• In 2009, only 25% of Poles said they felt they had any impact on the state.
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Does Egypt Need a Magles al-Shura?
If we believe that parliamentary majorities need to be limited, should that limitation (as stipulated
in the constitution) be enforced by a specialized court (with all state powers appointing members
that fulfill the requirements of kafâ’ah), or a more “political” body like a second chamber? Or both?

Gianluca Parolin
The extremely low turnout
in the recent elections for the
Magles al-Shura, and the dim
role that this Magles has played
since its establishment in 1980 are
generating a heated debate over
the need for a second chamber
in the new constitution. Instead
of focusing on the discouraging
past record of the Magles, I argue
that the choice should be based on
any of the functions that a second
chamber can perform, and on that
basis design the future Magles’s
composition and powers. If none
of the possible functions of second
chambers is regarded as desirable,
then the bicameral experience
should be terminated.
Second
chambers
comparative experiences teach
us - limit the operation of the
democratic principle, and they
do so either by entrenching
cleavage privileges or by
compensating
for
undesired
effects of equal representation.
Both sub-functions are utterly
undemocratic, but let us not shy
away from this consideration;
the purpose of a constitution is
precisely to limit the power of
majorities and provide for effective
accountability. Is this what we
want?
Democracy is always
at risk of turning into tyranny,

and needs to be restrained - as
both Plato and Aristotle warned
us many centuries ago. Second
chambers can be either designed
to avoid that risk or, conversely,
to void the participation of people
in government - as the record of
the dissolved Magles al-Shura has
proved.
Functions of second chambers
changed
dramatically
when
constitutions
started
being
regarded as binding documents
enforceable in courts. Before
that, chambers were the only
institutional form of (political)
limitation to the powers of
the monarch. Where no such

“

later extended to encompass
other classes or orders within
society (notably clergymen and
townsmen). Membership in both
the English Parliament and the
French Estates General was classbased and included noblemen,
clergymen and townsmen. When
the lower class, the townsmen,
started meeting separately and
constituted a new body, what
was left of previously general
assemblies was identified as a
second or upper chamber. The
offshoot of a first or lower
chamber was in the English case
occasioned by the King (Edward I,
in the late 13th century), who saw

What advantages does a second chamber
bring to the table, if it is just a replica
of the first chamber?

limitation existed, the system
was described as an absolute
monarchy, whereas if chambers
had rights to oppose government
policies, the system was described
as a limited monarchy or a
mixed government, based on the
various possible configurations
of powers: monarchic, oligarchic,
democratic.
At first, membership in
parliaments - yet undivided
into chambers - was based
on entitlements, and was

”

the advantages of negotiating with
the “lower” class - the commoners,
hence House of Commons - on
a separate basis. In the French
case, conversely, the offshoot was
occasioned by the decision of the
“lower” class - the townsmen or
burgeoisie - to meet separately due
to the deadlock in deliberations in
the Estates General (on the eve of
the French Revolution, in the late
18th century).
With the extension of voting
rights, “lower” or first chambers

strengthened their democratic
legitimacy, whereas “upper” or
second chambers maintained their
role of conservative or moderating
factors based on oligarchic
legitimacy. The more the intended
conservative or moderating factor,
the more the powers of “upper”
or second chambers were equal
to those of “lower” or upper
chambers. Where the agreement
of both chambers was required for
any bill to become law (egalitarian
bicameralism), the limitation of
the democratic principle by the
oligarchic one was evident.
The Belgian constitution of
1831 serves as a good example
of this instance of egalitarian
bicameralism and served as a
model for many constitutions,
including the Ottoman basic
law of 1876 and the Egyptian
constitution of 1923. Membership
in the “upper” or second chamber
was still based on class (requiring
a minimum tax contribution),
yet the element of representation
was introduced (senators were
no longer hereditary peers as in
England, but were fully elected
in Belgium and partially in Egypt
- with the monarch still retaining
appointment of two-fifths in the
latter).
Oligarchic legitimacy,
besides the tax contribution
requirement, was also maintained
by the higher age requirement
to be a senator (40 years both
in Belgium and in Egypt), and
belonging to certain “classes”
(tabaqât) in Egypt (including state
officials, religious authorities,
high members of the judiciary and
the army).
Arguably,
egalitarian
bicameralism - by providing a
safeguard against the democratic
principle - paved the way for
the extension of voting rights to
reach universal suffrage because
of its conservative or moderating
functions. Universal suffrage,
in turn, strengthened the claims
of people’s full participation in
the decision-making process. As
the democratic principle started
showing its full potential, the
traditional political functions
of second chambers were
supplemented by legal limitations
enshrined in codified constitutions
and enforced by (specialized)
courts.
In
the
Middle
Ages,
constitutions used to be regarded
as entailing little more than moral
(read: political) obligations, and
they were certainly “not fit for

the tongue of any lawyer” - using
one of the witty expressions of
the early 13th century English
jurist Henry de Bracton. Over the
centuries, however, constitutions
started to be seen as “fit for the
tongue of lawyers”. Not just “any
lawyer”, though. It was clear that
interpretation and enforcement
of constitutions entailed political
considerations that legal theorists
did not deem appropriate for
ordinary courts of law whose job
was to simply “apply” the law
- without interpreting it! When
devising a centralized, specialized
body to interpret and enforce the
constitution, 20th century legal
theorist Hans Kelsen structured
a court whose members were
men of law, but selected by state
powers on political grounds.
The 1920 Austrian model, for
instance, stipulated appointment
by the Federal President, but on
the basis of lists prepared by the
government and the federal and
national chambers of Parliament
(one third of the court members
each).
The emergence of specialized
constitutional courts operating
judicial review, arbitrating among
state powers and deciding on
charges brought against the Head
of State introduced an enforcement
system of the constitution that
favored the legal over the political
- a political balance previously
guaranteed by second chambers.
However, the involvement of
all state powers in the selection of
members in such courts proves that
political considerations were not
overlooked, and the appointments
can be regarded as political
appointments. It should be clear
by now that constitutional courts
started looking very much alike
second chambers, and performed
many of the same functions. If
we consider the decision on
charges brought against the
Head of State, such a function
is performed in continental
systems by a constitutional court
(variously integrated) and in the
Anglo-Saxon systems by the
second chamber (House of Lords
in England or the Senate in the
United States).
The general decrease in the
number of second chambers
over the past few decades needs
to be associated to the increase
in the number of (specialized)
constitutional courts. Systems
that have maintained a second
Cont’d on page 27
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chamber tend to be federal. There is nothing
ineluctable about any system of multi-level
government not having a second chamber,
however. Federal systems can operate with
a unicameral (federal) legislative body
and a constitutional court adjudicating on
federal/state conflicts.
Most federal systems, however, opted
for the entrenchment of (territorial) cleavage
privileges in a second chamber. When
states pool part of their sovereignty in the
federalizing process, they also try to retain
some control over the process in terms of
privileges - privileges to have their position
count irrespective of size and thus preventing
their remaining, unpooled sovereign powers
from being chipped away by larger states.
At the 1787 Constitutional Convention,
smaller states of the Confederation, headed
by Delaware, were worried that proportional
representation based on the size of the state’s
population would force them to succumb to
the pressures of larger states and called for a
system of equal representation.
The “Great Compromise” was a
bicameral Congress in which the first
chamber was based on proportional
representation and the second chamber on
equal representation - equal here refers
to states, not citizens, of course. Classbased representation has been supplanted
by territorial-based representation, but the
function of the second chamber as providing
an entrenched position to particular, lesser
constituencies holds. Equal representation
of states in the U.S. Senate irrespective of
state population is a case in point.
Unequal representation of sub-federal
(state) units in a federal body can be
traced back to the historical dynamics of
the federalizing process; second chambers
capture and perpetuate a moment of the
federalizing process in which sub-federal
units wielded more powers than the
federal one, and they were in a position of
negotiating terms of joining the Federation.
The dynamics at the European level are
similar when considering the changing
roles of Parliament and the Council in the
legislative process.
In unitary states, second chambers where maintained - can still perform the
same moderating (political) functions that
they had performed before the enforcement
of constitutions in courts, but justification of
their limitation to the democratic principle
is in order. Not an easy task.
If
second chambers draw their
legitimacy from the same democratic
principle of first chambers, then the
replication argument seems not to be
completely unfounded. Why do we need
two chambers that are manned in the same
way? What advantages does a second
chamber bring to the table, if it is just a
replica of the first chamber? Can we allocate
our resources more efficiently? If the added
value is simply the induced reflectiveness
of the longer process, single chambers can
adopt reading procedures in committees
and plenaries or multiple readings that
guarantee that decisions are well thoughtout, without a second chamber.
In the process of limiting class-based
representation, most experiences of second
chambers have either been discontinued,
and where members are elected in a very

similar fashion to first chambers the
debate over discontinuation is ongoing
(as in Italy). Minor differences in age
requirements for voters or candidates to
second chambers do not appropriately
dispose with the replication argument. The
principle of aristocratic legitimacy seems
to be dwindling also in its stronghold,
where the hereditary peers summoned to
attend the sessions of the House of Lords
have been limited to 92 in 1999. A blend
of elected and appointed members seems to
be one of the most popular ways in which
second chambers are currently manned, but

“
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the representation process can be chiefly
ascribed to the electoral or the party
system. Flaws in the electoral system can
be addressed in the legislation regulating
it, but one could argue that there are only
a limited number of possible categories
whose representation can be guaranteed
by working on the electoral system alone.
If we think of quotas, for instance, how
many sets of different quotas can we have?
One for women, one for workers, one for
peasants, for instance? The current system
shows that when two groups are combined
in a complex zebra-system, it still cannot

A second chamber can be a useless replica of the first
chamber, instrumental to full representative democracy, or a
deceitful way of the executive to reign in the legislative.

appointment easily lends itself to abuses
and structurally allows the appointing
authority an unwarranted power over the
lower house. A power that can be used
to limit the fully democratically elected
house, as the experience of the Magles alShura has proved since 1980.
Does Egypt need a second chamber?
We are left with two preliminary questions.
If we believe that parliamentary majorities
need to be limited, should that limitation (as
stipulated in the constitution) be enforced
by a specialized court (with all state
powers appointing members that fulfill
the requirements of kafâ’ah), or a more
“political” body like a second chamber? Or
both? The issue of the legitimacy deficit
resurfaces here, and with no convincing
solution. Democratic legitimacy seems to
be the only reasonable foundation, since
the historical, class-based composition of
a second chamber resting on aristocratic
legitimacy seems to have lost all its appeal
and its demise unavoidably underway, even
in a traditionally conservative system like
the British. Modern democracy, however,
is representative democracy. Hence the
second preliminary question.
Do we identify structural failures in the
way representatives are elected? Flaws in

”

guarantee that one group will not prevail
over the other (workers over peasants, or
vice versa). If a third element is added to
the equation - women, in our case, that third
element is almost invariably sidelined.
Flaws in the party system that affect
the representation of all groups in society
are harder to address in legislation on the
exercise of political rights. Especially in a
context of an impoverished party life as the
one Egypt has lived in for decades. Inability
of parties to establish platforms and
mobilize voters within a limited time frame
seems to have favored political entities
that could use pre-existing, established
networks to mobilize voters in support of
their (and other group’s) candidates. Is the
current party system unable or unwilling to
adequately file candidates from all sectors
of society and successfully support them?
If we indeed believe that there are
structural failures in the way representatives
are currently (s)elected, could a second
chamber fill in the gap and guarantee the
effectiveness of representative democracy?
If so, how? And what powers should such
a chamber wield? These seem to be the
questions that the constituent assembly
will need to address. First, by identifying
what groups in society are effectively

underrepresented or not represented at
all in the existing chamber. Second, by
identifying a proper method of assuring
representation of such groups - which
might and should vary from group to group
(the method applied to women cannot be
the one applied to peasants, which in turn
cannot be the one applied to workers, or to
ethnic or religious minorities). Methods
of selecting members can vary from direct
election with reserved seats, membership
ex officio (based on a certain position held
by an individual, as in the case of heads of
unions or syndicates), or through selection
within the identified vocational or corporate
groupings.
Needless to say, unless well designed,
these methods can lend themselves to
abuses, as was the case with the peasants
and workers list. Presidential appointments
should be limited to a minimum, or ruled
out entirely. If the function of such a
second chamber is to complement the
representation of the first chamber, then its
powers should be commensurate with the
degree of perceived complementarity of
the second chamber. More equal powers
(egalitarian bicameralism) if the existing
system fails to represent important sectors
of society and ideological orientations;
or less equal powers (inegalitarian
bicameralism) otherwise - excluding the
possibility of withdrawing confidence from
government, for instance.
A second chamber can be a useless
replica of the first chamber, instrumental
to full representative democracy, or a
deceitful way of the executive to reign in
the legislative. It will all depend on the
answers given to the key questions raised
above. Answers that should be elaborated
in the public debate before reaching the
constituent assembly: constitutional design
will flow from there, insha’allah.
Gianluca Parolin is an expert in
comparative constitutional law and Islamic
law. He is currently a law professor at the
American University in Cairo and Cairo
University. To read more about Parolin, see
page 22.
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History of Constitu
Pharaonic period (3200 BC - 332 BC):

Egyptian

Governance

Systems
before the Islamic
Conquest

It is conventional for legal historians to divide the history of
Egyptian law into several periods, starting with the Pharaonic era.

-

- The Pharaonic period is characterized by its length - begins in approximately 3200 BC
and ends with Egypt’s fall to the Greeks in 332 BC.
- Pharaonic Egypt experimented with all legal systems, from the individual to the feudal,
and from absolute rule by a central government to the rule of a minority.
- Scholars divide the Pharaonic period, which lasted for about thirty centuries, into various
eras marked by the rule of 30 different dynasties or families.
- Pharaonic rule was monarchical. Throughout the ages political power took different
forms, starting with a paternalistic system in which an elder of a clan or tribe held power.
This was followed by the monarchy, which emerged with the expansion of the regions
dominated by the tribe, the increase of the population, and an increase in external threats,
these factors necessitated the creation of a political power that was more progressive than
the patriarchal tribal leadership.
- The new system was characterized by the political dominance of the individual ruler.
This was followed by the political organization of the city, characterized by a group of free
residents occupying a small urban space and exercising their individual rights directly.

Pharaonic rule reflected many characteristics of the
monarchial system of government:

Kingship was hereditary, without interference from the people. The crown could
be passed down through the royal lineage on both the father and mother’s side.
The king was not obliged to choose his firstborn son, he could choose another
son, or a son of one of his wives of lower rank. This tradition of succession did
not always prevent political coups. A claimant to the throne would often state
that divine will had selected him or he would marry a royal princess to justify and
legitimize his rule.
The king governed neither as a representative or a deputy of the group; rather he
derived his authority from God and by virtue of being an heir to the throne.

The Pharaonic period is considered by most scholars to have
commenced in 3200 BC, which marks the political unification of
the country by King Menes, and to have ended with the Greek
occupation of Egypt in 332 BC at the hands of Alexander the Great.

-

The Pharaonic period was followed by the Ptolemaic period, a
period that lasted until the Roman conquest of Egypt in 31 BC,
which subordinated Egypt to Rome until the Arab conquest of
Egypt in 641 AD.

-

- 641 AD the beginning of the Islamic period, which lasted until the

demise of the Ottoman Empire and infiltration of Western laws
into the Egyptian legal lexicon in the form of technical additions
that surfaced in the late nineteenth century with the passing of the
Mixed Civil Law in 1876 and the National Civil Law in 1883.

- Egypt has enjoyed political independence as a legally autonomous

and unified entity - originating in the conditions, needs and
environment of the Egyptian society - since the Pharaonic period.
- When Egypt fell under Ptolemaic rule, the social structure of
Egypt changed, but it did not lose its independence as a state.

- During the Roman period, however, Egypt lost its independence
and became merely a province of the Roman Empire.
- Following the Islamic conquest, Egypt became an Islamic state
with an Islamic identity.

$

There was no clear distinction between the state and the person of the ruler.
The state was conflated with the person of the Pharaoh. As a result, there was
confusion in the separation of the state’s funds from the wealth of the king, to
the extent that some declared that the Pharaoh was the sole owner of all the
wealth in Egypt. A treaty signed by the Pharaoh with another country was just a
personal commitment that ended with his death since there was no legal entity
that obliged the state to conform to the treaty regardless of a change of ruler. The
state bureaucracy was appointed through the authority of the Pharaoh and they
had no administrative entity independent from him and were not considered to
belong to the state as a public legal entity. They were merely servants of the king;
accountable before him and there to carry out his wishes and desires.
The King possessed absolute power and all manifestations of sovereignty, be it
legislative, executive, or judiciary emanated from him. He was also in control of
military power and had sovereignty over the entire territory of Egypt. He had the
right to organize and control the utilization of land and to subjugate individuals to
perform public services. He also had the right to levy taxes on individuals. There
were no representational or legislative councils. The Pharaoh did however have
a group of advisers called "Secret Keepers" (or kaatimi al-asrar). Nonetheless, as
the supreme judge of the country, he possessed sovereign judicial authority and
held the title of “Justice”, the one under whose authority all rulings are made. In
some cases, he personally adjudicated, but he often entrusted his judges with the
adjudication of disputes. Initially judges were civilians, but from the end of the
Fourth Dynasty judges came from the clergy.
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tional Life in Egypt
The Ptolemaic Period (332 BC To 31 BC):

This period began in the year 332 BC and continued until the subordination of Egypt to
Roman rule in 31 BC.
- Pharaonic Egypt fell to the Persians in 525 BC with Egypt's conquest by Cambyses who
declared himself Egypt’s King.
- Persian rule of Egypt was characterized by cruel oppression and insensitivity to the
religious beliefs of the Egyptians, and continuous revolts against the Persians.
- Accordingly, the path was paved for Alexander the Great to conquer Egypt in 332 BC,
introduce the Ptolemaic system of governance.
- The Ptolemies followed a theocratic policy or philosophy in governance, and
perpetuated the notion of divine kingship.
- They implemented an economic policy that exploited Egypt’s wealth to the maximum
possible degree. Finally, they implemented racist social policies, turning the Greeks into
a superior class above all others.

Characteristics of the Ptolemaic rule of Egypt:
Alexander understood how important religion was to the Egyptians and found it to
be the primary means to strengthen his rule. His first action upon entering Memphis
was to offer sacrifices in the temple of the gods Ptah and Apisas as a sign of his respect
for the Egyptian gods and his belief in them.
The Greeks promoted a myth that strengthened the belief in the divine nature of
Alexander, and established the notion that he was a legitimate heir to the rule of the
Pharaohs, not a hijacker of power.
Alexander the Great demonstrated continued devotion to the Egyptian religion.
Not only did he provide offerings to the goddess of the Egyptian temples, he also
bequeathed gifts and allocations of agricultural land to temples.
Due to the belief in his divine nature, the Ptolemaic king became an absolute ruler.
His authority was derived from the gods, not from the people, and the King became
the embodiment of the state.
The king was also the source of vital law and the issuer of the commands and
legislation through which the state was managed. The king was the Supreme Judge of
the country and the Supreme Commander of the army. He was the chief supervisor of
the affairs of state, all of which fell under him in a system of absolute centralization.
He was the manager of state revenues and owned vast tracts of agricultural land. In
general, all power fell under his royal mantle.
There were no representational or legislative councils in Ptolemaic Egypt, and there
was no political participation for Egyptians, whether directly or indirectly. The
principle of separation of powers did not exist.
Legislation varied in Ptolemaic Egypt. The legislative structure of Ptolemaic Egypt
comprised various kinds of laws, such as:
- Royal decrees were the primary source of law in Ptolemaic Egypt. The statutory
expression of the royal will was varied. In addition to the King’s approving legislation
particular to Egyptians and the Greeks, he could also exercise his legislative power via
several mechanisms such as:
A) Royal Commands: also known as "prostigmata" commands issued by the Ptolemaic
kings through their absolute legislative authority.
B) Royal Regulations: legal principles issued by the Ptolemaic king. These were
predominantly executive in nature.
C) The Egyptian Law: applied only to the Egyptians.
D) The Law for the Greeks: the Greeks in Egypt were divided into two distinct categories:
the first were Greeks from the free city-states and the second were Greeks who lived
outside of these states. Laws varied among different city-states and different Greek
expat communities reflecting the diversity of the various Greek communities in Egypt.
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The Roman Period (31 BC to 641 AD)

In the next historical phase, Egypt transitioned from an independent kingdom,
under the rule of the Ptolemies to becoming, in 30 BC following Egypt’s defeat
at the naval battle of Actium, a province of Rome.
- This battle was in fact the final act in a long relationship between Rome and
Ptolemaic Egypt.
- Despite its incorporation into the Roman Empire, Egypt enjoyed special
status among the rest of the other Roman provinces.

Characteristics of the Roman rule in Egypt:
The Roman Emperor did not rule Egypt directly, but was represented
in this task by the Governor of Egypt. Sometimes the title was
expanded “Governor of Egypt and Alexandria”. The governor derived
his authority from the emperor. For the first time in the history
of ancient Egypt, Egypt's rulers did not live in the country - the
emperors resided in Rome.
The Governor enjoyed a wide scope of authority. He was given a general
mandate for ruling, i.e. the power to forbid and command, which
enabled him to command the Roman troops in Egypt. The function of
the Governor can be summarized in a number of authorities:
- Administrative Authority provided him with the power to carry
out many tasks, most importantly presiding over Egypt’s various
administrative bodies, managing the country's funds and the census,
tax collection, and the allocation of public funds.
Through the Legislative Authority the Emperor delegated to the
Governor, the latter was authorized to issue communiqués called
cannons that had the force of law
• The Governor also had authority over the military in his capacity as
the Supreme Commander of the Roman troops in Egypt.
• The Governor enjoyed full legal authority over the Romans residing
in Egypt, to whom he applied Roman law. The Governor was in charge
of litigation and resolving disputes. The Governor had full legal
authority over Egyptians in civil and criminal matters alike. The
Governor had the right to issue criminal sentences (including death)
and other physical punishments such as imprisonment or forced labor.
It is noteworthy that in early June 212 AD, Emperor Caracalla issued
his famous constitution, The Constitutio Antoniniana (or the Edict
of Antoninus) which granted Roman citizenship to all citizens of the
Roman Empire. This constitution sparked a great deal of controversy
among modern interpreters of the Roman law, despite the discovery
of its original Greek text in 1909 in a manuscript known as the
“Giessen Papyrus” found in Germany. The cause of dispute was the
fact that some words are missing from the manuscript, "We grant all
the foreigners residing in the Roman Empire Roman citizenship while
reserving... (missing text) except for the foreigners that surrender."
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The Historical Background

The French Campaign in Egypt lit the spark that would
end the long period of stagnation in Egypt that began
when Selim I conquered Cairo in 1517 AD, ousting
Toman Bey and proclaiming the establishment of the
Ottoman Caliphate and the annexation of Egypt to the
newly born empire. Prior to that, Cairo had been the
seat of the Abbasid Caliph and enjoyed prominence and influence. With the ascendance of
the Ottomans, Cairo’s leadership role declined and almost disappeared for two centuries.
After the success of the popular Egyptian revolt against the French forces, or "Franks" as the
Egyptians called them, and numerous battles between the Ottoman and English armies,
the French withdrew from Egypt. The last commander of French forces, Jacques Francois
Mino, announced his conversion to Islam and continued to live in Cairo after the French
withdrawal.

Egypt was now in step with the prevailing global reality, reversing the decline of
the previous centuries. This was clearly reflected in the rise of a range of nationalist
voices--including scholars of al-Azhar, poets and writers--that called for better
and more effective representation of the people in matters of governance. This
nationalistic development was reflected in the campaigns carried out by the
newspaper Jaridat al-Waqai al-Masriyya and other media. Foreign interference in
internal affairs was vocally rejected, particularly when England and France, during
the era of Khedive Ismail, each appointed a minister to oversee the Egyptian State
Budget and the collection of the Egyptian debt. To support and empower the
nationalist movement in the face of the expanding foreign influence, resulting
largely from debt incurred to finance building the Suez Canal, the Khedive approved
the enactment of the first Egyptian constitution in 1879. The Ottoman state had
issued its first constitution in 1876. However, the envisioned Egyptian constitution
never saw the light due to the betrayal of Khedive Ismail by the English and French
and his removal from power in favor of his son (Khedive Tawfiq) by the Ottoman
Caliph’s office (al-Bab al-ali) in Istanbul.
But the nationalist movement did not stop. Its leader, Ahmad Orabi,
who would give his name to the "Orabi Revolution," rejected Khedive
Tawfiq’s claim that his rule was legitimate because he "inherited"
the Egyptian people from his parents and grandparents. But as
a result of popular pressure and his desire to rule Egypt independently from the Ottoman Empire, the Khedive agreed to
draft an Egyptian constitution in 1881, which was issued in 1882.
This draft survived for only a few months, until Egypt fell under
British occupation. The British ruled Egypt like a British
colony, and as its guardians, they claimed the right to guide
the affairs of Egypt according to British political vision. They
abolished the constitution of 1882, claiming that the Egyptians
were too politically immature to exercise sovereignty and democratic
ideas. As a result, the colonial regime issued the so-called Regular Law of
1883, which unfairly regulated many of the rights of Egyptians. Although
the difference between a “law” and a “bylaw” is nominal, the Regular
Law of 1883 in reality functioned as a constitutional document and the
basis of governing Egypt , despite lacking any popular legitimacy among
Egyptians. The British were not bound by the articles, laws, or rules of the
Regular Law of 1883.

The first Egyptian revolution in modern history was against the Ottoman
governor, Khurshid Pasha. It ended with the historic decision by representatives of the people, mostly scholars and merchants, to oust
the Turkish Governor Khurshid Pasha and to appoint Mohamed
Ali in his place. The people’s representatives gave their pledge of
allegiance to Mohamed Ali in May 1805, on the condition that
he must heed their opinion and advice in issues of governance.
This was the first Egyptian social contract at the beginning of the
so-called modern period, which was followed by a kind of social
awakening; there was a signifcant increase in overseas scientific missions, in exposure to new
civilizations and new cultures that succeeded in breaking the barrier of isolation that had prevailed in Egypt for two centuries. This period witnessed an industrial and scientific renaissance,
in addition to the various successful invasions, conquests and victories attained by Mohammed
Ali, Ibrahim Pasha, Said Pasha and Khedive Ismail. The Egyptian state expanded all the way to
the borders of Turkey, to include Ethiopia, the Levant, the Arabian Peninsula, and large parts of
today’s Iraq.

From 1883 until the start of WWI in 1914, the Egyptian national movement
focused on liberating Egypt from British occupation. When the Ottoman
Empire entered the war against Britain, Egypt was declared a British protectorate and part of the British Empire. The Regular Law of 1883 was repealed and
Egypt went from being an Ottoman province to a Sultanate independent from
the Ottoman state and subject to the British Crown. The ruler of Egypt held
the title of Sultan, the same title as that of the Ottoman ruler, but not a “King”,
which was the title of the British ruler.
The Egyptian revolution of 1919, was provoked when an Egyptian delegation
that requested permission to travel to Paris to attend a peace conference in
order to exercise “the right to self-determination of the people” and to call for
an end to British colonization was sent into exile. After the success of the 1919
revolution, public pressures on the British mounted to the extent that they
were forced to recognize the independence of the Egyptian state in the famous
declaration of February 22, 1922. Egypt was thus transformed from a sultanate
into a kingdom and a decree was proclaimed to issue the 1923 Constitution.

Egypt

of Constitutional Life in

The Higher Council
1824-1837
Muhammad Ali Pasha founded
the “Higher Council” tasked with
governing the Egyptian state.
- It was a purely consultative body
that examined issues related
to government departments
and offices located in Egypt. In
January 1825, Muhammad Ali
Pasha issued “Guidelines for
the Higher Council” which were
similar to administrative bylaws
that determined the duties and
functions of the Council members
and how to punish those who
committed a violation.

Basic Bylaws
The Siyasetname 1837

The Advisory (Shura) Council of Representatives 1866

- In 1837, for the first time, modern Egypt received a quasi-constitutional document when Muhammad Ali released a basic law known
as the Siyasetname. This law, created new bureaucratic offices and
outlined their operations and scope.
- Although the Siyasetname was a reflection of Muhammad Ali’s
passion to keep pace with political and institutional developments in
Europe, it was not a constitution in the modern sense.
- The Siyasetname bears some limited similarity to contemporary
constitutional documents; prompting some researchers to consider
this law “a revolution in Egyptian administrative and political life”.
The Siyasetname established complex and advanced government
structures that efficiently performed the executive functions and did
so with supervision and oversight.
- The objectives of the Siyasetname were determined by the law itself,
without taking into account the opinion and will of the people, and
without legislating separation between the three powers: legislative,
executive and judiciary.

During the reign of Khedive Ismail, whose rule was characterized
by stagnation, public pressure led to the issuing of a decree that
established the Advisory Council of Representatives (or Shura
Council) on October 22, 1866. This was the first decree in modern
Egypt that organised and regulated a representative parliamentary
council.
- The decree was granted by the Khedive for the purpose of
establishing a parliamentary council that represented segments
of the population that were geographically underrepresented. The
Khedive was willing to listen to the opinions of representatives
of the people on some matters that were predetermined by the
government, without any obligation on the part of the Khedive or
his government to abide by these opinions.
- However,this can be considered a major development when compared to the era of Muhammad Ali, when the people’s participation or that of any other political powers in decision making was
unheard of.
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1882 Egyptian Constitutions
1930
1958
The promulgation of the 1882 Constitution
was the result of populist demands. Previous
eras were limited to bylaws or the Siyasetname,
issued under Muhammad Ali to regulate the
public affairs of the country. They were not
constitutions in a technical sense as they were
limited to purely administrative matters.
The Constitution of 1882 created the first
Egyptian parliamentary representation previous councils had been only consultative.
Prime Minister Sherif Pasha was delegated
to draft the constitution, but because of
mounting disputes he did not remain in power
to witness its
ratification. His successor,
Prime Minster Mahmud Sami El Baroudi,
presented the new constitution, which was
passed by the House of Representatives,
ratified by the Khedive, and officially declared
in force on February 8, 1882.

King Fouad issued a royal
decree to repeal the 1923
Constitution, and replace
it with the 1930 constitution, drafted by the
government of Ismail Sidky Pasha to strengthen
the powers of the king at the expense of the
Parliament. The authority of the parliament had
increased due to the control of the Wafd Party and
other political parties over the reins of the state.
While the new 1930 Constitution retained many of
the 1923 articles, it added several items increasing
the powers of the king to counter the growing
influence of the liberal Wafd party in Parliament.
For example, it gave the right to propose financial
laws to the King alone and not to the Senate.
On March 12, 1935, under public pressure and
in what became known as the “Cairo Uprising,”
the King abolished the 1930 Constitution and
reestablished the 1923 Constitution.

Constitutional
Declarations:

1952

executive and legislative branches.
Assigned the task of debating and endorsing
the state budget to the Parliament.
Outlined the powers and responsibilities of
the executive branch. Completely excluded
the Khedive from any type of oversight.
Affirmed the sovereignty of the nation over
the state and affirmed that the nation is not
subject to hereditary rule.
Among the disadvantages of this constitution
was that it was issued via Khedival decree,
to the people. It also ignored the judiciary
and considered it to be a sub-category of the
executive power.
This constitution was repealed after the
British occupation of Egypt and the issuing of
the bylaws in 1883.

When the army staged a coup in 1952 and
announced its first constitutional declaration,
repealing the 1923 Constitution, ousting King
Farouk, and replacing him with his son Ahmed
Fouad, Egyptians supported this movement.
The First Declaration promised to establish a
committee that would draft a new constitution,
but it was unsigned and undated.
The Second Constitutional Declaration, issued
in January 1953 and without a signature
dissolved all political parties and confiscated
all their funds on behalf of the people.
The Third Declaration (undated) set forth
general principles leaning towards democracy
and constitutionality. It was signed by MajorGeneral Mohammed Naguib, Commanderin-Chief of the Army, and the leader of the
revolution.
The Fourth and final declaration decreed the
abolition of the monarchy, the proclamation
of a Republic, and the inauguration of MajorGeneral Mohamed Naguib as President of the
Republic on June 18, 1953.

The following
differences
distinguish the constitution of 1923 from
the 1882 Constitution:

This provisional constitution was
issued in 1954 and was rejected by
the Revolutionary Command Council, although
it was drafted by cross-section of fifty leading
politicians, and legal and economic experts.

executive, judiciary, and legislative.
Established a bicameral system with two
councils: the Senate, with a consultative
function, and the Council of Representatives,
with a legislative function.
Detailed many rights and freedoms omitted
from previous constitutions. Examples
include: regulation of nationality rights, the
right to resort to the judicial system, and the
right to freely practice one’s religion.
Regulated the issuance of laws and ministerial
oversight more elaborately than its predecessors
Characterized by its emphasis on the
sovereignty of the Egyptian nation.
Although the draft Constitutions of 1879, 1882,
and 1923 were drafted in response to popular
demand, they were issued as a grant from the
ruler, none of them submitted the head of state
to any type of oversight or accountability. And,
it allowed the King to ratify laws. If the king
rejected a draft law, it required a two-thirds
majority to pass.

The 1956 Constitution was issued
after the ousting of Mohammad
Naguib from his post in 1954.
Gamal Abdel Nasser was declared his successor.
The Revolutionary Command Council formed a
constitutional drafting committee.
This constitution was put to a popular referendum
in 1956 and became the first Egyptian constitution
to be issued with popular consent from the
people. Its most prominent elements were:
the State’s guarantee to provide for universal
education and employment. It also specified a
law for agricultural land ownership. However, the
Nasser regime tightened its grip on governance
and the media and dissolved all political parties as
well as the Muslim Brotherhood.
The 1956 constitution closely followed the 1923
constitution, but replaced the monarchy with
a republican system. The preamble made it
unequivocally clear that the constitution was
issued by the Egyptian people and not as a favor
granted by anyone. The 1956 Constitution stayed
in force for only twenty months.

Characteristics of the 1882
Constitution:

› Declared two authorities in the state, the
›
›
›

1923

› Recognized the separation of three powers, the
›
›

›
›

›
›
›

›

1954

1956

1980

The First Amendment
included two clauses.
The first clause was
related to the length of
the Presidential term. The
amendment substituted
“for
other
periods”
instead of “for another
period,” thus extending
the presidential term
indefinitely. The second clause confirmed
the supremacy of Islamic law over all other
sources of legislation by changing the
wording of the article from “Islamic law
(Sharia) is a principal source of legislation”
to “Islamic law is the principal source of
legislation”provisions.”

Provisional Constitution, the "Constitution
of the Union”
Came about following the union between Egypt
and Syria, which led to the suspension of the
1956 Constitution and the declaration of the 1958
Provisional Constitution. This document was
very brief and included a number of principles
and transitional provisions in addition to an
emphasis on the Arab character of the new state
and the regulation of nationality.

2005

The Second Amendment was
to Article 76 of the Constitution
modifying the selection process of the President of
the Republic. Instead of specifying a referendum as
the means to select the President, the amendment
specified that the President would be elected by direct,
national, secret ballot. This amendment stirred great
political controversy because of the surprising format
of the new article - the text of the new article took up
almost two pages of the Constitution—the longest
article in the document. It is also included procedures
and conditions of nomination that contradicted the
original nature of the Constitution. The modification
stipulated that a party needed at least 5% of the seats
in the Parliament to be able to nominate a candidate,
thereby diminishing the chances of parties and
political movements from participating in this process.

1964

The 1964 Constitution
decreed a socialist
orientation
to the
country. It was issued as a temporary constitution
until a permanent one could be drafted. This
constitution differed from prior ones because
it defined the ideology of the state of Egypt as
socialist.

1971

After the military
defeat
of
1967,
the drafting of a
permanent constitution was postponed.
After Gamal Abdel Nasser's death in 1970, his
successor Anwar Sadat decided to expedite
the issuance of the constitution as part of
his “Corrective Revolution” and in order
to secure control over the country and to
eliminate what he later called the “centers
of power”. A constituent commission was
formed by Presidential decree and the 1971
Constitution was then put to a referendum. It
was called a permanent constitution, like its
1956 predecessor.

2007

35 articles were amended.
Most of the amendments
revolved around changing
the economic direction of the country from socialism
to a free economy, and upholding the principles of
citizenship. It also included amendments to the articles related to the Vice President and his powers, and
granted additional authority to the Prime Minister.

March 2011

Characteristics of the 1971 Constitution:

› Confirmed the socialist nature of the state.
› Stressed the pan-Arabist and Islamic basis
of the state.
Elevated the status of the judiciary and
established the Supreme Constitutional
Court, which enabled the judiciary, for the
first time, to regulate laws effectively and
to rule on the constitutionality of laws.
Stressed the dual nature of the executive
branch, consisting of the Head of State and
the cabinet.
Detailed the powers of the “People’s
Assembly.”
Specified the use of referenda and elections
as selection tools for MPs and president.
Specified the four powers of the state; the
executive, the judicial, and legislative
powers - with the addition of the press,
The constitution detailed the powers of
each authority and how its affairs were to
be conducted.
The President of the Republic remained
unaccountable
before
the
People’s
Assembly. He serves as the head of
the executive and
judicial
branches,
and the Supreme
Commander of the
Armed Forces.
There have been
three amendments to
the 1971 Constitution.

›

›
›
›
›

›

Following the ousting of President Mubarak on
February 11, 2011, the Supreme Council of the Armed
Forces (SCAF), the highest military authority,
assumed leadership of the Egyptian state. On
February 13, 2011, SCAF announced a constitutional
declaration suspending the 1971 Constitution and
declaring some general principles for the State. On
March 19, 2011, seven articles of the Constitution of
1971 were amended and put to a referendum. Article
179 on the Law of Terrorism was abolished, and two
paragraphs were added to Article 189.
In March 2011, however, SCAF issued a 64 article
constitutional declaration disregarding
the
March referendum pertaining to amending and
re-activating the old constitution. The amended
articles submitted to the referendum were integrated
into the Constitutional Declaration.
The Constitutional Declaration has since undergone
two modifications:
An amendment was made to Article 38 of the
Constitutional Declaration concerning the
election of members of the People’s Assembly and
the Shura Council.
More controversial were changes to Articles 28 and 60:
Article 28, pertaining to the committee that
supervises the presidential elections. The clause
specified that, “The Commission’s decisions are
final, binding and non-violable by any means
and/or authority. The Commission’s decisions
may not be suspended or abolished.” The
controversy focused on the immunity and the
non-appealability of decisions of the Committee
of the Presidential Elections.
Article 60 pertains to the Constitutional
Constituent Assembly. It requires a joint meeting
of the People’s Assembly and the Shura Council to
elect the members of the Constituent Committee.

›
›
›

›
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Religion and the Constitution

Indonesia
Constitution adopted on 18 August 1945

THE CONSTITUTION AND SECULARITY:

• There is no mention of Sharia in the Indonesian Constitution.

Other (3.4%)
Roman
Catholic
(3%)
248
m

Hindu (1.8%)
Protestant
(5.7%)
Banten(2%)
Bugis(2.4%)
Minangkabau
(2.7%)
Muslim
(86.1%)

- In the Aceh region of the country, Sharia law is enacted because
the region was given special autonomous status due, in part, to Population Religion
Aceh having a higher percentage of Muslims than other parts of
Indonesia.
- Sharia is supposed to act in conjunction with national law and
not supersede it.
• While voting on the constitution in 1945, Indonesians rejected an
amendment to make their country a Muslim nation.
in accordance with

God's

Law

RELIGION in CONSTITUTIONAL ARTICLES:

to taking ofﬁce, the President and Vice President shall
§9 Prior
swear an oath in accordance with their respective religions

or shall make a solemn promise before the MPR (People's
Consultative Assembly) or DPR (People’s Representative Council)
individuals' freedom to choose and practice
§28 Guarantees
their religion, as well as to express their faith in accord-

ance with their conscience.

that the state is based on the belief in the One
§29 States
and Only God, while also reafﬁrming the guarantee of

individual religious freedom.

How have other
countries
addresed
the issue of
religion in the
constitution?

Other
(29.9%)
Banjar
(1.7%)
Betawi
(2.4%)
Madurese
(3.3%)
Sudanese
(15%)
Javanese
(40.6%)

Ethnicity

Historical
Context
• Indonesia’s Constitution was drafted in the wake of
occupation by both the Netherlands and Japan.
• The Indonesian Constitution of 1945 is based on
the doctrine of Pancasila, the ﬁve principles of the
nation and they are outlined in the constitution’s
preamble. The ﬁve principles are:
o a belief in the One and Only God
o the unity of Indonesia
o deliberation among representatives
o just humanity
o social justice for all Indonesians
• The 1945 Constitution provided that all existing
institutions and regulations would continue to function
until new ones were set up in conformity with the
Constitution. Therefore, upon independence (August
17, 1945), Indonesia inherited Dutch law, largely as
it stood in the Netherlands at the time of independence.
• This pragmatism in keeping Dutch law in place was
because the Constitution was drafted in a period
where Indonesia was constantly fending off Dutch
attempts to regain control of Indonesia (the Netherlands recognized Indonesian independence 4 years
later in 1949).
• In 1955 a constitutional assembly (Konstituante)
was established by popular election under the 1950
Provisional Constitution to draft a permanent Indonesian constitution, but after several years of debate,
the Konstituante could not decide on an appropriate
model, let alone speciﬁc provisions.
• On 5 July 1959, the President revoked the
Provisional Constitution of Indonesia and reverted to
the 1945 Constitution.
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Religion and the Constitution

Lebanon
Constitution adopted on 23 May 1926
Effective after the Taif Agreement, 21 September 1990

THE CONSTITUTION AND SECULARITY:

• The constitution explicitly deﬁnes the state as confessional.*
• The confessional system was supposed to be temporary until the
various national parties met and agreed on a new constitution.
• The current constitution reﬂects the supposed transitional nature
of the confessional system - the constitutional preamble necessitates
“the abolition of political confessionalism [as] a basic national goal
[that] shall be achieved according to a gradual plan”.

in accordance with

God's

Law

• Political and institutional power is distributed proportionally among
religious communities.
• e.g.:The President is always a Maronite Christian, the Prime Minister a Sunni Muslim, and the Chairman of the Chamber of Deputies
Shia Muslim.
• This system is unique in the world, only practiced in Lebanon.
RELIGION in CONSTITUTIONAL ARTICLES:
Electoral Laws
The Chamber of Deputies is composed of elected members; their number and the method of their election is
determined by the electoral laws in effect.The distribution of
seats is according to the following principles:
a. Equal representation between Christians and Muslims [64
deputies from each religion, total 128].
b. Proportional representation among the confessional groups
within each religious community [each community according to
its size, e.g. 34 Maronites, 14 Greek Orthodox,1 Protestant].
c. Proportional representation among geographic regions
[regardless of religion, each geographic region will supply enough
deputies to account for the size of its population, e.g. Beirut being
the most populous has the largest number of proportional representatives].

§24

• The rationale for the arrangement is “to establish equality between Christians and
Muslims as stipulated in the Document of National Accord [The Taif Agreement].
Conscience, Belief
Establishes “absolute freedom of conscience and belief,”
guaranteeing under its protection “the free exercise of all
religious rites provided that public order is not disturbed.” It also
guarantees that “personal status and religious interests of the
population,” are respected. Personal status laws, such as
marriage, are unique to each religious group. There is no civil
marriage in Lebanon.

§9

§10
How have other
countries
addresed
the issue of
religion in the
constitution?

Education, Confessional Schools

Guarantees freedom of education [in the sense that it is
free to teach anything] “insofar as it is not contrary to
public order and morals and does not interfere with the dignity of
any of the religions or creeds.” It also guarantees the right of
religious communities “to have their own schools provided they
follow the general rules issued by the state regulating public
instruction.”

§95

National Committee

Is concerned with laying out the measures for the abolishment of the confessional system; however it requires that
the Chamber of Deputies (elected as per the requirements of
Article 24) to lay out a transitional plan, by forming a “National
Committee” headed by the President, the President of the Chamber of Deputies and the Prime Minister, along with leading political, intellectual, and social ﬁgures. During the transitional phase:
• The confessional groups are to be represented in a just and
equitable fashion in the formation of the Cabinet.
• There shall be representation according to expertise and
competence in public service jobs, the judiciary, the military and
security institutions, and in public and mixed agencies (except for
Grade One posts and their equivalents, which are distributed
equally between Christians and Muslims without reserving any
particular job for any confessional group but rather applying the
principles of expertise and competence).

Other (1%)
Armenian
(4%)

Other(1.3%)

4.14
m

Christian
(39%)

Arab
(95%)

Muslim
(59.7%)

Population Religion

No ofﬁcial census has been
conducted in the country
since 1932.

Ethnicity

Historical
Context
• The Constitution of Lebanon was adopted on 23
May 1926, during French rule, based on the demographics of the region's borders as speciﬁed by
France.
• The 1926 constitution speciﬁed a balance of
power between the various religious groups.
• Original Mount Lebanon was an Ottoman
province mainly populated by Maronite Christians,
surrounded by other Ottoman provinces.
• After France had occupied Ottoman Syria as a
League of Nations mandate post-WWI, the French
enlarged the territory of the Lebanon province to
increase the region of direct control.
• This territorial expansion altered the demographics of the region and added territory containing
more Muslims and Druze, shrinking the percentage
of Christians to less than 50% of the population
and increasing the number of Sunni Muslims by
eight times, and Shia Muslims by four times.
• On the basis of the 1932 census, parliament seats
were divided according to a six-to-ﬁve
Christian/Muslim ratio.
• The constitution gave the president veto power
over any legislation approved by parliament.
• By 1960, Muslims were thought to constitute a
majority of the population. The 6:5 ratio was
altered after the Lebanese Civil War in the 1990
Taif Agreement, which gave both Christians and
Muslims equal (1:1) representation rights.
• The state ofﬁcially recognizes 18 religious groups.

* A confessional system divides political and
institutional power based on religious communities.
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Religion and the Constitution

Italy
Constitution adopted on 22 December 1947
Effective since 1 January 1948

THE CONSTITUTION AND SECULARITY:

Other (10%)
m

• The Constitution does not explicitly mention that the state
is secular.
• There is no state religion mentioned in the Constitution.
• The Roman Catholic Church – due to its sovereign status
and historical political authority – enjoys certain privileges.
not available to other religious groups (see Intesa overview).
• State support for religion can be extended to non-Catholic Population
religions/denominations.
• State support is governed by an Intesa (agreement) between
the government and the religious group.
RELIGION in CONSTITUTIONAL ARTICLES:
Relation between State and Church

in accordance with

God's

Law

Lateran Treaty (1929) and its revisions (1984)
§7 The
provide special privileges to the Roman Catholic

Church, as stated in Article 7: “[the] State and Catholic
Church are, each within their own reign, independent and
sovereign. Their relationship is regulated by the Lateran
pacts.” Amendments to these pacts which are accepted by
both parties do not require the procedure of constitutional
amendments.

§8

Religion

• Religious denominations are equally free before the
law.
• Denominations other than Catholicism have the right to
organize themselves according to their own by-laws,
provided they do not conﬂict with the Italian legal system.
• Religious denominations’ relationship with the state is
regulated by law, based on agreements with their representatives.
Freedom OF Religion

is entitled to freely profess religious beliefs
§19 Everyone
in any form, individually or with others, to promote

them, and to celebrate rites in public or in private, provided
they are not offensive to public morality.
Religious Associations

associations or institutions, their religious charac§20 For
ter or religious or confessional aims do not justify

special limitations or ﬁscal burdens regarding their establishment, legal capacity, or activities.
The State and Regional Legislative Authorities

state has exclusive legislative power in the
§117The
following matters:
How have other
countries
addresed
the issue of
religion in the
constitution?

c) relations between the republic and religious denominations;”

!!

Roman
Catholic
(90%)

61.01

Religion

Other
(4%)

Italian
(96%)

Ethnicity

Intesa (agreements) with Religious
Denominations:

•Intesa grant clergy automatic access to state
hospitals, prisons, and military barracks; allows for
civil registry of religious marriages; facilitates
special religious practices regarding funerals; and
exempts students from school attendance on
religious holidays.
•If a religious community so requests, an Intesa
may provide for state routing of funds, through a
voluntary check-off on taxpayer returns, to that
community.
•The absence of an Intesa does not affect a
religious group's ability to worship freely; however,
the government does not always grant Intesa
privileges automatically, and a religious community
without an Intesa does not beneﬁt ﬁnancially from
the voluntary deduction on taxpayer returns.
•The state pays Catholic religion teachers, but this
ﬁnancial support is not available to other religious
communities. If a student requests the assistance of
a religion teacher of a non-Catholic religious group,
that group could select a representative but has to
cover the cost.
•The revised Concordat of 1984 (referred to in
Article 7) accords the Catholic Church certain
privileges regarding instruction in public schools:
- The government allowed the church to select
Catholic teachers, paid by the state, to provide
instruction in "hour of religion" courses taught in
the public schools.
- Such courses were optional, and students who
did not wish to attend were free to study other
subjects or, in certain cases, to leave school early.
- Church-selected instructors may now be either
lay or religious, and their instruction is intended
to include material relevant to non- Catholic
religious groups.

Recent controversy

The continuing presence of Catholic symbols, such as cruciﬁxes, in courtrooms, schools,
and other public buildings continued to draw criticism and led to a number of lawsuits,
most recently in a ruling by the European Court of Human Rights (ECHR) in 2011.
• The ECHR decision concluded a three-year court battle over two public schools'
refusal to remove cruciﬁxes from classrooms.
• The ECHR said the cruciﬁxes are part of Italy's cultural heritage and removing them
could “rob the Italians of part of their cultural personality.”
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Religion and the Constitution

Mexico

Constitution adopted on 5 February 1917

None (3.1%)
Jehovahʼs
Witnesses
112.32 (1.1%)
m

THE CONSTITUTION AND SECULARITY:

• The Constitution does not explicitly state that Mexico is secular.
• The Constitution refers to the “historic principle of separation
of Church and State.”
• The Constitution speciﬁcally states that the state supervises all
church affairs:
“The federal powers shall exercise the supervision required by
law in matters relating to religious worship and outward ecclesiastical forms. Other authorities shall act as auxiliaries of the Federation.”
RELIGION in CONSTITUTIONAL ARTICLES:
in accordance with

God's

Law

Freedom Of Religion
Allows anyone freedom of religion, practice, and observance, “provided they do not constitute an offense
punishable by law.”
o Congress can not enact laws establishing or prohibiting religion
o Education shall be secular and, therefore, kept entirely separate
from any religious doctrine

§24

Church And Property
Prohibits “religious institutions known as
churches, regardless of creed,” from acquiring,
holding, or administering real property or holding mortgages
thereon;
o Places of public worship are the property of the Nation, as
represented by the Federal Government, which shall determine
which of them may continue to be devoted to their present
purposes.
o All places of public worship hereafter erected shall be the
property of the Nation.

§27-II

historic principle of separation of church and
§130 “The
state guides the standards contained in this article.”

How have other
countries
addresed
the issue of
religion in the
constitution?

• Churches and other religious groups are subject to the law.
Solely for the Congress to legislate on public worship and church
and religious groups.
• Churches and religious groups have legal status as religious
associations once they obtain the corresponding record. The law
shall regulate these associations and determine the conditions
and requirements for establishing the same record.
• The authorities will not intervene in the internal life
of religious associations.
• Ministers of religion may not hold public ofﬁce.They are entitled
to vote, but not to be elected.Those who have ceased to be ministers of religion […] may be elected.
• Ministers may not associate for political purposes or proselytize
for or against a candidate, any political party or association. Nor in
a public meeting, in acts of worship or religious propaganda or
religious publications, oppose the laws of the country or its institutions, or injure, in any way, national symbols.
• It is strictly forbidden to form any kind of political groupings
whose title contains any word or indication whatever that is
related to any religious denomination
• Ministers of religion, ascendants, descendants, siblings and
spouses, as well as religious associations to which those belong,
will be unable to inherit by will, the people whom the ministers
themselves have directed or aided spiritually and are not related
within the fourth degree of relation.

Other/Unspecﬁed
(14.1%)
Pentecostal
(1.4%)
Protestant
(5.2%)
Roman
Catholic
(76.5%)

Population

Religion

Other (1%)
Caucasian
(9%)
Amerindian
(30%)
Mestizo
(60%)

Ethnicity

Historical
Context
• Under the 1917 constitution, Mexico is a federal
republic with separation of powers.
• The 1917 constitution was written in the middle of
the Mexican Civil War/Revolution (1910-1929),
succeeding that of the1857 constitution.
• The 1917 constitution materially limited the role and
power of the Church through “anti-clerical” articles.
• Mexico was independent at the time of its
infamous constitutional amendments, and not a
signatory to regional or international treaties on the
preservation and advancement of human rights.
• Anti-clerical articles were originally created
because of the Catholic Church’s support for
former autocrat Victoriano Huerta (President
1913-1914) and his faction during the civil war.
• The application of anticlerical articles was
viewed as justiﬁed because then-President Álvaro
Obregón (1920-1924) believed government
should be the only institution to control the nation
and it was his job to implement the Constitution.
• In 1924, Plutarco Elías Calles –an atheist– was
elected to power, after which he and other like
minded Mexicans went beyond mere anticlericalism and engaged in secular antireligious
campaigns to eradicate what they called “superstition” and “fanaticism,” including desecration of
religious objects, persecution of the clergy and
anticlerical legislation.
• The Cristada was a counter-revolution uprising
(1926-1929) set off by the persecution of Roman
Catholics and speciﬁcally the expansion of and
strict enforcement of the anti-clerical articles.
• This conﬂict resulted in over 90,000 deaths and
the ﬁrst major emigration of Mexicans
(approximately 5% of the Mexican population) to
the US in modern history.
• From 1934-1946, some of the anti-clerical
articles were reversed.
• In 1993, 76 years after their enactment, many of
the anti-clerical laws were lightened or eliminated
• The Roman Catholic Church has never fully
regained the power it had prior to 1917.
• Now, all religious groups are granted legal
status, are provided with limited property rights,
and restrictions have been lifted on the number of
priests in the country.
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Religion and the Constitution

Ethiopia
Constitution adopted on 8 December 1994
Effective since August1995

THE CONSTITUTION AND SECULARITY:

The constitution explicitly states that Ethiopia is a secular
state. There are no penalties or differentiated beneﬁts for
speciﬁc religious groups
RELIGION in CONSTITUTIONAL ARTICLES:

Other
Muslim

93.8
m

Traditional Gamo
Affar
Welaita
Guragie

Other
Gedeo
Hadiya
Sidama
Tigraway

Protestant

Somalie

Catholic

Amara

Christian
Orthodox

Oromo

Population Religion

Ethnicity

Separation of State and Religion

The Ethiopian State is secular.
§11 (1)
(2) State and religion are separate.

(3) There shall be no state religion.
(4) The state shall not interfere in religious matters and
religion shall not interfere in state affairs.

in accordance with

God's

Law

§25

Right to Equality

All persons are equal before the law and are entitled
without any discrimination to the equal protection of
the law. In this respect, the law shall guarantee to all persons
equal and effective protection without discrimination on
grounds of race, nation, nationality, or other social origin,
colour, sex, language, religion, political or other opinion, property, birth or other status.
Freedom of Religion, Conscience and Thought

Guarantees the freedom of religion, protection from
coercion, freedom for parents to provide their
preferred religious and moral instruction, and the freedom of
manifesting beliefs.

§27
§34

Rights Relating to Marriage, Individuals & Family

Establishes civil marriage, irrespective of beliefs. However, maintains that “Particulars relating to the recognition of religious and customary marriages may be determined by law.” It also maintains that parties may voluntarily
submit their dispute for adjudication in accordance with
religious or customary laws.

§38
§78
How have other
countries
addresed
the issue of
religion in the
constitution?

The Right to Vote and to be Elected

Guarantees political rights without distinction to
religion and other criteria (mentioned in Article 25).

Judicial Independence

Allows the Council of Peoples Representatives and
State Parliaments to “establish or recognize religious
and customary courts of law,” (in accordance with Article 34).

§90

Social Objectives

Ensures that education shall be free from religious,
political, and cultural inﬂuences.

Historical
Context
• Ethiopia was previously ruled by the Derg
(1974-1987), a Marxist/Atheist military junta
that deposed its last emperor, Haile Selassie,
and ruled uncontested until a democratic
transition – set into motion by a constitutional
referendum - began in 1987.
• Haile Selassie was the last emperor of the
Solomonic dynasty, which was traditionally a
patron of the Ethiopian Orthodox Church.
• The Constitution of the Federal Democratic
Republic of Ethiopia was adopted by the
country’s transitional government in December
1994 and came into force in August 1995.
Power was formally transferred to the newly
elected legislature, the Federal Parliamentary
Assembly.
• The constitution provides for a parliamentary
form of government and an administration
based on nine states.
- It enshrines the separation of church and state,
basic human rights and freedoms, and
guarantees that all Ethiopian languages will
enjoy equal state recognition, although Amharic
is speciﬁed as the working language of the
federal government.
• Ethiopia has a tradition of highly personal and
strongly centralized government, a pattern the
Ethiopian People’s Revolutionary Democratic
Front (the present government) has followed
despite constitutional limits on federal power.
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Religion and the Constitution

Pakistan
Constitution adopted on 10 April 1973

Other (5%)

190.3
m

THE CONSTITUTION AND SECULARITY:

• Islam is the ofﬁcial State religion in Pakistan.
• Muslims are deﬁned in the second amendment as those
who believe in the "absolute and unqualiﬁed ﬁnality" of the
Prophet Muhammed.
- The Ahmadis, religious minorities who self-deﬁne as
Muslims, are not allowed to call themselves Muslims
under this deﬁnition, under threat of imprisonment. Exact
numbers of Ahmadis are unknown but some sources
indicate they are between 2 and 4 million.
in accordance with

God's

Law

• The Pakistani Constitution assigns universal
s o ve re i g n t y t o G o d , a n d d e c l a re s t h a t the
popular authority is legitimate only within the bounds
prescribed by religion.
o Preamble: ‘Wherein the Muslims shall be enabled to
order their lives in the individual and collective spheres
in accordance with the teachings and requirements
of Islam as set out in the Holy Quran and Sunnah;
o Wherein adequate provision shall be made for the
minorities to freely profess and practice their religions
and develop their cultures;’
• Supports democracy, freedom, equality, tolerance and
social justice only as enunciated by Islam.
• Pakistan uses mixed sources for its law with Sharia clearly
playing a dominant position but jurists make the law through
the constitution and legislatures as opposed to religious
scholars.
• The Pakistani government includes a Council of Islamic
Ideology; the Council advises the Parliament, and makes
recommendations concerning Islamic law.

Shia
Muslim
(20%)
Sunni
Muslim
(75%)

Population Religion

Other (6.28%)
Balochi (3.57%)
Muhajirs (7.57%)
Sariaki (8.38%)
Sindhi
(14.1%)
Pashtun
(15,42%)
Punjabi
(44.68%)

Ethnicity

RELIGION in CONSTITUTIONAL ARTICLES:

§20

• Formally guarantees freedom of thought,
belief, expression, faith, and worship,
permitting religious practice in accordance with
Pakistani law.
• Gives citizens the right to propagate their religion
and religious denominations the right to establish and
maintain their institutions subject to law, public order,
and morality.

§21 Declares forced religious taxation illegal.
that public schools are allowed to
§22 States
teach religion, although students attending

such institutions are not required to attend religious
classes, services, or ceremonies.
discrimination based on race,
§26 & 27 Prohibit
religion, caste, sex, residence or place
of birth with respect to public places and services.

and Prime Minister are
§41President
constitutionally required to be Muslim.
Parliament is required to reserve ten
§51Pakistani
seats for non-Muslims out of 342 and
non-Muslims are not required to follow Islamic laws.

the creation of a Federal Shariat
§203Dictates
Court
How have other
countries
addresed
the issue of
religion in the
constitution?

• It is composed of eight Muslim judges, three of whom
must be deemed well-versed in Sharia law or labelled
as ‘Ulamas’, four must be qualiﬁed to be a Judge of a
High Court and one who is the Chief Justice must be
qualiﬁed to be a Judge of the Supreme Court or have
served as a permanent Judge of a High Court.
• The purpose of the Court is to review which laws are
incompatible with Islamic Sharia Law and the Federal
Shariat Court has the status of a High Court although
its decisions can be appealed to the Supreme Court.
that all Pakistani laws must be in
§227 States
accordance with Islam.
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Pa ssive
rights

Active
rights

are rights that
are rights
you have that where you have
depend on
the agency to
someone else do something.
doing the
afﬁrmative
action.

C la ssification of

Negative
rights

Positive
rights

The holder of a
negative right is
entitled to
non-interference.

The holder of
a positive right
is entitled to
provision of
a good or service.

example

the right to not be
assaulted.

example
the right
to welfare
assistance.

+ - + - + - +

RIGHTS

e x a m p l e
You have a right NOT to be (x) rather
than you have a right to (x) which
depends on another agentʼs actions
(You have the right to ﬁre your
employee vs. you have a right NOT to be
ﬁred by your employer for being
Black/Muslim/etc.)

Generation s
of rights
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Both negative and positive rights
are considered passive rights since
they depend on the State or other
individuals to maintain.

The “Generations of Rights” is a system
that classiﬁes rights as being of three distinct generations.

Generation Rights are rights
Generation Rights are
IFirst
II Second
designed to protect the individual from
economic, social, and cultural and

the State and date to the 18th century. They their origin can be found in the wake of
are civil & political rights and include the:
the Industrial Revolution. They include the:
a. right to vote;
b. right to assemble;
c. right to free speech;
d. right to a fair trial;
e. right to freedom from
torture and abuse; and
f. the right to protection
under the law (against
arbitrary arrest, etc.).

a. right to education;
b. right to housing;
c. right to social security;
d. right to privacy; and
e. right to employment.

+ - + - + - + - + - + - + - + • Although some argue that negative rights are
easier to grant than positive rights because they
do not require the duty to provide something, in
reality funding a legal system that enforces
protection of an individual not to be assaulted
(negative) may be more difﬁcult than a State
providing healthcare or education (positive).
• In the context of the citizens’ right to state
enforcement (whether protecting negative
or positive rights), all rights are positive rights.
The need to secure positive rights does not
always come as a ‘service’ and is not seen in
many countries as being less urgent in being
provided compared to negative rights because
one could argue that the right to life or the right
to well-being could not be complete without the
means to achieve this (education, healthcare)
and therefore in this context, positive rights are
complementary to negative rights.

Generation Rights are
III Third
termed ‘collective’ rights. They

developed in the second half of the 20th
century and are not as developed nor
as incorporated into international law
as the ﬁrst and second generations of law
(ICCPR and ICESCR as examples).
Third generation rights include the:
a. right to economic development;
b. right to prosperity; and
c. right to a clean environment.

Whether Constitutions Matter May Depend on How They Are Designed
Günter Frankenberg
Constitutions make sense only if they make a
difference. Whether the latter is the case can only be
determined with some accuracy once one knows how
a constitution “works” in a society’s real life. Even
beforehand, however, a look at how a constitution is
constructed may be instructive and disclose problems
that may later disappoint those who led the struggle for
a new constitution.
1. Modern constitutions come as documents
of popular authority. They are a people’s selfauthorization based on a founding act. Those elites who
frame the document are, in the authorizing moment,
bereft of an adequate authorization, which makes this

moment one of force and deception. The concrete
historic events of constitution-making therefore raise
serious questions concerning knowledge and consent
of “the people” in whose name the text was drafted and
then ratified. Though the historic circumstances of the
founding do not necessarily exhaust the significance
of the event of the establishment of a constitution.
And constitutions may still matter if they allow for
a later curing and duplicating of the founding act.
Thus, the 1949 German Basic Law was drafted by the
Parliamentary Council headed by the prime ministers
of the states and monitored by the Allied Powers. Yet,
it acquired its mature meaning in the aftermath of its
adoption and it became popular because it proved to be
open to civil society protests and initiatives.

2. From a comparative perspective, the constitution
as (supreme) law (of the land) offers the most
comprehensive grammar and vocabulary and
has therefore formed the image of a standard
constitution. First the most prominent and cherished
building element deals with individual agency,
expressed in the vocabulary of rights. As a matter of
routine, nearly all legislated constitutions followed
the path of the classical Bill of Rights: Whether 19th
century documents, socialist, postcolonial or postsocialist constitutions – they all invariably translated the
vision and ideology of the citizen as an activist member
of the sovereign into rights and freedoms.
Hence a constitution does not matter because it
contains a catalogue of rights but only if these rights

Cont’d on page 39
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C ase
St u dy
The South African Constitution is presented
T he S o ut h Af r ic a n
c on st it ut io n

as a model Constitution protecting positive rights.

VERSUS

T he Un ited States
c o n st it ut io n
The US Constitution is often hailed
as being protective of negative rights.

These differences are consistent with the classiﬁcation system of the three generations of rights given
the different eras in which the South African (1996) and US (1789) constitutions were drafted.

• South Africa adopted its constitution in 1996. The
South African Constitution's Bill of Rights seeks to
preserve and enhance human dignity and substantive
equality by encompassing all three generations of
rights previously discussed.

• The Bill of Rights cannot be changed by a simple
parliamentary majority. It can only be amended by a Bill
passed by at least two-thirds of the National Assembly and
at least six provinces from the National Council
of Provinces.

• It contains a lengthy list of socio-economic rights
which the drafters hoped would protect and assist
those disadvantaged by apartheid and those
who are poor and vulnerable.
• The South African Court has made clear that socioeconomic rights are enforceable, but has interpreted
economic rights in a way that limits separation of
powers concerns.
• The South African Constitutional Court has required
the government to implement these rights.
• “The South African Constitution is the most admirable
constitution in the history of the world." - Cass Sunstein,
American legal scholar who authored a paper entitled
“Social and Economic Rights? Lessons from South
Africa,” where he praises the South African Constitution
for its approach towards said rights.

• Socio-economic rights protected by the South African
Constitution include rights to housing, health care, food, • Under the Constitution, U.S. citizens have negative rights
water, social security, and education, among others.
to be free from government interference but not
afﬁrmative rights to government services or protection.
The Bill of Rights speciﬁcally and explicitly lists the
following rights
• Rationales for declining to recognize afﬁrmative
constitutional rights include the cost of guaranteeing
a. "Freedom and security of the person." This section government services, the inappropriateness of courts
speciﬁcally bans torture, cruel and inhumane
a d ju d ic a tin g d is p u te s ove r p o lic y a n d b u d g e t,
treatment, general violence, detention without trial, and a heritage of free enterprise and economic liberties.
and deprivation of freedom without just cause.
•The US Supreme Court has been unwilling to “ﬁnd”
b. Ever yone has bodily and psychological
socio-economic rights in the US Constitution, in part
i n t e g r i t y, i n c l u d i n g t h e r i g h t t o m a ke
because of the separation of powers concerns. It has
reproductive decisions.
furthermore rejected socio-economic rights claims under
both Substantive Due Process and Equal
c. The right to spatial privacy: privacy in one's home,
Protection doctrines.
of one's possessions, etc.
•The Supreme Court has raised three separation of
d. Guarantees freedom of movement and residence.
powers concerns. First, the legislature, not courts, should
make socio-economic funding allocations. Second, the
e. Protects human dignity.
judiciary lacks the competence to make such decisions.
Third, separation of powers problems are minimized if
f. Everyone has a right to life.
the Constitution encompasses negative rights.
• The South African Constitution explicitly states that
the state must take reasonable legislative and other
measures, within its available resources, to achieve the
progressive realization of each of these rights.
• “All the rights in our Bill of Rights are
inter-related and mutually supporting. There can be no
doubt that human dignity, freedom and equality, the
foundational values of our society, are denied those
who have no food, clothing or shelter.” – from a
judgement by the South African Constitutional Court
regarding a case on the right to housing.

are actionable and become “negative competences”
preventing uninhibited governmental interference.
Thus, the text documents the acknowledgement that the
interests of citizens may conflict with state politics and
need legal protection. Only then, the constitution may
rise above the level of programmatic ideas, symbolic
politics or/and ideological decorum.
3. In countries that are fragmented by arbitrary
design and torn by social, ethnic or other conflicts,
social integration is precarious. Therefore
constitutional designs tend to provide for integration
by values rather than rights in the second building
block. Under the heading of terms like “common weal,”
“public interest,” and “common good,” provisions
containing values or duties lay down what individuals
and groups owe to society or the state. Postcolonial
constitutions in Africa and Latin America testify to the
importance of integrative values.
Values do sound good – who would not subscribe

• T h e U.S. Co n s titu tio n tr a d itio n a lly is
considered a charter of negative rights, whereas state
constitutions may embody a broader view. The federal
document limits governmental interference with
individual rights but does not afﬁrmatively grant rights to
individuals or establish mandatory duties on
the government.

to solidarity, social security, peace, justice, etc.? – and
come cheap. However, they matter only if they imply
a political obligation, say, to provide for welfare,
minimum wages or the like. And for this obligation
to be meaningful, if it is not actionable in court or not
binding for the government, has to serve as a basis for
scandal.
There is still another problem: Values and duties
have no bearer but reside in a normative realm beyond
the disposition of the individual. However, these values
and duties call for their authoritative enforcement
and thus bring in state agencies. In this respect, a
constitution may undermine its libertarian or liberal
agenda (if it has any) unless it is designed to control and
curb authoritarianism. The proliferation of the imperial
presidencies throughout Africa may be also traced
back to integration problems and their unfortunate
constitutional solutions.

•Accordingly, the U.S. Supreme Court has repeatedly
rejected suggestions to recognize afﬁrmative rights to
various public beneﬁts, basic subsistence, or services:
-The government has no constitutional obligation to
protect individuals from circumstances that endanger
their health or well-being, as the Court held in denying a
claim against the state by a severely abused child for
failing to protect him from his own father.
-The government is not required to provide or pay for
medical services even if a person’s constitutionally
protected rights to life or privacy are implicated. For
example, in Harris v. McRae, the Court held that states
have no constitutional obligation to pay for abortions,
even when the woman’s life is at risk. A woman has a
constitutional right to choose an abortion, but the right
is not unduly burdened just because she cannot pay.
4. Whether constitutions express wariness of
power or a will to power, they invariably contain
organizational provisions establishing government
and administration, allocating and controlling
powers etc. It came as no little surprise that most
constitutions that were drafted after the “Velvet
Revolutions” in Central and East Europe after 1990
focused on institutions rather than human rights. When
most every observer expected the dissidents-turnedframers to be primarily concerned with human dignity
and free speech, they instead went to the drawingboard and designed governmental and administrative
institutions and the judicial system.
Checks and balances, voting principles, guarantees
of party pluralism, norms providing for presidential
or parliamentary democracy, independent courts,
judicial review, etc. form the third building block.
They address questions of political experience and
express the framers’ anticipation of effective political

Cont’d on page 49
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The Coptic Question beyond the Constitution

Ahmed Hamed Ahmed

that Egypt would work best on
a dual citizenship system: on the
one side, the ‘true’ citizen, the
Muslim, and on the other, the
‘guest’ citizen, the Copt; Muslim
personal affairs will be a matter
of Islamic jurisprudence while
Coptic ones a matter of Church
regulation. Some get normal law,
and others get special laws. The
idea is that we can be ‘separate
but equal,’ a classical tenet of
liberal thought. This was the
position adopted by Mubarak and

by British imperialists through
indirect rule, divide and conquer:
the more you divide a population,
the easier you’ll get to rule them.
Let each community have its own
separate rules, let them never
interact with each other, and
they’ll be that much easier to pit
against one another, to manipulate
to your heart’s content.
By parading as a defense
of communitarian differences,
this type of legalist thinking
sabotages our understanding of

Cont’d from page 1

citizenship, national unity, and
promotes a further rift in Egyptian
society and a further isolation
and ghettoization of the Coptic
population. Its principal effect
has been and will be to maintain
clear demarcations and divisions
between the two communities.
You are either Muslim or Coptic.
In other words, each must remain
in his own corner. With these laws
in place, the two communities
will not - and cannot - have to
agree on some common ground
for cohabitation. They do not
engage in a dialogue on the way
their country should look like, or
the laws that should regulate it.
They simply agree to stay far from
each other, and to interact as little
as possible. Our sons and your
daughters will not marry, they will
not love or build lives together,
they shall not die together.
The main problem with
this type of thinking is that it
conceals and does not address
the underlying causes that have
led the Coptic population to
feel so estranged from the rest

What are today considered as basic human
rights are traceable to documents such
as the First Ten Amendments to the
Constitution of the United States
(1789/1791) and the French Declaration
of the Rights of Man and of Citizen (1789).

of the nation, and vice versa.
It overlooks the ways in which
differences between Copts and
Muslims have been engineered
for the past century and a half,
how they have been maintained,
and particularly how they have
been made increasingly visible
and politically relevant over the
past twenty years of Mubarak’s
era. A bit like a negligent doctor,
confusing the symptoms of social
illness with the causes of the
disease; or like a drunk driver,
pressing on the brakes while still
pushing on the accelerator. If we
don’t focus on understanding the
causes that have led to clashes
between Copts and Muslims, and
if we don’t deal with them, no
amount of legal protections will
help.
So what are the causes that
have led Muslims and Copts
to drift apart in Egypt, to feel
like they do not belong to the
same space, that they are indeed
different, perhaps too different
to live under the same laws? The
reasons are many, but a few stand

out most importantly.
First comes the colonial
legacy. British rulers very smartly
promoted the idea that Copts were
a different race, that they were not
Arabs, or Semites, but Hemitic,
descendents of the Pharaohs. This
racial theory mostly served British
interests in Egypt by creating a
separate class in the population
that could be given more power
without fearing that they would
be in a position to gather much
support in the broader population.
Most European monarchs had
used Jews in the same way.
Second, Mubarak (as well
as Sadat) encouraged sectarian
tension for his own divide and
rule purposes, by simultaneously
playing up the threat of the
Muslim Brotherhood while coopting the more moderate fringes
of ‘political Islam’ into the state
apparatus. The threat of a civil
war along sectarian lines allowed
Mubarak to simultaneously pass
for the champion of true Islamic
values and the guardian angel
Cont’d on page 41

These documents were later incorporated into the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR) and
further augmented in the International Covenant on
Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR) when it was adopted
in 1966 by the United Nations General Assembly.

Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR)
The Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR),
adopted in 1948, is often called the International Magna
Carta and is considered customary law.

Magna Carta

•

•
•

•
•
•

English Bill of
Rights

French Declaration on
the Rights of Man
and Citizen

US Constitution
and Bill of Rights

UDHR

The UDHR origins are in older documents asserting individual
rights. Many of these original treaties had excluded people of color
as well as women and individuals who were members of certain
social, religious, economic and political groups.
In the aftermath of the Second World War, the world recognized
the need for a new world order and the United Nations (UN) was
founded.
Along with the UN Charter (1945), the UDHR - passed unanimously
in 1948 by the 56 Member States - ushered in a new era in which
the treatment of an individual was a legitimate international
concern as opposed to a domestic issue.
The UDHR furthermore asserted that rights were indivisible and
interdependent.
The 56 Member States included Egypt, Iraq, Lebanon, Syria, Mexico,
Sweden, Pakistan, Iran, France, and the US.
The International Covenant of Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR)
and the International Covenant of Social, Economic, and Cultural
Rights (ICSECR), both adopted in 1966, subsequently grew out of
the framework set up by the UN Charter and the UDHR.

KEY ARTICLES
The UDHR lists several basic human rights that were later
incorporated into constitutions and subsequent international
human rights documents, such as:
§1: All human beings are born free and equal in dignity and rights.
They are endowed with reason and conscience and should act towards
one another in a spirit of brotherhood.
§2: Everyone is entitled to all the rights and freedoms set forth in this
Declaration, without distinction of any kind, such as race, color, sex,
language, religion, political or other opinion, national or social origin,
property, birth or other status. No distinction shall be made on the
basis of the political, jurisdictional or international status of the country
or territory to which a person belongs, whether it be independent,
trust, non-self-governing or under any other limitation of sovereignty.
§3: Everyone has the right to life, liberty and security of person.
§4: No one shall be held in slavery or servitude; slavery and the slave
trade shall be prohibited in all their forms.
§5: No one shall be subjected to torture or to cruel, inhuman or
degrading treatment or punishment.
§6: Everyone has the right to recognition everywhere as a person
before the law.
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of the Copts. In exchange for protection
against the straw man of the Brotherhood,
and non-intervention in the affairs of the
Church—like the controversial ban on
divorce—the old regime was guaranteed a
Coptic vote.
Third, the very different Diaspora
networks that Coptic and Muslim migrants
developed, either through temporary or
permanent migration, affected Egyptian
society profoundly. While most Muslims
went to Libya, or Iraq in the 80s, and to
the Gulf countries and Saudi Arabia in the
90s, Copts—particularly very educated
ones—were being encouraged to migrate
to Europe, the US or Australia, so that
these first world countries could import

highly-skilled labor without upsetting the
fragile religious balance of their Christian
democracies. Increasingly, Copts would
bring back dollars and ideas of modernity
derived from Europe and the US, while
Muslim migrants would return home with
dinars and Wahabi conceptions of the
future.
Fourth, the liberalization of the media
under Mubarak, and particularly the
democratization of satellite TV led to a
situation where private religious channels
competing for attention started betting on
cheap, sensationalist, sectarian material
to captivate audiences in a saturated
entertainment market. Unknown sheikhs
and priests from the rural depths of the

Cont’d from page 40
country were propelled to overnight
stardom for spewing venom at the other
community and playing up the suffering of
their own groups. As rhetorical belligerence
established itself as a new form of pious
entertainment, battles over claims to
victimhood slowly imposed its grip on
growing fringes of ‘political Christianity’
and ‘political Islam’.
Last and most importantly, in the
same fateful early nineties, the collapse
of the Egyptian state in its basic welfare
functions—through the implementation of
Structural Adjustment Policies—created
a vacuum in basic services, leaving ample
room for free, religious supply-sources to
take its place. Although Mubarak’s regime

showed ‘zero tolerance’ for ‘political Islam’,
it was more than happy to let social Islam
and Christianity cope with the staggering
inequalities resulting from its neoliberal
policies. As the Egyptian state drastically
cut funding for education, healthcare, and
social security, it fostered a fertile ground
on which sectarian differences could
grow rampant. The disintegration of the
educational system, for instance, led to the
shutting of many schools, particularly in
rural areas, but also in more disadvantaged
urban neighborhoods. Children suddenly
had to walk impossible distances to attend
classes, when parents, working more and
earning less, could not afford to accompany

Cont’d on page 42

The International Covenant of Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR)
The ICCPR, adopted in 1966, by listing in detail the
minimum protections and guarantees to be granted to
an individual (such as the right to a free and fair trial),
elaborates and specifies many of the rights that are only
addressed in generality by the UDHR.
•

The ICCPR has not yet achieved universality with countries such as
China, Saudi Arabia and Malaysia either not signing or ratifying
the covenant. Egypt has ratified and adopted the ICCPR.

•

The ICCPR has become the international standard and framework
for outlining the most basic, absolute rights to be included in every
constitution. It has been incorporated into the domestic law of
many countries through their constitutions.

•

The ICCPR elaborates on many of the rights that are in the UDHR,
such as the right to be tried without delay, and the right to have
access to an interpreter if the accused cannot understand the
language of the court.

•

The ICCPR is a more detailed and specific document regarding the
civil and political rights mentioned in the UDHR, while its sister
treaty, the ICSECR, provides increased specificity for the social,
economic, and cultural rights listed in the UDHR.

The ICCPR includes several articles that are not in the UDHR and are
specific to this treaty. These include Article 20, which states that:
1. Any propaganda for war shall be prohibited by law;
2. Any advocacy of national, racial or religious hatred that constitutes
incitement to discrimination, hostility or violence shall be prohibited
by law.

Ratification and Adoption
have incorporated the ICCPR into their
78* countries
domestic law, of those:
49 place it above ordinary national law
14 place it as equal to national law
4 give it equal status to the constitution
2 place it above the constitution
* Certain countries do not specify the status of ICCPR in domestic
law

One of the key features of the ICCPR was distinguishing between Absolute and Limited Rights in Article 4,
outlining which rights a State may suspend in time of public emergency and under what conditions.

Absolute Rights

Limited Rights

Are those rights that cannot be suspended under
any circumstances, including states of emergency.
According to Article 4 of the ICCPR, a state of emergency
is defined as being a state in which there is a public
emergency that “..threatens the life of the nation and
the existence of which is officially proclaimed...”

Are those rights that can be limited or suspended if they
threaten or contribute to a threat against public order
and security.
Examples of those include:

KEY ARTICLES
§1,2 and 8: Right not to be enslaved, right not to be held in servitude.
§6: Right to life; whereas capital punishment is a last resort, (the inclusion
of the capital punishment mention does not sanction the death penalty);
right to seek amnesty, pardon or commutation if sentenced to death.
§7: Right not to be tortured or subjected to degrading treatment, right not
to be subjected to medical or scientific experimentation without consent.
§15: Right not to be held guilty on account of an omission or act that

• Freedom of speech and expression; freedom of press.
• Right to a free and fair trial; and freedom of assembly.
does not constitute a criminal offense under domestic or international
law at the time it was committed. Nor will the penalty be heavier than
the one applicable when the criminal act was committed.
§16: Right to be recognized as a person before the law.
§18: Right to freedom of religion, no coercion; freedom of manifestation
of religion, subject to limitations regarding: public safety, order, health,
morals or the fundamental rights and freedoms of others; respect for
the parents’ or legal guardians’ liberty to ensure a religious and moral
education of one’s child in conformity with one’s own convictions.
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them to school. This situation quickly led
to a proliferation of local volunteer-run
schools centered on neighborhood churches
and mosques. The trend of replacing state
services with religious-based ones became
the norm wherever the state failed in its basic
functions, leading to a social space divided
according to religious inclinations and
institutions. A new breed of private Coptic
and Muslim hospitals made their entrance
on the medical scene as public health took
an inevitable downwards plunge; while the
ministry of social solidarity slowly agonized,
charity donations via churches and mosques
took on a paramount importance. In fact,
many of the worst fears and tensions to
emerge between the Christian and Muslim
communities resulted from stories of
conversion related to charity donations.
The unintended consequence of neoliberal policy-making was the religious

ghettoization of Egyptian society; the birth
of a social space divided, at a physical level,
along religious lines; of a new generation of
Egyptians coming of age today, who have
grown up socializing, studying, playing,
loving and eating exclusively with members
of their own religious group, on which they
further have depended, along with their
families, for survival at a spiritual, social
and material level. Sadly, too many people
gained from this progressive crumbling
of the Egyptian social fabric: religious
leaders by acquiring more importance
and control over their own sect, corporate
media business tycoons by packaging
it in a commercially appealing fashion,
Mubarak’s clique by riding this gentle wave
to remain in power.
To break away with the past, the articles
of the law and the constitution dealing with
personal matters have to be changed to create

CEDAW

Cont’d from page 41
a more inclusive society, where citizens feel
united under one law, in a common project of
cohabitation. Yet the real struggle lies more
in neutralizing the political use of sectarian
differences in social life and public discourse;
in eroding our differences, analyzing the
history and conditions that gave rise to these
differences, rather than accepting them as
a given of political life. Muslims and Copts
aren’t born so different. They were made to
feel and become so. We can do better than
just taming the negative effects of sectarian
differences through checks and balances and
judiciary oversight of the majority. Such a
view concedes defeat as a starting point, and
we owe better to the generation to come.
Rather
than
protecting
each
community’s differences, we should strive
to diminish their importance, make them
irrelevant. Instead of entrenching minority
rights, i.e. Coptic interests, we must fight

•

Marc Michael is a sociologist based
in Cairo. To read more about Michael, see
page 22.

Key ARTicles
General founding article which commits States to the undertaking,
without delay, to end all forms of discrimination in their legislation
and to establish protections for women through the law.
Concerns the elimination of discrimination against women in the
political and public life of the country.

The Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against
Women (CEDAW), adopted in 1979 by the UN General Assembly, is often cited
as an international bill of rights for women.
•

for the de-ghettoization of Egyptian society
through the reestablishment of a common
welfare state and civic identity. Egyptians
must make sure Coptic and Muslim
children can attend the same school, that
Mohammed and Mina can be treated in
the same hospital, by the same doctor, that
pensioners do not have rely on Islamic
funds or Church alms but can count on the
same social security system. And we will
also need a good dose of patience. It took
a whole generation to make us feel so alien
to each other, for religious difference to
turn into ‘the Coptic question.’ It will take
a similar length of time to build bonds of
friendship and community ties where such
differences stop mattering.

Concerns nationality laws and equal laws when acquiring nationality,
retaining it, or passing it on.

CEDAW defines discrimination as: “...any distinction, exclusion or
restriction made on the basis of sex which has the effect or purpose
of impairing or nullifying the recognition, enjoyment or exercise by
women, irrespective of their marital status, on a basis of equality of
men and women, of human rights and fundamental freedoms in the
political, economic, social, cultural, civil or any other field.”
States that accept CEDAW must actively work toward ending
discrimination against women in all of those forms.

Stipulates that men and women must be granted the same rights
with regard to the law relating to the movement of persons and the
freedom to choose their residence.
Concerns equal rights in marriage and all matters relating to it as
well as ending discrimination in these matters.

Reservations to the CEDAW
A number of States, however, have had reservations against some articles in
the convention including Austria, Australia, Ireland, Singapore and member
states of the Organization of Islamic Cooperation (OIC).
•

•

Of the 57 OIC Members, all but 3 have ratified it (Iran, Sudan, and
Somalia). However, only 29 countries of the 57 OIC members
ratified CEDAW without reservations, including Indonesia and
Yemen (however they both had Declarations – which do not impact
State’s legal obligation under the Convention). Turkey initially had
reservations but later removed them.
Egypt ratified CEDAW with reservatiovns. In the case of §2, it stated:
“Egypt is willing to comply with the content of the article, provided
that such compliance does not run counter to the Islamic Sharia.”

57
OIC MEMBERS
Countries integrating International
Conventions into Constitutional Law
•

•
•

Countries such as Guatemala, Colombia, and Costa Rica have all
stated in their constitutions that international human rights treaties
and conventions take precedence over internal law. In the Spanish
Constitution, article 10(2) states that norms and liberties shall be
interpreted with conformity to the UDHR and in both Spain and
the Netherlands, the International Covenant on Civil and Political
Rights takes precedence over the Constitution.
Article 75(22) of the Argentinean Constitution gives international
treaties supra-statutory status and lists ten documents, including
CEDAW, that are afforded constitutional status.
In the US Constitution, Article 6 is sometimes interpreted as
according treaties the same status as federal laws.

reservations from States citing incompatibility
with Sharia law
Syria

Kuwait

Iraq
General reservation
to the entire text

Bahrain

Libya

Saudi Arabia

Morocco
Egypt
There is no definitive list of reservations made due to Sharia since not all countries
in the OIC or with a ‘Muslim majority’ have cited the same reservations because of
Sharia. There does seems to be some uniformity among Arab signatory countries
in citing incompatibility with Shariah when it comes to both articles 2 and 16.

reservations because of conflicts with
national legislation

The reservation due to national legislation means that these States would otherwise
ratify without reservations if it weren’t for the fact that it conflicts with existing
national legislation. However, none of these States have limited the duration of
reservation until they can change national legislation to be in accordance with
CEDAW.
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Cairo Declaration on Human Rights in Islam (1990)
The Cairo Declaration on Human Rights in Islam (CDHRI) was widely seen
as an Islamic alternative to the United Nation’s 1948 Universal Declaration
of Human Rights (UDHR).
The CDHRI was preceded by the 1981 Universal Islamic Declaration of
Human Rights, created by the Islamic Councils of Paris and London.
The 25-article document was criticized for making no mention
of the UDHR, and for subjecting supposedly universal human rights
principles to the restrictions of Sharia.

The CDHRI was adopted by member states of the Organization
of Islamic Cooperation (previously the Organization of the Islamic
Conference - OIC) in 1990, Cairo.
Representatives of the Organization of the Islamic Conference’s
57 member states have said that the CDHRI should be seen as
complementary to the Universal Declaration on Human Rights, rather
than as an alternative.

KEY ARTICLES
§1 affirms that “all men are equal in terms of basic
human dignity and basic obligations,” and goes on to
denounce discrimination on any grounds, it adds that
“no one has superiority over another except on the
basis of piety and good deeds.”

§16 guarantees the right to create literary, artistic, or
scientific material, “provided that such production is
not contrary to the principles of Sharia.”

§19 states, “There shall be no crime or punishment
except as provided for in Sharia.”

§2 guarantees the right to safety from bodily harm, but
adds that it is prohibited to breach this safety “without
a Sharia prescribed reason.”

§22   guarantees the right to freedom of expression,  
“in such a manner as would not be contrary to the
principles of the Sharia.”

§7 guarantees the right of parents to choose their
child’s education, provided that it is “in accordance
with ethical values and the principles of the Sharia.”

§23   guarantees the right to political participation
and “assuming public office in accordance with the
principles of the Sharia.”

§12 guarantees the right to seek refuge if persecuted,
and the right to asylum, “unless asylum is motivated
by an act which Sharia regards as a crime.”

§25  “The Islamic Sharia is the only source of reference
for the explanation or clarification of any of the articles
of this declaration.”

CRITICISM
“[The CDHRI] gravely threatens the inter-cultural consensus on which international human rights instruments are based.” – A 1992 joint
statement by the International Commission of Jurists and the International Federation for Human Rights. The statement also criticizes the CDHRI
for its implicit discrimination against women and non-Muslims, as well as its legitimization of corporal punishment.

SUPPORT
In a 2001 statement, The International Islamic Fiqh Academy, created through a
decision at the second summit of the OIC, expressed support for the declaration,
saying that:
“The Islamic nation has reached a consensus that Sharia is suitable for any
time and place, and that peoples have the right to maintain their unique
religious and cultural characteristics.”

The 2000 Islamic Fiqh Academy statement reiterated “Muslim peoples have
voluntarily adopted the principles and codes of Islam, in a manner that does not
compromise personal status, the status of women, and other social and economic
issues.”
Ali El Qassemi, an Iraqi academic, believes the CDHRI is “more holistic and
inclusive” than the UDHR. “Islamic Sharia, which predated the UDHR by more
than 13 centuries has addressed all the human rights present in the UDHR,
albeit using different terminologies, but communicating similar meanings,”
wrote El Qassemi. He further criticized the UDHR for its contextual nature, arguing
that it was written in the post-WWII era with the aim of avoiding another mass
conflict by ensuring basic rights. Sharia, he argues, is not subject to such a context.

Sheikh Mohammed Ali Al-Taskhiri, an Iranian Ayatollah and former Iranian
representative in the OIC, who contributed to the drafting process of the
declaration, compared the UDHR and the CDHRI in his book “Human Rights
between two Declarations; The Universal and The Islamic.” Al-Taskhiri believes
the CDHRI is superior in several matters, including:
1. Article 3 of the CDHRI outlines the ethics and codes of conduct to                                             
be adopted in cases of armed conflict, which according to Taskhiri is notably
absent from the UDHR.
2. The CDHRI emphasizes the sanctity of the human body and stresses the
importance of protecting human remains and burial sites, while this is not
mentioned in the UDHR.
3. The CDHRI denounces and forbids all forms of colonization and imperialism.
4. The CDHRI mentions the rights of parents, parental figures, and family
members, emphasizing the difference in world views and priorities between the
Islamic and the Universal declarations.
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Supra-constitutional legislation comprises Laws and Principles that are embedded within
a constitution and can transcend constitutional provisions and specific ordinary laws. The
world supra, Latin for “above”, is often used to mean “outside of” or “beyond the limits of”.

This form of legislation is unique in that it provides a constitutional method to override
the constitution itself. The TWO fundamental forms of supra-constitutional legislation are:

BILLS OF RIGHTS:

A set of principles that outline the basic rights
of the people and the core values of the country.

STATES OF EMERGENCY:

A declaration that may suspend political and civil rights
during a time of natural disaster, war or civil disorder.

WHAT IS A BILL OF RIGHTS?
A bill of rights is a legal agreement between a state and
the people, which includes the fundamental rights and
freedoms the government must protect.
• Bills of rights often take the form of a list of rights
everyone is entitled to have, regardless of their race,
gender, ethnicity, social class, or political and religious
views.
• It sets limits to the power of the government and the
control of State authorities over the lives of its citizens,
and establishes a formal commitment to their rights and
freedoms.
Countries that include a bill of rights in their constitution
celebrate it as an aﬃrmation and pledge to freedom,
equality and human dignity. It is viewed as an essential
element of transitions to democracy because it creates
a new legal framework that helps rebuild conﬁdence in
the legal system, and uniﬁes the population.

Men are born and remain free and equal in rights ... The aim
of all political association is the preservation of the natural and
imprescriptible rights of man. These rights are liberty, property,
security, and resistance to oppression … Liberty consists in the
freedom to do everything which injures no one else …

DECLARATION OF THE RIGHTS OF MAN AND OF CITIZEN

We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are created
equal, that they are endowed by their Creator with certain
unalienable rights, that among these are life, liberty and the
pursuit of happiness.
U.S. DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE

WHAT RIGHTS ARE INCLUDED IN A BILL OF RIGHTS?
Bills of rights generally protect civil and political rights as
outlined by the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (1948)
and International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (1966).
• A bill of rights reﬂects the nature and context of its country.
While, for example, South Africa incorporated socio-economic
rights within the document after the apartheid regime ended,
other countries, such as India, have listed these principles as
long-term aspirations rather than current rights.

?

WHY IS A BILL OF RIGHTS IMPORTANT

History provides countless examples of popular governments
committing atrocious human rights violations and justifying their
actions on the basis that they have the support of the majority.
• To protect minority groups from what philosophers John Stuart
Mill and Alexis de Tocqueville called “the tyranny of the majority,”
the notion of democracy developed into one that is ‘rights-based,’
in which it is assumed that every citizen has equal rights.
• A bill of rights helps establish and codify a system where neither
a tyrannical nor popular government can deny basic rights to any
citizen or group.

WHERE DOES THE IDEA OF A BILL OF RIGHTS COME FROM?
The two major documents that paved the way for later bills of
rights are the U.S. Declaration of Independence (1776) and the
French Revolution’s Declaration of the Rights of Man and of
Citizen (1789). These two documents, written in the 18th
century, endorse the belief that God endows every man with the
right to dignity and freedom. Both these countries were the ﬁrst
to introduce a bill of rights.

IS A BILL OF RIGHTS ENFORCEABLE?
Although bills of rights often contain the aspirations, principles and
ambitions of a nation, they are usually enforceable and are expected
to become a reality through the passage of appropriate laws. Laws,
policies, and actions of government must comply with a bill of rights
and meet its standards.
• A bill of rights cannot be easily overridden, and the rights it
protects cannot be deferred except under, and only in limited
prescribed circumstances, a state of emergency, where only limited
rights can be suspended for a limited period of time and out of
necessity.
• This establishes a culture of justiﬁcation rather than one of
authority whereby governments must persuade their citizens if
they are to limit their rights in the name of national security.
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DO MOST COUNTRIES HAVE A BILL OF RIGHTS?
Most countries have a bill of rights that outlines in a clear
form the basic protections aﬀorded to each citizen, and the
constitutional limits to the exercise of power by State
authorities.
• Examples of bills of rights include the U.S., Canada, South
Africa, Brazil, India, Pakistan, China, and the Philippines.
• With few exceptions, the constitutions of the most
democratic countries in the world start with this list of
fundamental human rights. The U.S. Bill of Rights
accounts for the ﬁrst ten articles of the constitution.
The articles, which came into eﬀect in 1791, are widely
referred to as the Ten Amendments by virtue of how they
were the ﬁrst amendments to the 1787 Constitution.

Ours is the Age of Rights. Human Rights is the idea of our time,
the only moral-political idea to have received universal
acceptance. The Universal Declaration of Human Rights, adopted
by the United Nations General Assembly in 1948, has been
approved by virtually all governments representing all societies.
Human rights are enshrined in the constitutions of virtually every
one of today’s 170 states - old states and new; religious, secular
and atheist; Western and Eastern; democratic, authoritarian and
totalitarian; market economy, socialist, and mixed; rich and poor,
developed, developing and less developed.
LOUIS HENKIN, LEGAL SCHOLAR

HOW SPECIFIC SHOULD A BILL OF RIGHTS BE?
THERE IS NO RIGHT OR WRONG ANSWER!
• If a bill of rights is framed in a way that is too speciﬁc it
is often diﬃcult to interpret in a manner favorable for the
individual; however, it provides a more detailed outline
of what protections must be oﬀered.
• On the other hand, a bill of rights that is a short set of
general principles leaves room for creative interpretation
by judges.

FACT

The adoption of the ICCPR in the domestic law of a
country does not necessarily indicate the degree to which
human rights are respected in that country. For instance,
the ICCPR does not exist in domestic Swedish law, whereas
the ICCPR ranked above Rwanda’s domestic legislation at
the time of the 1994 genocide.

DO INTERNATIONAL HUMAN RIGHTS TREATIES
AND LAWS MATTER IN BILLS OF RIGHTS?
Many countries refer to international human rights law treaties
within their constitutions to complement or substitute for a
national bill of rights. Two countries, the Netherlands and Spain,
place the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights
(ICCPR) above their national constitution, while four others rank
the ICCPR as equal to the constitution.
• In most cases, countries also look to international human rights
law treaties when forming their national bill of rights and
measuring the status of their rights laws vis-à-vis international
standards.
• International human rights law treaties play a signiﬁcant role
in national supra-constitutional legislation because they can:

1. Substitute, in whole or in part, for a bill of rights – in lieu of

having a domestic bill of rights, countries sign and ratify human
rights treaties.

2. Complement a bill of rights – countries reaﬃrm their

commitment to human rights and rights-based democracy by
supplementing their bill of rights with international human
rights law treaties.
For example, 147 countries are parties to the 1986 Convention
against Torture and other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading
Treatment or Punishment although approximately 43% of the
world’s constitutions already prohibit torture.

3. Be duplicated in a bill of rights – countries have their own
drafted bill of rights that duplicate international human rights
treaties.
For example, the Ukrainian bill of rights was copied almost
verbatim from the 1950 European Convention of Human Rights
and Fundamental Freedoms.

Various constitutions include a direct reference to
international human rights law as being enforceable before
local courts or instrumental when interpreting provisions of
a national bill of rights. In 80 of the 107 countries for which
there was suﬃcient evidence to make a determination, the
ICCPR may be raised before all courts and administrative
bodies.
• Section 39(1) of the 1996 South African Constitution
stipulates that, “When interpreting the Bill of Rights, a court,
tribunal or forum [...] must consider international law”.
• Likewise, the Egyptian Supreme Constitutional Court had in
several rulings declared that human rights, as protected
under international human rights law, are constitutional
principles.

THE ICCPR IN DOMESTIC LAW
COUNTRIES INCLUDING THE ICCPR IN THEIR
DOMESTIC LAW (FROM 105 COUNTRIES) :

74 %

YES 78

27

26 %

NO

THE RANK OF THE ICCPR WITHIN THE DOMESTIC
LEGAL SYSTEM (FROM 69 COUNTRIES) :

20 % Equal to national law
(14 countries)

6% Equal to constitution
(4 countries)

3% Above constitution
(2 countries)

71% Above ordinary national law
(49 countries)
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WHAT IS A STATE OF EMERGENCY?
A state of emergency is a declaration made by the government
that may suspend constitutional rights and freedoms. It may
suspend normal functions of the executive, legislative and judicial
powers. States of emergency are usually announced at a time of
civil unrest, natural disaster, internal conﬂict or following a
declaration of war. They entail the issuance of emergency laws,
which are an instrument used in times of crisis when normal law is
inadequate in confronting urgent, temporary threats to the State.
This kind of supra- constitutional legislation can override ordinary
law and constitutional provisions. The rationale behind declaring a
state of emergency is that it may be necessary to suspend certain
rights and freedoms for the government to be able to ensure
national security during extraordinary times.
By suspending constitutional orders, emergency law allows for
what philosopher Giorgio Agamben called “a realm of human
activity not subject to law.” It creates a space that is extrajudicial,
empowering the executive power to transcend the rule of law by
creating a state that is void of the law.

In many countries, governmental procedures for states of emergency
are outlined and regulated by the constitution. A constitution often
states which authority can declare a state of emergency, under what
conditions, and which rights can or cannot be suspended.
• 82% of approximately 640 constitutions in force since 1789 contain
provisions for the declaration of a state of emergency.
• Such constitutional provisions have been common throughout
the 19th and 20th centuries.
• As of 2000, at least 80% of constitutions contained provisions
regarding states of emergency.
Constitutional provisions regulating states of emergency are common
in every region except for the West, where only 50% of constitutional
documents in Western Europe, the U.S. and Canada mention states of
emergency. They are nearly universal in Latin America and Sub-Saharan
Africa.
W. EUROPE/ U.S./ CANADA 50%

MIDDLE EAST/ N. AFRICA

78%

By the mid-1970s, there were more than 470 emergency
laws in various countries legislated worldwide, and at
least 146 countries had emergency measures legislated
by 1996. Today, emergency regulations are now in force
in most Arab countries, notably Algeria, Tunisia, Egypt,
Syria, Iraq, Jordan, the Sudan, Kuwait and Bahrain, and
in other countries such as Japan and the Philippines.
The often cited justiﬁcation for prolonging states of
emergency is the global ‘war on terrorism’.

Most constitutions contain emergency provisions
endowing the Head of State,the parliament, or both with
the right to declare a state of emergency. About 75%
of 461 constitutions grant such authority to the Head
of State, (an increase from 50% prior to 1950) while
approximately 8% require the two chambers of
parliament, and 7% require only the lower chamber.

75 %
Head of State
(347 Cases)

7%

8%

2%

7%
Government
and Cabinet
(32 Cases)

1%

Both Chambers,
Parliament
(39 Cases)

First Chamber,
Parliament
(32 Cases)
Head of
Government
(8 Cases)
Head of State or
Head of Government
(3 Cases)

82%

SOUTH ASIA

83%

EAST ASIA

86%
92%

E. EUROPE/ POST-SOVIET

A state of emergency may be declared only in terms of an
Act of Parliament, and only when -�(a) the life of the nation
is threatened by war, invasion, general insurrection,
disorder, natural disaster or other public emergency …
SOUTH AFRICA 2003, ARTICLE 37.1

100%

LATIN AMERICA
SUB-SAHARAN AFRICA

Percent of Constitutions that have Provisions for Declaring
a State of Emergency
(constitutions reviewed: 181; year 2000)

UNDER WHAT CONDITIONS CAN A STATE
OF EMERGENCY BE DECLARED

HOW COMMON ARE STATES OF EMERGENCY?

WHO DECLARES A STATE OF EMERGENCY?

WHAT REGULATES A STATE OF EMERGENCY?

OCEANIA

It is in times of crisis that constitutional rights and liberties
are most needed, because the temptation to sacriﬁce them
in the name of national security will be at its most acute.
To government oﬃcials, civil rights and liberties often
appear to be mere obstacles to eﬀective protection of the
national interest.
DAVID COLE, LEGAL SCHOLAR

?

Most constitutions mention more than one condition under which
a state of emergency can be declared, hence the percentage of cases
adds up to over 100%. The most common reason for a state of
emergency is following the declaration of war or during foreign
aggression. This condition is criticized for being exceedingly vague
as State authorities justify emergency provisions by declaring “a war
on terrorism,” as is the case in Egypt currently and during former
President Hosni Mubarak’s regime.

49 % Internal Security
National Disaster
(95 Cases)

(225Cases)

21 %

General Danger 35 %
(161 Cases)
Economic Emergency
(31 Cases)

59 % War

(273 Cases)

7 % 5 % Threat to

Constitutional System
(24 Cases)

• Approximately a third of constitutions mention general danger
and 21% reference national or natural disaster. It should be
noted that 7% of constitutions leave the conditions to be
stipulated in non-constitutional law.
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Case Study: Germany
Introduction:

Content of the “Bill of Rights”

There is no document in German constitutional tradition called the “Bill of Rights.” However, the term
has been used to describe the first section of the Basic Law (Constitution) of the Federal Republic of
Germany, which deals with fundamental rights.

History:

Drafting of the Basic Law:

· After the surrender of Germany at the end of
World War II, the Allied Powers (The United
States, the Soviet Union, the United Kingdom
and France) assumed full control of its territories.
Germany was divided into four zones, each allied
power was responsible for the administration of
one of these zones.

· The representatives of the Länder agreed to
assemble a committee of constitutional experts to
produce the guiding principles for the drafting of
the Basic Law. The committee not only provided
said recommendations, but also they came up
with a draft constitution complete with commentary
on the proposed articles. The structure of the
draft constitution and much of its content was
incorporated into the Basic Law.
· The legislative bodies of the various Länder
elected sixty-five delegates to the Parliamentary
Council, including five non-voting members from
West Berlin (West Berlin did not belong to a
Länder).

· In June 1948, representatives from France,
the United States, the United Kingdom, the
Netherlands, Belgium and Luxemburg met in
London to decide on the political future of the
occupied territories of West Germany. The
delegates attending the conference agreed on the
necessity for the creation of a federal democratic
state in West Germany that could check Soviet
expansion into Europe.
· The decisions of the London Conference later
referred to as the “Frankfurt Documents” were sent
to the Prime Ministers of the West German Länder;
the Länder were the semi-sovereign political units
that made up occupied West Germany.
· The Frankfurt Documents called for the creation
of a constituent assembly to draft a constitution
for the nascent West German state and set out
the conditions required for the constitution to be
approved by the Allied Powers.

· The Parliamentary Council was divided into
specialized committees that would each deal
with a specific topic, such as fundamental rights
or distribution of power; and a main committee
that was tasked with reviewing the work of the
specialized committees and making decisions with
regards to contentious articles of the constitution.
Also, an inter-party committee, composed of
two delegates from each party represented in
the Parliamentary Council, fostered agreement
amongst the various parties over the content of
the Basic Law.

· The fundamental rights outlined in the Basic Law
cannot be amended under any circumstances,
even by a parliamentary majority (or greater) or
by referendum. Furthermore, Article 20 gives all
German citizens the right to resist any person
or persons seeking to abolish the constitutional
order, should no other remedy be possible,
thus eliminating any possibility of changing the
fundamental rights outlined in the Basic Law.
· The concept of Human Dignity, as outlined in
Article 1, serves as the core principle governing
the individual rights outlined in the Basic Law.
•The rights protected by the Basic Law include:

The Right to
Liberty

Inviolability of
the Home

Freedom of Faith
and Creed

Freedom of
Association

The Right to Privacy
of Posts and Telecommunications

The Right to
Property

The Right to Vote
and be Elected in
Parliament

Equality Before
the Law

Equality of Men
and Women

Right to a Fair
Hearing

Prohibition
of Retroactive
Punishment

Guarantees in
Case of Deprivation of Rights

February 10th, 1949

The first draft of the Basic Law was completed
on February 10, 1949. The following months
consisted of a series of negotiations to address
the objections made by the Allied Powers to the
draft of the Basic Law.
Despite the fact that many forces within the
German political sphere, such as former
members of the German resistance, had
proposed their own thoughts on the future
German state and the rights afforded to its
citizens, the Allied Powers viewed these
proposals as not fully realizing a comprehensive
system of individual rights and pushed for a
more Western and more specifically American
concept of individual rights.

May 12th, 1949
After an intense period of negotiation between
the Parliamentary Council and the Allied
Powers, the final draft of the Basic Law was
sent to the military governors of West Germany
who approved these laws on May 12, 1949.

May 23rd, 1949
· The Prime Ministers of the Länder were
concerned with the proposal of the establishment
of a permanent state since it could hinder future
reunification efforts. Instead, they suggested
that the legislative bodies of each Länder elect
representatives to the Parliamentary Council
that would draft a basic law (Grundgestz) for the
administration of West Germany.

· The first 19 articles of the Constitution can be
considered a “Bill of Rights” as they outline in depth
the rights and protections of citizens. These rights
were never expressed in such detail in any previous
German constitution and if mentioned, they only
served as declaratory statements that were not
enforceable by law.

The Basic Law was then submitted to the
legislative assemblies of the Länder for
ratification. The Basic Law was passed by clear
majorities in the legislative assemblies of all but
one of the Länder, and thus came into effect on
May 23, 1949.
Following German reunification in 1990, the
Basic Law (with some small adjustments to
reflect unification) became the Constitution of
the unified Federal Republic of Germany

• Each Article outlines how a right is protected and
the limitations of each right. For example, Article
13 on the inviolability of the home provides
very specific instances where authorities are
permitted to encroach on this right so as not
to leave any room for unlawful encroachment.
The Basic Law protects a wide range of civil
and political rights; however, it only recognizes
some economic and social rights.
• The Constitution not only compels the state to
protect the rights of its citizens, but also assigns a
more positive role to the state by requiring that the
laws passed by the legislature give full effect to the
content of the relevant fundamental rights provision.
• Nothing in the Basic Law, not even a state of
war or national emergency, provides for the
suspension of the rights protected by Articles
1-20. However, the provisions regulating a
state of emergency do allow for the provisional
suspension of some provisions of Article 12 that
deal with military service and forced labour.
• Citizens may seek remedies from the Federal
Constitutional Court in cases of violation of their
fundamental rights as outlined in the Basic Law.
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Whether Constitutions Matter

Select Articles from the
German Bill of Rights
Article 1 [Human Dignity]
1. Human dignity shall be inviolable. To
respect and protect it shall be the duty of all
state authority.
2. The German people therefore
acknowledge inviolable and inalienable
human rights as the foundation of every
community, of peace and justice in the
world.
3. The following basic rights [those listed in
the constitution] shall bind the legislature,
the executive, and the judiciary as directly
applicable law.

Article 2 [Personal Freedoms]
1. Every person shall have the right to free
development of his personality insofar as he
does not violate the rights of others or offend
against the constitutional order or the moral
law.
2. Every person shall have the right to
life and physical integrity. Freedom of the
person shall be inviolable. These rights may
be interfered with only pursuant to a law.
(This Article is particularly important due
to its expansive nature. The right to free
development of an individual’s personality
allows for the protection of any human
activity that was not covered in the Basic
Law)

Article 18 [Forfeiture of Basic
Rights]
Whoever abuses the freedom of expression,
in particular the freedom of the press
(paragraph (1) of Article 5), the freedom
of teaching (paragraph (3) of Article 5),
the freedom of assembly (Article 8), the
freedom of association (Article 9), the
privacy of correspondence, posts and
telecommunications (Article 10), the rights
of property (Article 14), or the right of
asylum (Article 16a) in order to combat the
free democratic basic order shall forfeit
these basic rights. This forfeiture and its
extent shall be declared by the Federal
Constitutional Court.

risk management. Compared to the glamour of rights
catalogues and the popular, if diffuse and treacherous,
appeal of values; provisions concerning the political
organization of authority tend to incite less professionalinterpretive activity and even less popular enthusiasm.
Such neglect comes as a surprise, because the
institutional arrangement and organizational structures
of the establishment, transfer, exercise, and control of
political power shape the very “constitution of politics.”
Therefore the organizational stuff answers the question
whether a constitution matters or not, as the structure
of a limited and lawful government directly affects the
viability of rights and rule-of-law guarantees.
5. The fourth – and probably least conspicuous,
yet most characteristic – constructive element of
constitutions focus on questions of constitutional
authority, validity, amendment, and protection.
These provisions establish and ascertain the authority
of a constitution by guaranteeing its reliability over
time as well as its openness to change. Whether or
not a constitution matters depends to no little degree
on the balance it strikes between the contradictory
imperatives of stability and flexibility. Although some
provisions, such as the institution of a constitutional
court, its powers of review, and amendment procedures,
superficially resemble organizational provisions of the
third building block, they operate at a higher plane,
a meta-level, where they determine the relative force
of constitutional rights, values, and organizational
schemes on the “lower” plane. Thus the German Basic
Law introduced a novel system of judicial review by
establishing a strong and influential constitutional
court, specialized in constitutional questions, notably
the violation of constitutional rights, controversies
among departments of government over their respective
competencies, and the review of laws. This institution,
often criticized for the political implications of its
decisions and interventions into governmental decisionmaking, testifies to the will of the constituent power to
make the Basic Law a document that would matter.
6. The third building block also contains conflict
rules which situate a constitution within the
legal hierarchy of national, supranational and
international legal regimes. These rules may establish
the primacy of constitutional law over ordinary statutory
law and international law; or, they may establish the
predominance of international law. They may require
cooperation between national and supranational high

We Are All Liberals

both in thought and practice. On
the one hand, the first Al-Azhar
Document on Freedoms originates
from the premise of equality of
citizenship, and following logically
on the premise of equality are
freedom of faith, opinion, research
and creative expression; while the
other second Al-Azhar Document
outlines the methods of ruling
that restrain the power of the state
within a constitutional framework,
hence preventing it from sweeping
away these freedoms, especially in
the name of religion. These basic
principles do not change because
the authors of the documents chose
the words “nationalist state” instead
of “civil state” as the objectives
and means are one and the same
regardless of semantics.
If this is the case then we must
all admit:
First: that we are all liberals
today, based on our common

Cont’d from page 39

courts adjudicating human rights. In concrete cases
and controversies these rules determine the actual
scope of constitutional norms. To ascertain its authority
the constitution may require that ordinary laws be
interpreted in conformity with the constitution; to
underscore the importance of international law it may
require its norms as well as the norms of ordinary
statutory law be applied in conformity with the
international legal regime. Whether and how much a
constitution matters depends to no little degree on how
seriously it takes itself, its status as a body of norms,
and its role in the application of law.
7. Finally, how much constitutions are worth may
hinge less on their text than upon the process of their
production. Authoritarian regimes of all kinds, rulers
unwilling to let go of or share some of their power,
and elites interested in preserving their privileges will
always make sure that the constituent powers remain in
their hands or under their controlling influence.
A despot who hand-picks the members of the
constitutional commission thus ascertains that the new
or revised document is to his liking. Syria is a case in
point. In the fall of 2011 President Basher al-Assad
for whatever reason thought that Syria needed a new
constitution and set up a committee to do the drafting.
Unsurprisingly the draft received his benign consent
and was submitted to a referendum. Similarly, King
Mohammed VI of Morocco initiated a constitutional
reform he closely monitored. It was quite revealing that
in the end he spoke of “his” constitution. Tunisia took
a riskier course and actually selected the members of
the constitutional assembly by general election. While
under the adverse circumstances this procedure had its
drawbacks it still indicated that the deliberation about a
new constitution was meant to be a serious step in the
political development towards democracy. Though no
country can be a model for another country and every
constitutional moment will be different, Tunisia may be
taken as an example that demonstrates why and under
what circumstances the procedures of constitutionmaking matter.

Gunter Frankenberg is Professor of Public Law,
Philosophy and Comparative Law at Goethe University,
Germany. He has worked on numerous European
constitutional and legislative projects. To read more
about Frankenberg, see page 22.

Cont’d from page 2

understanding of and agreement on
the ruling system we want to achieve.
This applies equally to the Muslim
Brotherhood and Al-Tagamo’, or
Al-Wafd and Al-Wasat. The Salafist
group is not an exception to this
statement either, other than in its
confused perception of the concept
of equality of citizenship and its
commensurate freedoms. Apart from
that, Salafist thought falls in step with
the liberal principles of separation
of power, calling for parliamentary
elected representation, and the
independence of the Judiciary, etc.
Second: if the consensus is
that legal liberal principles have
become the agreed upon framework
among our political players after the
January 25, 2011 revolution, and
the framework approved in terms of
moderate Islam, according to the two
Al-Azhar documents, it is incumbent
upon us to stop the current trend
of simplistically and superficially

categorizing political powers into
liberal and Islamic camps. This
short-sighted approach prevents us
from understanding differences of
thought between the various players
on our contemporary political stage.
We are pre-occupied with identifying
who is left and right, progressive and
regressive, rather than engaging in
the more pressing details concerning
an economic vision for Egypt and the
role of development in our country’s
future.
Amr Shalakany is a renowned
comparative law and Islamic law
scholar. He is currently Associate
Professor of Law at the American
University in Cairo (AUC) and
has written extensively on Egypt’s
constitutional history. To read more
about Shalakany, see page 3.
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Socio-Popular
The

“I have created the four
winds for men to breathe
alike, and created the
great rivers to be used by
the poor and the rich alike.
I have created every man
equivalent to his brother”
-Ra the Sun God

Revolution

Ancient Egypt’s unity disintegrated towards the end of the reign of the Sixth
Dynasty (2354 B.C. and 2181 B.C.), leading to the collapse of the dynasty during
the end of the rule of the Old Kingdom.
- History recounts the narrative of a socio-popular revolution that took
place at the end of the Old Kingdom, and upon whose ruins arose the Middle
Kingdom, and the Eleventh Pharaonic Dynasty - governing from 2040 B.C.
until 1991 B.C.
- This revolution was labeled as ‘popular’ because it was carried out by disenfranchised segments of ancient Egyptian society, i.e. the bulk of the population
and not a minority.
- It was also a social revolution in the sense that its primary objective was to
overturn the prevalent miserable social conditions but it did not aim to overthrow the royal system of government, nor did it seek to seize power in any
way whatsoever.
- The information sources regarding the revolution come from several papyri
that record the situation in Ancient Egypt at the time and point to the mayhem
that occurred during the uprising.

Timing of the Revolution:

There is no text available that accurately indicates the precise date during which the revolution
took place. However, it is commonly accepted that it occurred during the feudal era, implying
that the socio-popular revolution happened sometime between the end of the Sixth Dynasty
and the beginning of the reign of the Eleventh Dynasty.
Some subscribe to the notion that the revolution occurred at the exact point at which the Sixth
Dynasty collapsed, citing numerous substantiations
to corroborate this position, including that the
natural sequence of Pharaonic history was
severed in the wake of the Sixth Dynasty,
suggesting that an extraordinary event (the
Revolution) took place, bringing about
the vacuum that stretched up until the
Tenth Dynasty.
The reign of the Seventh Dynasty
was extremely chaotic, which fits
in perfectly with the backdrop of
the revolution and the complete
meltdown it left in its wake. The
documents describe the ruling
monarch at the time the
revolution took place as an
ageing king secluded in his
palace and disconnected
from the outside world. This
description fits Egyptian Pharaoh
Pepi II, the fifth king of the Sixth Dynasty.
The literature that describes the revolution is awash
with
citations of prosperity, advancement and stability that
prevailed
throughout
the country in the period preceding the revolution, all of which cannot be associated with the
chaotic reign between the Seventh and Tenth Dynasties, but rather match the individual reign
up until the demise of the Sixth Dynasty.
The argument that it is reasonable for a revolution to occur at the end of the feudal era in
order to lay the groundwork for a new era, i.e., the age of the Middle Kingdom, is unsound
because the feudal era did not end at the conclusion of the revolution, whether we deem the
uprising to have taken place towards the end of the Sixth or the Tenth Dynasties. Feudalism was
merely curtailed at that time by instilling boundaries dividing feudal properties and the vassal
farmers system was revoked. In fact, individualism which returned during the Eleventh Dynasty
remained marred by certain features of feudalism which was only completely abolished by the
end of the Eighteenth Dynasty.

Why the Socio-Popular
Revolution Took Place:

1-Weak Central Authority

Amongst the most important reasons for the revolution- perhaps even the
direct cause - was the weakness of central authority. This weakness came
about because of the extravagance of kings in offering grants and privileges,
paving the way for the rise of the feudal system and independent provincial
rulers, and accordingly undermining the image of the pharaoh-god.
- Royal authority was represented in the pharaohs’ belief system where the
king is the symbol and source of all good, the giver of life and the controller
of water; he was described as follows: ‘the Nile is in his
service, he opens his palms to grant life
to Egypt.’
- Undermining the image of the
pharaoh inevitably resulted in
weakening the political, social, and
religious apparatus as the entire body
of the state was vitally connected with the
concept of the king.
- If the god-king is weakened and royal authority recedes, then the entire
structure begins falling apart generating chaos and corruption which
culminated in the revolution.

Three conditions aggravated the situation:

A) Weakness of central authority resulted in independent provincial
rulers giving rise to an extreme form of decentralization which some cite
as the reason behind the revolution. John Wilson comments: “The root of
the real collapse can be traced back to acute decentralization, which drove
provincial rulers to exert their individual ability to act independently and
engage in disputes until Egypt disintegrated into hostile sects, as the demise
of united central authority caused widespread chaos with each group vying
to monopolize power. When chaos prevails, government is lost.”
B) Weakness of central authority and infighting amongst provincial rulers
also exposed the country to external threats; Asian tribes attacked Egypt via
the Suez isthmus and occupied part of the Delta, and Upper Egypt came
under attack from invading Libyan tribes incoming from the Grand Sahara.
- This external aggression spawned a situation of lack of confidence in
authority and fueled the momentum of the revolution.
C) Feeble kings were forced to hire mercenaries in a bid to defend their shaky
thrones and the influence of these mercenaries grew as they obtained more
and more royal grants rendering the country’s riches a windfall for foreigners,
and consequently poorer segments of Egyptian society felt increasingly bitter
and disenfranchised.

2-Rampant Corruption

The weakness of the central authority spawned rampant corruption, extensive
injustice, and class discrimination. It also led to the breakdown of industry and
agriculture and resulted in the subjection bred by the feudal system. This era
had departed from the principle of equality, individualism, and justice which
blessed Egypt in its preceding eras. All these factors led to a popular explosion
aiming to overturn these conditions.
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Summarised from Dr. Taha Awad Ghazi’s (Professor
of Law at Ain Shams University) book, The
Philosophy and History of the Egyptian Legal System

3-Internal Strife Spawned by Instability

Among the primary causes of the revolution was the infighting that
created a condition of instability which characterized the Old Kingdom.
Religious strife broke out between the clergy of the god Ptah and the
clergy of the god Ra, at a time when Ra’s religion was dominant in the
area of Ain Shams while the Ptah religion dominated in Memphis.
King Pepi I of the Sixth Dynasty was more inclined to the Ptah creed,
and upon his death the Ra clergy tried to exploit the moment and collided with Ptah’s clergy, putting an end to religious tranquility in the
country. Alongside this religious strife, a political struggle developed
between the king and the provincial rulers as the king endeavored to
regain some of his forfeited authorities, while each provincial prince
refused to surrender his position as pharaoh in his own province.
Furthermore, regional strife erupted amongst provincial
princes as each strove to augment his inf luence at
the expense of the other neighboring provinces; and finally a caste struggle broke out
between feudalists and major landlords
on the one hand, and the rest of the
population on the other. All these
struggles combined lit the
spark for the revolution.
$

$

Consequences of the SocioPopular Revolution:

2- Economic breakdown: utter destruction that afflicted the state’s economic power,
with production at a standstill on all fronts, public depots looted, internal and external
commerce coming to a grinding halt, tax collection at a cessation, and pervasion of
epidemics and famine.
3- Moral and religious breakdown: clearly evident in the collapse of religious and moral
values that distinguished ancient Egyptian society. A wave of atheism and agnosticism
spread extensively going against the pious religious nature characterizing Egyptians.
Ebor mentions on this note: “The simpleminded man would say: if I knew where God
was I would present Him with sacrificial offerings.” Many Egyptians relinquished
building cemeteries and holding funereal rituals, and individuals rebelled against the
goddess of justice Maat and reneged in their belief in her as a sublime heavenly value,
thereby setting the stage for widespread collapse in moral values as a consequence.

b) Positive ramifications of the socio-popular revolution
1 - A heightened sense of individualism and inflated political national awareness:
papyri were found censuring government authority, thereby indicating the disappearance of the usual sanctity and prestige which Ancient Egyptians accorded their rulers.
2 - Emergence of the first signs of political thought as the revolution drove the
country’s intellectuals to seek the best formula for benevolent government and the
principles that rulers must follow.
3 - The spread of the principle of equality amongst the population (both religious and
worldly equality). During the revolution, the palaces of the feudal lords and rulers were ransacked and as a result they lost their tyrannical power over the common
people. The revolution also played a role in abolishing caste segregation and promoting equality between members of society, and hence we find a place for the theme of
equality in post-revolution papyri. In this context, we can cite the inscription on the
statue of the sun god Ra: “I have created the four winds for men to breathe alike, and
created the great rivers to be used by the poor and the rich alike. I have created every
man equivalent to his brother.”

The revolution resulted in a host of outcomes, some
positive and others negative:

Equality was not limited to egalitarianism between individuals in worldly rights and
liberties, but also encompassed equality vis-à-vis the concept of eternal life after death,
which previously was exclusive to the king and his close associates. Major cemeteries
were found where individuals of all societal classes were buried together indiscriminately, and every man was granted the right to use funereal texts.

The negative effects of the revolution are embodied in the material,
economic, moral and religious breakdown that weighed on the
country.
1- Material breakdown: reflected in the collapse of central and
local state authorities including judicial apparatuses, records
and documents, widespread looting and absolute loss of security.
Palaces of the rich and the nobility were ransacked.

4 - Setting the stage for the return of absolute monarchical rule once more and prevalence of the individualistic doctrine. The revolution exposed the drawbacks of minority rule and illustrated undisputedly that monarchical rule in its legitimate form is the
ideal means for governing the country. Rulers of the Middle Kingdom capitalized on
this lesson—which had cost their predecessors dearly—and accordingly monarchical
rule was reinstated but this time reinforced by the principle of social equality, which
had a major impact in propelling the Middle Kingdom into prosperity.

a) Negative ramifications of the socio-popular revolution

$
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The Supreme Constitutional Court
By Ahmed S. El-Kosheri, one of Egypt’s leading legal
scholars and an internationally renowned arbitrator.
To read more about El-Kosheri, see page 3

THE SUPREME
CONSTITUTIONAL
COURT

I. PHILOSOPHY OF THE SUPREME CONSTITUTIONAL COURT

In the past, the Court relied heavily on Article 1
of the constitution - according to which all
powers emerge from the sovereignty of the
people, the ultimate source of supremacy in order to ensure popular and judicial control
over all State activities.

• The principle of the rule of law is tied to constitutional protections
of the inherent liberties and freedom of all individuals, without any
discrimination based on religion, race, gender or ethnicity.
• The rights emerging from these liberties and freedoms must not only
be upheld, but they are the basis for the legality of State authorities.
The protection of these rights is the prime task of the entire judicial
system, and the Supreme Constitutional Court (SCC) must ensure
the effectiveness of such protection.

II. INSTITUTIONAL FOUNDATIONS OF THE CONSTITUTIONAL COURT

III. COMPOSITION OF THE SUPREME CONSTITUTIONAL COURT

In June 1967, former President Gamal Abdel Nasser created a
Supreme Court. Effective since 1969, the Court has jurisdiction to
review the constitutionality of laws and regulations claimed to be
applicable in any given case pending before all other courts.

• The SCC has 19 members

• In 1971, under a new Constitution drafted during former President
Anwar Sadat’s regime, Article 174 provided for an "independent
judicial body having its own entity" and entrusted it, according to
Article 175, with the task of undertaking the judicial control of constitutionality of laws and regulations, forming what is today the Supreme
Constitutional Court.
• The Supreme Constitutional Court (SCC) reviews the constitutionality
of the laws and regulations, but only through referrals from other
courts. Once the Supreme Constitutional Court rules that a given legislative or regulatory provision is unconstitutional, the said provision
becomes repealed and is binding on the case and the parties involved,
and equally all future cases and all authorities and courts and no
other courts can violate such erga omnes ruling.
• If in the course of adjudicating a given lawsuit, a court or an authority with judicial competence considers on its own initiative that a provision in a law or regulation, upon which depends the resolution of the
dispute, is unconstitutional, it has to suspend the lawsuit and refer the
matter to the Supreme Constitutional Court to rule on its constitutionality.
• The Court is entitled to deliver “advisory opinions”, which are
binding, on matters of constitutional interpretation. A request for
interpretation / advisory opinion has to be submitted by either:
(a) The Minister of Justice upon the Prime Minister's initiative;
(b) The Speaker of the People's Assembly (the Parliament); or
(c) The Supreme Council of the Judicial Authorities.
The Court is not entitled to issue interpretative guidelines of its own volition.

• T he President of the Court is appointed by a decree of the
President, either from among the present members of the Court
or judges from outside of
the Court. The last three
Former President Mubarak attempted to
presidents of the Court
exert control over the court by imposing new
were selected by former
Court presidents, from outside the court, who
President Hosni Mubarak
were affiliated with the ruling regime
from outside the Court.
• Members are appointed by a decree of the President after
obtaining the opinion of the Supreme Council of Judicial Authority. A member is appointed from among two nominees; one
chosen by the General Assembly of the Court and the other by
the President of the Court.
• The relevant professional groups (i.e. Judges’ Club, Lawyers’
Syndicate, and law professors) do not have any role in the nomination and appointment process. The decision is entirely left to
the President.
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The Supreme Constitutional Court
IV. CONSTITUTIONAL REVIEW POWERS
The only way to seize [petition] the Egyptian Supreme Constitutional Court is
indirectly within the context of a pending court case in which either the tribunal
itself or one of the parties to that case raises the issue of the non-constitutionality
of a relevant statutory provision in its speciﬁc respective case.

V. THE SUPREME CONSTITUTIONAL COURT
AND UNIVERSAL VALUES AND NORMS

• The Egyptian Supreme Constitutional Court is not authorized to review:

The Court based two of its decisions in 1994 and 1995, on the
premise that the judiciary should refer to established norms of international law and the aspirations of peoples for human rights.

1. The constitutionality “ in abstracto”. Neither the statutes of the Court nor any
constitutional or legal text entitles any person or entity to directly ﬁle an application for abstract review of a given legislative rule.
2. Disputes pertaining to enforcing the vertical separation of powers between
local entities, or local authorities vis-à-vis the central government.
3. Disputes related to the separation of powers between the main organs of the
central government.
4. Impeachments of public ofﬁcials, whether political or civil servants, for any
accusation. Only the ordinary judicial authorities, criminal or administrative, have
jurisdiction in this respect.
5. The regulation of the democratic process. The SCC particularly has no role in
the non-registration or prohibition of political parties, and electoral disputes.

• The Court is entitled to deliver “advisory opinions”, which are binding, on matters

of constitutional interpretation. A request for interpretation / advisory opinion has
to be submitted by either:
(a) The Minister of Justice upon the Prime Minister's initiative;
(b) The Speaker of the People's Assembly (the Parliament); or
(c) The Supreme Council of the Judicial Authorities.

• In the enforcement of the fundamental rights guaranteed by the Constitution. The
Court has in the past referred to:

1. The recognition of universal supreme values and norms transcending the
constitutional provisions
2. The supremacy of the rule of law as the foundation of constitutional legality and
the necessary submission of all state authorities to the rule of law
The State is subject to the rule of law. The independence and
immunity of the judiciary constitute fundamental guarantees
for the protection of rights and liberties.
- Article 65 of the Constitution

• The entire structure upon which the Egyptian Supreme Constitutional
Court rests fundamentally relies on this article, and the interpretation of
“the rule of law” and “rights and liberties.”

Article 151 of the Constitution stipulates that international treaties
ratiﬁed by Egypt "have the force of law," making them an integral
part of the domestic legal system.

In case No. 41/1986, the Egyptian Supreme Constitutional Court declared
that generally recognized principles of human rights, including the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights, are to be considered constitutional norms.
The legislature has to take international human rights treaty commitments
into account when passing legislation
These norms and aspirations are reﬂected in international agreements which have widespread support within the international
community. In the past, it referred speciﬁcally to:
• The Convention on Consent to Marriage, Minimum Age for
Marriage and Registration of Marriage (1962);
• The International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of
Racial Discrimination (1965);
• The International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (1966);
• The Declaration on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination
Against Women (1967);
• The Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination
against Women (1979);
• The European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights
and Fundamental Freedom;
• The Declaration on the Rights of Disabled Persons proclaimed by
the United Nations;
While in the past, criminal penalties reflected concepts of
vengeance and retaliation, the emergence of new valueoriented methods of punishment applicable in democratic
countries directed modern constitutions to temper their administration of punishment in order to ensure observance of due
process. Liberty can neither be detached from the sanctity of
life, nor arbitrarily sacrificed or compromised. Painful human
experience has inspired an integrated system of criminal
justice which is both supportive of human rights and society's
needs, and intolerant to the misuse of punishment.
-From a 1996 SCC judgment

The Supreme Constitutional Court ruled in a number of cases that the State
has to adopt laws and implement them in conformity with the "standards
that are generally recognized and broadly applied in democratic countries."

VI. THE MILITARIZATION OF JUSTICE
In 2007, the former regime adopted the policy of initiating criminal proceedings against civilians before military courts.
The militarization of justice is a direct result of the 2007 amendment to Article 179 of the Constitution granting the
President the right to refer “any crime among the terrorism crimes” to a given judicial organ provided for in the constitution or by law. Immediately thereafter, the former regime amended Law No. 25/1966 on Military Justice to state that
“military justice is a judicial independent body [under] the Ministry of Defense.” It also created a “Supreme Military
Court,” composed of 5 military judges where appeals against ﬁrst judgments passed by military courts are lodged.
Law No. 25/1966 has been highly criticized for its unconstitutionality by virtue of allowing the President to refer any
crime committed by a civilian to the jurisdiction of his choice, including the military. This risks an abuse of power and
deprives civil courts from exercising control over crimes inherently within their jurisdiction.
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VII. THE COURT’S CONTROL ON THE ABUSE OF POWER

VIII. BASIC RULINGS ON CRITICAL ISSUES

1. Referendums on and Amendments to the Constitution

From 1979 to 2001, the Court covered several sensitive issues that
pertain to the establishment of democracy in Egypt, such as:

In 1978,the “Protection of the
International Front and Social
Peace,” law, which deprived
groups of their political rights and
won the approval of a vast
majority in a referendum, was declared unconstitutional. The Court argued that its
role is to ensure that laws “are not contrary to the essence of democracy.”

Did you know that the Supreme
Constitutional Court could deem
legislation passed as a result of a
favorable majority vote in a referendum
unconstitutional?

Article 152 of the Constitution, which allows the President of
the Republic to call a referendum of the people in important
matters relating to the supreme interests of the country, is
merely an authorization to the President to present matters
which he deems important to the electoral body in order to
sound its opinion from a political angle. Consequently, such
referendum may not be used as an excuse to disregard or
contravene the Constitution.”
-From the 1978 SCC referendum judgment
The People's approval of certain principles in a referendum
does not elevate those principles to the rank of constitutional
provisions, which may only be amended in accordance with the
Constitution. Therefore, the referendum does not rectify the
unconstitutionality of legislative provisions.
-From the 1978 SCC referendum judgment

2. Parliamentary and Local Elections
The Supreme Constitutional Court has on numerous occasions reiterated its
control over the election laws. It has stressed its constitutional right to guarantee
equal treatment and political participation by all citizens.
The Court in 2000 annulled the parliamentary elections conducted under the
Election Law No. 73/1956. The Court argued that the electoral process violated
Article 88 of the Constitution, according to which “the ballot shall be conducted
under the supervision of a judicial organ.” The constitution states that judges
must supervise the entire process to ensure there is no electoral fraud or abuse.
Since this supervision was not stipulated in Article 24(2) of Law No. 24 (and its
amendments) on the Exercise of Political Rights, the Court declared this
legislative act unconstitutional. The People’s Assembly was subsequently
dissolved and reelected under a newly passed law.
After the 2000 incident, the previous regime sought to curtail the control of the
judiciary, and speciﬁcally the power of the Supreme Constitutional Court, by
amending Article 88 of the Constitution through a referendum held in March
2007. The 2005 amendment replaced judicial supervision with that of a “Supreme
Committee,” which included an inadequate number of former and present judges
as members.
The Court diminished its past achievements by accepting the constitutional
amendments of 2005 and issuing an advisory opinion declaring the 2007
referendum constitutional, which consolidated presidential and parliamentary
powers through allowing the referral of civilians to military courts and the
diminishment of judicial supervision over public elections.
3. Control of Legislative Acts
Throughout the years, the Supreme Constitutional Court passed over 200
decisions that declared certain legislative provisions -found in cases of penal
procedures, civil and commercial instances, and social and family relationship contrary to the Constitution and its protection of human rights.
Did you know that during its “Golden Era,” 1979-2001, the Court
never hesitated to declare any legal provision as unconstitutional
if it had a negative effect on fundamental human rights?

1. Pluralism and Democracy
In numerous cases, the Court invoked the principle of democracy
as the basis of its rulings to reafﬁrm the need for plurality in the
exercise of the liberty of each citizen to participate freely in
political life and elect his representatives.
There can be no democracy without pluralism, which is its
nucleus and beating heart.
-Awad El Morr, former President of the Supreme Constitutional Court

Associating freedom of expression with the right of association, the
Supreme Constitutional Court emphasized that the exchange of political
views in society is indispensable for the advancement of a meaningful
political life and a prerequisite for the development of a democratic regime.
The Supreme Constitutional Court declared in previous judgments that
electoral laws can neither lead to the restriction of the citizens’ rights nor
violate the principle of equal opportunity and equality as stipulated in
articles 8 and 40 of the Constitution.
2. Freedom of Expression
In 2001, the Court declared unconstitutional the restriction, as an
exception to the general law, that companies aiming to issue
newspapers must obtain a special approval from the Council of
Ministers.
In 1977 the Supreme Constitutional Court declared
unconstitutional Article 40(7) of Law No. 40/1977, which
empowered a committee with the right to reject applications for
the creation of a political party if any of the proposed party’s
founders or leaders had advocated, encouraged, instigated or
advanced principles inconsistent with the Treaty of Peace
between Egypt and Israel.
Due account has to be given to the fact that survival of the
freedom of expression depends on securing its breathing space,
and that the required constitutional protection for its core must
not be shaken or waived, even upon a finding that the challenged
opinions are irrational.
-Awad El Morr, former President of the SCC

3. Due Process and Fair Trial
In 1977, the Court declared unconstitutional an Article that created
a presumed criminal responsibility on behalf of the Editor of party
newspapers for the publication of any false information
containing slander. The Court referred to constitutional provisions
protecting the right to a fair trial and the principle of the
presumption of innocence. It furthermore referred to the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights, which requires that a
criminal accusation must deﬁne the nature of the charge and
provide evidence of its commission.
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DRAFTING EGYPT’S CONSTITUTION
such deliberative processes, particularly at
a moment of political transition, is timeconsuming and difficult to say the least. But
most constitution writing efforts over the
past quarter century have placed as much
emphasis on the process as on content for
the simple fact that procedural legitimacy
directly shapes perceptions of the substantive
legitimacy of the final product.

Cont’d from page 1

after a national referendum. The Declaration
reopened debate around the sequencing of
elections and a new constitution, a debate
that once again mapped onto political
cleavages, with the Muslim Brotherhood
and other Islamist groups wishing to have
elections first, and leftists and liberals
pushing hard for a new constitution in
advance of elections.

The Muslim Brotherhood’s Freedom and Justice Party (FJP) now bears
the greatest responsibility for ensuring that the 100-member Constituent
Assembly is broadly representative of Egyptian society. It should include
Coptic Christians, diverse representation of Egypt’s various political
trends, and a roughly equal number of women and men. Although the
FJP will no doubt be tempted to cash in on its electoral victory, it should
consider the fact that the legitimacy of the new constitution will rest in
large part on the composition of the Constituent Assembly.
Bearing these “best practices” in mind,
the Egyptian transition is shaping up to
be a case study in how not to initiate a
constitution writing process. If Egypt is
to emerge from its transition with a stable
constitutional order protecting basic rights,
it will be in spite of the mismanaged
transition dictated by the ruling Supreme
Council of the Armed Forces.
Procedural Shortcomings
Egyptian Transition:

In

The

The Demise of the 1971 Constitution
Upon
assuming
power,
SCAF
appointed a committee of legal experts to
draft amendments to the 1971 Constitution.
This was not an open and participatory
process. SCAF excluded representation
from all political parties and trends save
one member from the Muslim Brotherhood,
Sobhi Saleh. Deliberations were closed,
with no transparency and no public
accountability. Such a unilateral and opaque
process is quite the opposite of the open
and public deliberations that are typically
recommended by experts in constitutional
design for achieving as broad a national
consensus as possible.
Nonetheless, the constitutional reform
committee unveiled a package of nine
amendments to the 1971 Constitution after
10 days of closed meetings. A national
referendum was held just two weeks later.
The only role for the public – indeed,
even for major political actors – was to
participate in a simple up or down vote on
the package of amendments.
The Constitutional Declaration
Although the referendum concerned
amendments to the 1971 Constitution, the
Supreme Council of the Armed Forces
changed course and issued a “Provisional
Constitutional Declaration” on March
30, 2011. The document, which consists
of 63 articles, now serves as an interim
constitution until a completely new
constitution is drafted.
The introduction of the constitutional
declaration was a surprising development.
The interim document did not match the
wording of the constitutional amendments,
and it displaced the 1971 Constitution
entirely. SCAF had changed the rules
governing Egypt’s transition only ten days
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The Sequence of Elections and
Constitution
According to the constitutional
amendments from the national referendum
of March 2011, a new constitution is to
be drafted by a 100-member constituent
assembly selected by the two houses
of parliament, upon invitation of the
president. This implied that parliamentary
and presidential elections should occur
before the drafting of the new constitution.
However, Article 60 of the Constitutional
Declaration changed the wording of the
referendum, substituting “Supreme Council
of the Armed Forces” for “President.” The
change in wording not only contradicted
the frame- work approved by voters in the
national referendum; it also appeared to set
in motion an extremely rushed constitution
drafting process. Egypt’s Minister of
Parliamentary Affairs, Mohamed Attiya,
confirmed that the presidential election
would take place only after the new
constitution is drafted and approved in a
national referendum, despite having moved
the presidential election forward to June
2012.
This scenario provided a very short
window for drafting the new constitution
- perhaps as little as two months – and
placed SCAF in a stronger position to exert
formal and informal pressure on the shape
of the new constitution. The prospect of an
accelerated timeline increased friction
between the Muslim Brotherhood’s
Freedom and Justice Party (FJP) and most
other political forces. Seeing its golden
opportunity to shape the new constitution,
the Muslim Brotherhood insisted that there
should be no deviation from the wording
of the Constitutional Declaration, leaving
liberals and leftists increasingly convinced
of a backroom deal between SCAF and the
FJP. More recent developments suggest
that the constitution drafting process will
continue concurrently with the presidential
elections, providing the Constituent
Assembly more time to deliberate. But
lingering confusion over the timeline
continues to plague the Egyptian transition
even as this policy paper goes to press.
In sum, Egypt’s political transition has
not been well managed. While Egyptian
society has experienced a vibrant political
rebirth after decades of stasis, the Supreme

Council for the Armed Forces appointed
an unrepresentative and unaccountable
committee to draw up constitutional
amendments in closed sessions, for which
the public was then called upon to endorse
in a Nasser-style referendum.
SCAF
continued to change the rules of political
transition several times to suit its evolving
interests. Tremendous uncertainty remains,
exacerbating divisions among political
trends and fueling speculation about the
interests and calculus of SCAF.
Major political transitions are never
clean, but SCAF has done little to
engender the transparent, inclusive, and
participatory process that would help
reduce political friction and lead the
way to a stable democratic order. These
procedural shortcomings now threaten to
reap substantive weaknesses in the new
constitutional text itself. Whatever text is
produced, its legitimacy will likely suffer
- at least at the outset - by virtue of these
procedural inadequacies.
As the party with the largest share of
seats in the incoming parliament, the Muslim
Brotherhood’s Freedom and Justice Party
now bears the greatest responsibility for
ensuring that the 100-member Constituent
Assembly charged with drawing up the
constitution is broadly representative
of Egyptian society. It should include
Coptic Christians, diverse representation
of Egypt’s various political trends, and a
roughly equal number of women and men.
Although the FJP will no doubt be tempted
to cash in on its electoral victory, it should
consider the fact that the legitimacy of the
new constitution will rest in large part on the
composition of the Constituent Assembly.
The Constituent Assembly itself must
work to foster consensus and strengthen
the legitimacy of the constitutional text
through reasoned deliberation and genuine
engagement with the Egyptian public, all
within the narrow timeframe dictated by
SCAF.
Substantive Recommendations For The
New Constitution
Given these political realities and the
procedural shortcomings, what are the most
important substantive issues that should be
addressed in the new constitution?
Islamic Law and Liberal Rights
One of the most potentially
polarizing questions in the constitution
writing process is the extent to which the
principles of Islamic jurisprudence will be
enshrined as a source of state law. Indeed,
friction over this question began almost
immediately upon SCAF’s suspension of
the 1971 Constitution. The constitutional
amendments of March 2011 generated
heated debates, in part because they were
understood by many as a referendum over
whether the existing provision for Islamic
law would be preserved or not.
Article two of the previous constitution
declared, “Islam is the religion of the
state… and the principles of Islamic
jurisprudence are the principal source of
legislation” (mabadi’ al-shari’a alIslamiya al-masdar al-r’isi li al-tashri).
This exact phrasing was carried over into
the interim Constitutional Declaration.
And despite the fact that Islamist parties

now control over 70 percent of seats in
the new People’s Assembly, it is unlikely
that this wording will be altered in the new
constitutional text.
As the party with the strongest
representation in the People’s Assembly, the
Muslim Brotherhood’s Freedom and Justice
Party will play a leading role in shaping
the new constitution. But as many analysts
have noted, the FJP has a strong interest in
reassuring Egyptians and the international
community that they do not wish to bring
about a radical departure from the status
quo. Article two provides an opportunity
for the FJP to demonstrate this commitment
in concrete terms. The FJP also understands
that, to the extent they wish to push a
socially conservative agenda, changes in
substantive laws will have a more direct
impact than vague constitutional principles.
Members of the Salafi Nour Party
may insist on stronger wording, such
as substituting “ahkam” (rules) for
“mabadi’”
(principles)
or
making
Islamic jurisprudence “the only source of
legislation” rather than “the main source of
legislation.” The rhetoric among Islamist
parties may at times become especially
heated as different strands within the
Islamist movement articulate competing
visions for the Egyptian state and society.
However, the FJP, the Wasat Party and
prominent religious institutions such as alAzhar will work to maintain the status quo
in the new constitutional text.
The vast majority of leftists and liberals
are also inclined to accept the status quo
regarding Article two. Many of them see
Article two as a legitimate marker of state

Articulating rights provisions in a
more detailed manner is certainly
more helpful than the wording of
the previous constitution where
rights were defined almost entirely
by texts that lay outside of the
constitution itself.
identity. But even those who object to the
article in principle will go along with its
inclusion in the new constitution, again
for the pragmatic reason that challenging
the place of Islamic law is sure to be a
losing battle. With this in mind, liberals
and leftists have already focused on other
priorities, such as placing constraints on
executive power and advancing economic
rights for the disadvantaged. Liberals and
leftists know that Article two did not have
a terribly profound impact on the Egyptian
political system over the past four decades.
This was the result of the specific legal
and institutional environment where Article
two was operative. Interpretation fell to
the Supreme Constitutional Court (SCC),
which had the exclusive authority to review
the constitutionality of legislation. A
review of SCC jurisprudence reveals that,
in most instances, the Court harmonized
Article two with liberal provisions in the
1971 Constitution. SCC justices provided a
progressive reading of Islamic law and they
limited its role in the Egyptian legal system.
In the future, however, the practical
effect of Article two will depend almost
Cont’d on page 56
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four-year term, renewable once, as
it is in the interim constitution.
There appears to be little interest
in a bicameral legislature but, given
the frenetic speed at which the
new constitution will be written,
the Shura Council may persist as a
matter of institutional inertia. If the
Shura Council is reconstituted in the
new constitution, basic changes are
recommended, such as canceling
the power of the president to
appoint one-third of Shura Council
members.
Finally, although it is hard
to imagine Egypt moving away
from the unitary state model, the
Constituent Assembly
should
consider devolving select powers
to sub-national units and make the
position of governor an elected
office, rather than one appointed by
the president.

entirely on who is appointed to this
important judicial body and the political
context in which the SCC exercises judicial
review. A reinstated Article two, declaring
Islamic jurisprudence as the principal
source of legislation may carry negative
implications for fundamental rights in the
new Egyptian legal system depending on
the strength of various political forces, the
specific interpretations of Islamic law that
are brought into state law, and the ability
and willingness of courts to harmonize
Islamic law with liberal rights guarantees in
the Egyptian constitution.
Given
these
political
realities,
Egyptians should push for constitutional
guarantees on the equality of citizenship as
well as other fundamental rights. Likewise,
Egyptians should push for language that
defines Egypt as a “civil state.” In advancing
these principles, Egyptians should press the
Freedom and Justice Party to hold true to
their own electoral platform, which stated
that the FJP advocates a state “based on the
principle of citizenship, where all citizens
enjoy equal rights and duties guaranteed
by law in accordance with the principles
of equality and equal opportunities without
discrimination because of religion or race.”
It is equally crucial that Egyptians not
consent to constitutional language that
guarantees “special rights” for the Coptic
minority “as defined by their own rules and
laws in the fields of family and religious
affairs.”
As benign as this language may sound,
such a provision would bolster the grip
of religious institutions at the expense of
individual rights because family law would
be defined by religious doctrine rather than
principles of equal citizenship. Women’s
rights in particular would be gravely harmed
by such a provision, and entrenching such
language in the constitution would make it
difficult to change.
Institutions of Governance
A primary function of most constitutions
is to specify the basic institutions of
governance and the distribution of power
among them. Institutional choices include

the presidential versus parliamentary
systems, a unicameral versus bicameral
legislature, and a unitary versus federated
structure.
Although
authoritarian
political
institutions were built around an
exceedingly strong executive for over half a
century, it is not likely that Egypt will move
to a parliamentary system. Most political
parties and trends wish to continue with
a presidential system, albeit one with far
fewer powers reserved for the executive.
Even the Muslim Brotherhood’s Freedom
and Justice Party has revisited its longtime
call for a pure parliamentary system, most
likely for strategic reasons. By leaving
a weakened presidency occupied by a
non-FJP candidate, the Brotherhood can
better manage public expectations of its
performance. And the FJP can more easily

“

Fundamental Rights
Another primary function of
most constitutional texts is the
specification of fundamental rights.
Certainly, it is important to detail such
rights in the new Egyptian constitution,
but it is important to remember that the
previous constitution was already a fairly
strong document in this regard. The 1971
Constitution included provisions for the
protection of free speech (Article 47),
freedom of the press (Article 48), freedom
of assembly (Article 54), and freedom
of association (Article 55) among many
others. Yet repressive laws governing
elections, political party activity, the media,
labor unions, professional syndicates,
and other areas of political and social life
robbed these constitutional provisions of
their meaning.
This disjuncture between rights
guarantees provided in the constitution and
illiberal laws on the books was a result of the

The Constituent Assembly should detail mechanisms in the
constitution for judicial appointments, administration,
discipline, and budgets rather than leaving them to be
specified in enabling legislation. The new constitution should
also make an explicit prohibition against exceptional courts,
such as the state security courts, which were used by the
previous regime to bypass the regular judiciary.

shift blame for any perceived failures of
government policy if it shares the burdens
of governance.
Assuming that the office of the President
of the Republic is preserved, the most
obvious task of the Constituent Assembly
will be to reduce its powers to guard against
the emergence of another unconstrained
executive. The Constituent Assembly may
wish to revisit the president’s exclusive
power of appointment to critical offices
such as the Supreme Constitutional Court
and the Cabinet of ministers, making these
appointments subject to approval by the
legislature or making the legislature itself
responsible for certain appointments. The
Constituent Assembly should also consider
restricting the office of the president to a

”

stranglehold of the executive on the rubberstamp legislature. But the problem was
exacerbated by the fact that fundamental
rights provisions were qualified by phrases
such as “according to the law” and “as
provided by the law.” For example, Article
five of the 1971 Constitution stated,
“citizens have the right to establish political
parties according to the law.” Meanwhile,
the substantive legislation that governed
elections, Political Parties law 44/1977,
allowed the regime to tightly control the
political playing field. References such
as these consistently circumscribed rights
and made it more difficult for citizens to
challenge the constitutionality of illiberal
legislation.
While it is true that most rights are

not absolute and substantive legislation is
necessary to regulate certain activities such
as political participation, the next Egyptian
constitution should not qualify fundamental
rights with reference to substantive
legislation in this manner. Rather, rights
guarantees listed in the constitution should
detail the specific conditions under which
they can be curbed. For example, after
providing a detailed list of fundamental
rights, the South African Constitution states
that:
“The rights in the Bill of Rights may
be limited only… to the extent that the
limitation is reasonable and justifiable
in an open and democratic society based
on human dignity, equality and freedom,
taking into account all relevant factors,
including: (a) the nature of the right (b) the
importance of the purpose of the limitation
(c) the nature and extent of the limitation
(d) the relation between the limitation and
its purpose and (e) less restrictive means to
achieve the purpose...”
Passages such as these cannot, by
themselves, preserve fundamental rights,
but articulating rights provisions in a
more detailed manner is certainly more
helpful than the wording of the previous
constitution where rights were defined
almost entirely by texts that lay outside of
the constitution itself.
The State of Emergency
The state of emergency, in almost
continuous effect for the past half century,
also gave Egyptian authorities the ability to
circumvent many of the legal protections
provided in the constitution. Like
clockwork, the emergency law was renewed
every two years in the name of confronting
terrorism, thus allowing the government to
transfer cases from the regular judiciary to
State Security Courts.
The new Egyptian constitution should
better specify the conditions under which a
state of emergency can be declared, such as
during a state of war, armed insurrection,
or natural disaster. The constitution should
also specify a maximum term for a state of
emergency and limit its application to the
parts of the country that are affected. Finally,
there should be checks on the declaration
of a state of emergency by the legislature,
an independent judicial authority, and/or
through a national referendum if a renewal
is necessary. Such procedures would be in
line with international standards and would
satisfy the calls from Egyptian human rights
groups. Detailed constitutional provisions
such as these are once again not a panacea,
but they would be a marked improvement
over the previous constitution.
Judicial Independence
Equally important are effective legal
mechanisms for the enforcement of
fundamental rights. The judiciary was one
of the only spaces in the formal political
system that enjoyed a measure of autonomy
from executive domination over the past six
decades in Egypt.
The previous constitution provided for
the independence of the judiciary (Articles
65 and 165) and the independence of
judges (Article 166), but this was again
operationalized “in accordance with the
Cont’d on page 57
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law.” Given that the judiciary is charged
with adjudicating the rules of the political
game and safeguarding fundamental rights,
it is critical that the new constitution
adequately outline specific safeguards for
preserving judicial independence.
Judicial independence is a notoriously
difficult concept to articulate in theory and
even harder to institute in practice. But
the Constituent Assembly should detail
mechanisms in the constitution for judicial
appointments, administration, discipline,
and budgets rather than leaving them to be
specified in enabling legislation. The new
constitution should also make an explicit
prohibition against exceptional courts, such
as the state security courts, which were
used by the previous regime to bypass the
regular judiciary. Egyptian jurists have
already drafted proposals for safeguarding
the independence of the judiciary and
advancing the rule of law. These proposals
should be carefully studied and discussed
by members of the Constituent Assembly
and the public at large.
Direct Standing for Human Rights
Groups
The Cairo Center for Human Rights
and 26 other human rights groups also
seek a constitutional provision that would
provide human rights organizations direct
standing with the Supreme Constitutional
Court. This would help rights groups to
more easily contest the constitutionality of
legislation. Similar legal mechanisms are
guaranteed in other constitutions, and this
is an option that should be taken seriously
for the new Egyptian constitution.
International Law
Another way to strengthen human rights
commitments is to explicitly recognize the
state’s commitments to international law in
the new constitution. The Cairo Center for
Human Rights initiative seeks to “enshrine
the hierarchy of international human rights
agreements above Egyptian legislation,
making them invulnerable to abrogation,
amendment, or suspension by any
subsequent law.” The incorporation of such
a constitutional provision is very unlikely
in the current political context. But if the
Constituent Assembly wishes to consider
this option, there are several successful
models to examine. The South African
Constitution, for example, states explicitly
that any court must consider international
law when interpreting its bill of rights.
Human Rights Commission
Another possibility is to empower an
independent human rights commission in
the new constitution. While such provisions
are relatively rare, the practice is becoming
increasingly common. Twelve constitutions
worldwide now grant independent
investigatory powers to human rights
commissions.
A few, such as the constitution of the
Philippines, additionally mandate specific
roles such as monitoring the conditions of
prison and detention facilities, and verifying
compliance with the state’s international
treaty commitments.
These powers would distinguish a
new rights commission from the National
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Council for Human Rights (NCHR)
established by law 94/2003 under the
Mubarak regime. Although the NCHR
comprised human rights activists with
considerable integrity, it was ineffectual
due to the fact that it served in a strictly
advisory capacity, had no specific mandate,
and lacked an independent and credible
appointment procedure.
While some may see the role of a rights
commission as more appropriate for the
judiciary, the protection of human rights
should not be understood in zero-sum
terms. Just as the Mubarak regime built
redundant legal mechanisms to dominate
social and political life, “redundant” legal
institutions can and should be crafted to
help defend and support human rights. If
such a commission is empowered in the
new Egyptian constitution, its mandate and
appointment procedures should be clearly
specified and not left to regular legislation.
Role of the Military
Perhaps the thorniest of all issues
concerns provisions relating to the military.
The Supreme Council of the Armed Forces
demonstrated a clear interest in shaping
aspects of the new constitution. The Selmi
Document suggests that SCAF wishes to
shield the military from civilian oversight
of its budget and possibly carve out a
constitutional role for itself in domestic
governance.
Civilian oversight of the military
budget is ultimately a political issue that
will be bridged between SCAF and the
incoming government. While it is clearly
preferable for the civilian government
to have full financial oversight, political
transitions are often accompanied by pacts
that protect select interests of the outgoing
regime in order to facilitate the transition
to a new political order. Indeed, it appears
that this sort of bargaining is already well
underway, with the Freedom and Justice
Party announcing that it may provide the
military with immunity from prosecution
in the deaths of dozens of protesters
killed since SCAF assumed power in
February 2011. But political pacts
aside, the new constitution should
specify that the military’s sole duty
is to defend the country from
external aggressors. The military
should be explicitly forbidden
from domestic policymaking
and policing. These are
non-negotiable items in a
democratic order and the
constitution should state
this explicitly.
Other Substantive
Issues
The
issues
presented here are
not
exhaustive.
They are merely
some of the
important
items that the
Constituent
A s s e m b l y
should consider in its
deliberations. Additional issues
for consideration include the possibility

of a minimum quota for women’s
representation in the legislature, removing
the anachronistic designation of worker/
peasant in elections, which did little more
than serve as a political instrument for the
former regime, and the possibility of a
constitutional provision for an independent
election commission. In short, there are
a wide variety of items that should be
considered, not only by the Constituent
Assembly, but also by the Egyptian public
at large.
Policy Recommendations For The
International Community
The Egyptian constitution writing
project has been a profoundly inwardoriented affair, as it should be. Egypt has
a long constitutional history to draw upon.
More to the point, the most contentious
issues that need to be worked out, such
as defining the place of Islam in the legal
system, must emerge organically and
cannot be imposed from abroad.
With
Islamist
parties
together
controlling over 70 percent of the People’s
Assembly, it may be tempting for the
United States and EU to back SCAF in
imposing a so-called “Turkish model”
where majoritarian institutions such as the
parliament are constrained by unelected
o f fi c e s .
But such illiberal
constitutional

mechanisms would be shortsighted to
say the least. Even the most committed
liberals, though apprehensive about
the implications of an FJP dominated
government, are convinced that Egypt
must work through any tensions between
Islamism and liberalism in an open and
democratic framework if the country is to
eventually consolidate a liberal-democratic
system of governance.
The most important role for the United
States and the EU at this stage is therefore
to voice clear expectations, both publicly
and through back channels, that SCAF
must not seek to entrench a role for itself in
domestic governance, or to exert influence
over the constitution-writing process in the
ways envisioned in the now infamous Selmi
Document. The United States in particular
has significant leverage that it can bring
to bear, including in the form of military
aid and a close working relationship with
members of SCAF.
By contrast, procedural consensus
is missing in Egypt, and tensions were
exacerbated as a result of SCAF’s erratic
and unilateral control. If Egypt emerges from
its transition with a stable constitutional
order protecting basic rights, it will be in
spite of the process that has unfolded thus
far. With constitution drafting yet to begin
in Libya and the possibility of further
transitions in Syria, Yemen, and elsewhere
in the region, policymakers should study
the Egyptian case as a cautionary tale of
how not to initiate a constitution
writing process.
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Military and the Constitution
By virtue of military culture, ARMIES are generally characterised by a
NON-DEMOCRATIC, AUTHORITARIAN, HIERARCHICAL CULTURE. Thus, there
should be a set of clear principles and a great deal of prudence when dealing with
the military in the constitution, as was the case in Chile, Brazil, and Eastern Europe

CASE STUDY: MEXICO
HISTORY & CONTEXT

Mexico had long been ruled by military autocrats
since independence from Spain in 1810.
One of the most famous dictators in Mexican
history is Antonio López de Santa Anna (“the
Napoleon of the West”), ruling several times as
Caudillo (military leader) and as president on
eleven non-consecutive occasions over a period
of 22 years.
Porfirio Díaz, another dictator, ruled almost
continuously from 1876 to 1911, in the precursor
to the Mexican Civil War.

Under the 1917 constitution, Mexico is a federal republic with
separation of powers.
The 1917 constitution was written in the middle of the Mexican Civil
War/Revolution (1910-1929), succeeding the 1857 constitution.
The Cristada was a counter-revolution uprising (1926-1929)
set off by the persecution of Roman Catholics and specifically the
strict enforcement of the anti-clerical provisions of the Mexican
Constitution of 1917 and the further expansion of anti-clerical laws.
Anti-clerical laws were originally created because of the Catholic
Church’s support for former autocrat Victoriano Huerta (President
1913-1914) and his faction during the civil war.

The Mexican armed forces have no
constitutional role and, since the 1940s,
have largely stayed out of politics.
The Mexican armed forces operate as an
interest group and a bureaucratic actor
not unlike the US armed forces, but their
recent involvement, complementing and
sometimes supplementing the police in
the war against crime and drugs, may
lead to greater participation in political life.

CONSTITUTIONAL ARTICLES REGARDING THE MILITARY
No one may be tried by private
laws or special tribunals. Military
jurisdiction shall be recognized
for the trial of crimes against and violation of
military discipline, but the military tribunals shall in
no case have jurisdiction over persons who do not
belong to the army. Whenever a civilian is implicated
in a military crime or violation, the respective civil
authority shall deal with the case.

§13

Only the following public
services shall be obligatory,
subject to the conditions set
forth in the respective laws: military service and jury
service as well as the discharge of the office of
municipal councilman and offices of direct or
indirect popular election.

§15

punishment for political
§22 Capital
offenses is likewise prohibited;

as regards other offenses, it can only be imposed
for… grave military offenses.

No member of the army shall in
time of peace be quartered in
private dwellings without the
consent of the owner, nor may he impose any
obligation whatsoever. In time of war the military
may demand lodging, equipment, provisions, and
other assistance, in the manner laid down in the
respective martial law.

§26

The obligations of Mexicans
[at all times] are:
§ To see that their children or
wards, under fifteen years of age, attend public or
private schools to obtain primary, elementary, and
military education during the time prescribed by the
Law on Public Education in each State.
§ To be present on the days and hours designated by
the Council of the Municipality of the place in which
they reside, to receive civic and military instruction
which will equip them for the exercise of their rights
as citizens, give them skill in the handling of arms,
and acquaint them with military discipline.
§ To enlist and serve in the National Guard,
according to the respective organic law.

§31

§55

Requires parliament deputies
not be on active duty in the
Union Army nor to hold command in the police
or gendarmerie in the rural district where the
election is held, at least ninety days before it.
In order to be President it is
§82
required: Not to be in active
service, in case of belonging to the army, within

six months prior to the day of the election.

Military and naval personnel
and members of the public
security corps, and personnel
of the foreign service, shall be governed by their
own laws.

§123

No military authority may,
in time of peace, perform any
functions other than those
that are directly connected with military affairs.

§129
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CASE STUDY: TURKEY
HISTORY & CONTEXT
The Turkish Republic's current constitution was drafted in 1982 and has been
amended seventeen times, most recently on March 29, 2011. This includes 113
articles of the Constitution that have been changed by the Parliament in 17 steps.
The Republic of Turkey is a democratic and secular state governed by the rule of law.
Legislative power is vested in the Turkish Grand National Assembly on behalf of the Turkish Nation.
Executive power is carried out by the President of the Republic and the Council of Ministers.
Judicial power is exercised by independent courts.
The system of separation of powers is at the core of Turkey’s secularist ideology that has characterized
Turkey for most of its modern history.
The ‘guardian’ of this ideology has traditionally been the army which has removed three
democratically-elected governments in military coups in 1960, 1971, and 1980.
The Constitution was drawn up by a constituent assembly appointed and
supervised by the leaders of the 12 September 1980 military intervention and was
adopted by a nation-wide referendum. By 1983, the Constitution was criticized by
almost all political parties and was amended by the TGNA (Grand National
Assembly of Turkey) in 1987, 1993, 1995, 1999 (twice), 2001, 2002, and 2011.
The Prime Minister serves as head of government, and the President serves as head of state.

CONSTITUTIONAL ARTICLES REGARDING THE MILITARY
In 2010, Erdogan’s government pushed for a set of amendments seeking to end the military’s stronghold over
the nation and give more legitimacy to the executive and legislative branches of Turkey. The amendments
included relatively uncontroversial measures on the rights of women, children, workers and civil servants.
However, the amendments also made the military answerable to civilian courts, lifting immunity from
prosecution for the leaders of the 1980 coup. These amendments passed with 58% of the vote.

§104
§118

The president has the duty: ‘to represent the Supreme
Military Command of the Turkish Armed Forces on behalf
of the Turkish Grand National Assembly, and to decide
on the mobilization of the Turkish Armed Forces.’
The creation of a National Security Council which is
‘composed of the Prime Minister, the Chief of the
General Staff, Deputy Prime Ministers, Ministers of
Justice, National Defence, Internal Affairs, and Foreign
Affairs, the Commanders of the Army, Navy and Air
Forces and the General Commander of the Gendarmerie,
under the chairmanship of the President of the
Republic.The President also appoints the members of
the Military High Court of Appeals, and the members of
the Supreme Military Administrative Court. The Council
shall decide on ‘the measures that it deems necessary
for the preservation of the existence and independence
of the state.’

§125
§125
ORIGINAL

The decisions of the Supreme
Military Council are outside the
scope of judicial review .

(following the 2010 referendum):
The amended article stipulates that
soldiers discharged by a Supreme
AMENDED Military Council decision are allowed
to appeal against such decisions.

§145

Military Courts have the jurisdiction to
carry out military justice for military
personnel and non-military personnel
ORIGINAL for military offenses.

§145,156,157
AMENDED

This is the article that has been viewed as giving the
military special powers to intervene in the State to
protect its ‘independence’ through the National Security
Council.

(following the 2010 referendum):
Crimes committed by military personnel would not be
tried in military courts but in civilian courts. Civilians
would not be tried in military courts.
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CASE STUDY: GERMANY
HISTORY & CONTEXT
The role of the German Bundeswehr (Federal Defence
Forces) is absolutely defensive, and formerly was
restricted to disaster control, helping with natural
disasters within Germany and abroad.
The restrictions on the Bundeswehr were placed after WWII
to ensure that the former Nazi experience would never be
repeated. Germany has since become part of NATO and
hosts several of NATO’s military bases.
In 1994, a ruling of the Federal Constitutional Court
defined the term “defence” to include protection of
the borders of Germany in addition to crisis reaction and
conflict prevention abroad – “as guarding the security
of Germany anywhere in the world.” This requires the
Bundeswehr to take part in operations outside of the
borders of Germany, as part of NATO or the European
Union and mandated by the UN.
The limitations on the Bundeswehr are outlined in article
87(a) of the Basic Law of the Federal Republic of Germany.

CONSTITUTIONAL ARTICLES REGARDING THE MILITARY
Armed Forces
1. The Federation shall establish Armed
Forces for purposes of defence. Their
numerical strength and general
organisational structure must be shown
in the budget.
2. Apart from defence, the Armed Forces may be employed
only to the extent expressly permitted by this Basic Law.

§87(a)

3. During a state of defence or a state of tension the Armed
Forces shall have the power to protect civilian property and to
perform traffic control functions to the extent necessary to
accomplish their defence mission. Moreover, during a state of
defence or a state of tension, the Armed Forces may also be
authorised to support police measures for the protection of
civilian property; in this event the Armed Forces shall
cooperate with the competent authorities.
4. In order to avert an imminent danger to the existence or
free democratic basic order of the Federation or of the Land,
the Federal Government, if the conditions referred to in
paragraph (2) of Article 91(see description) and the police
forces and the Federal Border Police prove inadequate, may
employ the Armed Forces to support the police and the
Federal Border Police in protecting civilian property and in
combating organised armed insurgents. Any such employment
of the Armed Forces shall be discontinued if the Bundestag or
the Bundesrat so demands.

§04

Faith, Religion, Conscience, Creed
No one may be compelled against his
conscience to render war service involving
the use of arms. Details are regulated by a
federal statute.

Internal Emergency
§ If the State, where such danger is
imminent, is not itself willing or
able to combat the danger, the
Government may place the police
in that State and the police forces of other States under its
own instructions and use units of the Federal Border Guard.
§ The order for this has to be revoked after the removal of
the danger or else at any time at the demand of the Senate.
§ Where the danger extends to a region larger than a
State, the Government may, insofar as is necessary for
effectively combating such danger, issue instructions to
the State governments.

§91[II]
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CASE STUDY: BRAZIL

1988

HISTORY & CONTEXT

1969 - 1974
1964 - 1985

Although Brazil was under military rule from 1964 to
1985, in the 1960s it maintained institutions typical
of a liberal democracy - though repressed, elections,
parties, and congress existed during military rule.
The continuing existence of democratic institutions
proved significant in the transition process.

Although the opposition was allowed a very
limited role from 1969-1974, it became
increasingly independent after 1974 as the
military allowed for competitive elections in
the hope of establishing their own legitimacy.

1974 - 1983

There were constant struggles between
opposition and military from 1974-1983 as
the opposition pushed towards democracy and
the regime pushed to control liberalization.
The transition to democracy took nearly twenty
years to reach the stage of stability.

The Brazilian Constitution of 1988 replaced the
previous Constitution written in 1969 during military
rule. The entire constitutional process in the assembly
took 19 months. Overall, the process had a high degree
of legitimacy and public involvement.
The 1988 Constitution eliminated the Electoral College
established by the military regime and allowed
Brazilians to vote directly for president.
Constitutions before the 1988 Constitution gave
the military a larger role in public life than citizens
wanted. The 1988 Constitution reduced their role but
still protected the right of the military to intervene in
matters of national security and protected their
interests:
• Broad amnesty was given to all acts committed
for political reasons between 1946 and 1988.
• Habeas Corpus was not maintained in the
instances of infractions against military rules and
the Constitutional guarantee not to be arrested
without a warrant did not extend to military offenses.

CONSTITUTIONAL ARTICLES REGARDING THE MILITARY

§14(8)

An active member of the
armed forces who can
register as voter is eligible
[to run for public office] under the following
conditions:

remains in this situation, he may only be promoted
through seniority, and after two years away from active
service, whether continuous or not, he shall be retired.

I. If he has served for less than ten years, he shall
be on leave from military activities;

While in actual service, a serviceman may not belong to
political parties.
• An officer sentenced through a final and
un-appealable judgment in a common or military court
to imprisonment for more than two years, is submitted
to the trial set forth in the preceding paragraph.”

II. If he has served for more than ten years, he
shall be discharged of military duties by his
superiors and, if elected, he shall be automatically
retired upon investiture.

Servicemen are forbidden to join trade unions and to
strike.

§22

§48

§42

§49

The ranks of officers of the Armed Forces are awarded
by the President of the Republic and those of officers of
the state troops and military fire brigades of the States,
Territories, and Federal District, by their respective
Governors.

§61
§84

The Union [country] may
legislate exclusively on “civilian
and military requisitioning, in the
event of imminent danger and in times of war;” as
well as “general organization rules, troops, war
materials, guarantees, enlisting, and mobilizing
military police forces and military fire brigades;”
“Members of the Armed Forces are
federal military servicemen, and
those of the state troops and of the
military fire brigades are military servicemen of the
respective States, of Territories and of the Federal
District.

A member of the Armed Forces in active service is
transferred to the reserves if he accepts a permanent
civil public office.
A member of the Armed Forces in active service who
accepts a temporary unelected public office, position,
or function, shall be put on leave, and, as long as he

§91

The creation of an advisory body
outlined as follows: “The Council
of National Defense is the
consultation body of the President of the Republic
on matters related to national sovereignty and to
defense…” It includes the President, the Vice
President, the Military Ministers, and the Minister of
Foreign affairs among others. Its purpose is to assert
its position on matters such as the declaration of war
and making of peace, decreeing a state of defense
and siege, as well as monitoring the measures taken to
maintain national independence and defense of the
State within Constitutional limits.

Congress shall, with the
sanction of the President of the
Republic, which sanction shall
not be required in the events specified in Articles
49, 51, and 52, to provide for all the matters
within the jurisdiction of the Republic and
especially on: establishment and modification of
the number of troops of the Armed Forces;

§142

“It is exclusively incumbent upon
Congress to authorize the President
of the Republic to declare war, to
make peace, to allow foreign forces to go through the
national territory, or remain therein temporarily,
except for the cases set forth in a supplemental law;

Habeas corpus does not apply to military disciplinary
punishments.

The initiative laws which
determine or modify the number
of troops in the Armed Forces is
incumbent solely upon the President of the Republic.
It is incumbent exclusively upon
the President of the Republic: to
exercise supreme command over
the Armed Forces, promote its generals, and to
appoint them to the offices held exclusively by them;

The Armed Forces - the
Navy, the Army, and the Air
Force - are permanent and
regular national institutions, under the supreme
authority of the President of the Republic. They are
intended to defend the Nation, guarantee the
constitutional branches, and, on the initiative of any
of them, law and order.

§143

Military service is
compulsory according to
the law.
It is incumbent upon the Armed Forces, according to
the law, to assign an alternative service to those
who, in times of peace, after being enlisted, allege
reasons of conscience, which shall be understood as
reasons based on religious creed and philosophical
or political belief for exemption from essentially
military activities.
Women and clergymen are exempted from
compulsory military service in times of peace but are
subject to other duties that may be attributed to
them by law.
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TRANSITIONAL JUSTICE

Transitional justice is the process and framework by which a society addresses legacies of past human rights abuses,
mass atrocity, or other forms of severe social trauma, in order to build a more democratic and just future.

TRANSITIONAL JUSTICE MECHANISMS
RETRIBUTIVE

RESTORATIVE

ADMINISTRATIVE

Involves judicial trials and asserts that punishment
is the best way to address offenders’ crimes. It
entails prosecution and sentencing through
domestic courts and international tribunals; weaker
measures include administrative acts that ban
perpetrators from holding public positions.

Emphasizes repairing damage caused by
criminal behavior. It entails reparatory and
reconciliation projects (such as truth commissions) that reestablish the rights and dignity of
victims and rehabilitate the perpetrators.

Reconstructs and reorients the political and
institutional order in a democratic direction. It
entails the reconstruction of public institutions
to eliminate the governmental misconduct
that led to past crimes.

ACCOUNTABILITY IN INTERNATIONAL HUMAN RIGHTS LAW

Since the

1980 s

Individual Criminal Responsibility and Command Responsibility are two key components of accountability
for crimes against humanity in public international law. The Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court has
led to the classification of both forms of accountability as general principles of criminal law and customary
international law.

there has been a rapid
shift from official impunity
for past abuses towards
transitional justice norms
and practices that provide
accountability for human
rights violations.

Crimes against humanity are systematic or widespread human rights violations that constitute a serious attack
against human dignity or grave humiliation of a group of people. They include torture, forced disappearance and
extrajudicial killing.
Individual criminal responsibility is the principle that a person shall be criminally responsible for a crime against
humanity if that person, with knowledge of the intention of the crime:
- Commits such a crime, whether as an individual, jointly with another or through another person;
- Orders, solicits or induces the commission of such a crime; and
- Aids, abets, assists in or contributes to its commission or its attempted commission.
Command responsibility is the principle that a military commander shall be criminally responsible for crimes
committed by forces under his effective control, on the condition that he:
- Knew or should have known about the commission of such crimes;
- Failed to take all necessary and reasonable measures to prevent the commission of such crimes.

PREVALENCE OF TRANSITIONAL JUSTICE WORLDWIDE - 192 COUNTRIES SURVEYED
Survey of 192 countries from 1979-2004; 85 of which were transitional countries, meaning they
have or are experiencing regime change from an undemocratic to a democratic political system
characterized by relatively free and fair elections.

50

34

countries established at
least one transitional
“retributive” justice trial:

countries established
truth commissions:

Latin
America

Africa

Middle East and
North Africa region

Asia and Pacific
region

Western Europe

Western Europe
Central and
Eastern Europe

Central and
Eastern Europe

Latin
America
Africa

Asia and Pacific
region
Croatia

FACT

The majority of these 50 countries waited
nearly a decade after the regime changed
before initiating transitional justice trials

Panama & Rwanda

Longest Transitional Paraguay & Ethiopia
Justice Trial Periods Guatemala
(from the 50 countries):
Chile
Argentina

12

out of the 85 transitional
countries established truth
commissions but did not hold
transitional justice trials. On the other
hand, every country in Latin America and
Europe that established a truth commission also held domestic trials.

43

out of the 85 transitional
countries attempted
retributive judicial proceedings in the wake of a former regime’s
human rights violations. Although almost
every transitional Latin American country
adopted an amnesty law, all of them
– except for Brazil – have carried out
some form of transitional justice trial.

10 years
11 years
12 years
13 years
15 years
19 years
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TRANSITIONAL JUSTICE
CASE STUDY: BRAZIL

From 1964 to 1985 Brazil was ruled by the military.
The 20-year period was characterized by the military regime’s systematic use of torture,
extrajudicial killing, the forced disappearance of political dissidents, and censorship of the press.

THE 1988 CONSTITUTION
The 1988 Constitution in part reflects a legal and political transition from a military authoritarian regime to a democracy.
The Constitution placed emphasis on human rights as is clear in Article 5, which contains several clauses on the rights
of individuals, such as the right not to be tortured, the right to freedom of conscience and religion, the right to freedom
of expression, and the equality of men and women. This is consistent with the period of transition in Brazil, where
the Constitution shows a shift in language but also does not manage to completely rid itself of the authoritarian legacy
that preceded its drafting.

THE 1979 AMNESTY LAW
In 1979, the military regime passed an amnesty law which:
- Removed the criminal status of civilians labelled “enemies of the
state” during the military dictatorship and;
- Granted amnesty to individuals who committed political crimes
between September 1961 and August 1979.

The 1979 amnesty law gave a free pass to those later found guilty of
criminal charges, including for abductions, torture and rape. Among those
were high-ranking military officers and civilian politicians who either
actively planned and assisted the commission of the criminal acts or
neglected to prevent the crimes or punish the perpetrators.

INITIATIVES FOR TRANSITIONAL JUSTICE
From 1979 to 1982, an unofficial commission of inquiry was formed. According
to the commission’s findings, 300 different forms of torture were practiced on
more than 17,000 victims during military rule.
- The commission subsequently concluded that torture was a prevalent practice
of the military regime. It published a list of alleged perpetrators, including
names of members of the Brazilian military, that was sent to the United Nations
Committee Against Torture. No official action was taken despite the Brazilian
government’s promise to launch investigations.

In 2010, under Direct Action of Constitutionality - a legal instrument that allows
the Supreme Federal Court of Brazil to judge the constitutionality of acts passed
by the National Congress - a case was brought before the Court in an effort to
invalidate the 1979 self-amnesty law as incompatible with the 1988 Constitution.

In 2001, the Ministry of Justice established the Comissao de Anistia (“Amnesty
Commission”), a legal mechanism for transitional justice. The official body is
responsible for analyzing compensation requests by individuals who were
banned from exercising economic activities as a result of political persecution
from September 1946 to October 1988.
- Since its creation, the commission has authorized financial compensation
that exceeds $2.3 billion and it expects to receive 57,000 more compensation
requests in the future.
- The commission functions solely on the basis of individual financial
compensation remunerated with public funds.
- It is dissimilar to the truth commissions established in African countries
because its goals do not address reconciliation, but only financial compensation.

In November 2011, Brazilian President Dilma Rousseff approved a law that would
allow for the establishment of a truth commission dedicated to the investigation
of human rights abuses, including those committed under military rule.
- The commission has the power to summon witnesses under oath and
access all government documents. It comprises seven members appointed by
the President and it has two years to complete a report on the abuses
committed by State authorities between 1946 and 1988. The truth commission
was proposed under the previous president, Luiz Inacio Lula da Silva, but was
never put into action due to fears of violating the 1979 amnesty law.
- However, since the 1979 amnesty law is still active and considered
constitutional, there cannot be any prosecutions arising from the findings of the
truth commission.

54%

of the financial compensation
(2005 to 2009) directly benefited
former military officeholders.

In 2008, the Office of the Prosecutor in Sao Paulo brought a civil suit against two
former military officials for human rights abuses committed during the military
dictatorship. The case, which is still ongoing, was the first to challenge the 1979
amnesty law.

An annulment of the amnesty law would allow for the criminal prosecution of
members of the former military government for crimes including torture, rape,
and extrajudicial killings. The Court ruled 7-2 that the 1979 amnesty law was
constitutional.

President Roussef also approved the Access to Information Law, which
guarantees public access to government data. The law will take effect in May
2012 and includes a clear statement of the right of access to information, rigid
timelines for responding to requests, absolute transparency in relation to
information regarding human rights protection and violation, and a progressive
system for the classification of public information.
- The law has been hailed for ending the period of secrecy concerning public
documents and for potentially helping Brazil’s course of transitional justice.
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TRANSITIONAL JUSTICE
CASE STUDY: SOUTH AFRICA
THE APARTHEID SYSTEM (1948-1991)
South Africa’s apartheid system, institutionalized in 1948 under the ruling National Party (NP), reflected the enactment of a legal
structure of forced racial segregation.
In the 1980s a number of groups that opposed apartheid systematically protested through demonstrations, civil disobedience,
sabotage and an armed opposition movement. At the same time, the international community launched a global campaign to
boycott South Africa in an attempt to pressure the government into ending apartheid.
Due to increasing international and domestic pressure, the NP under the leadership of former President F.W. de Klerk entered
negotiations with the opposition and repealed apartheid laws in 1991.
The negotiations between the NP and opposition groups led to the establishment of a multiparty transitional government in
1993, and the first democratic, multiracial presidential elections in 1994. Nelson Mandela, an opposition leader who had been
jailed for 27 years (1964-1991), was elected President.

INITIATIVES FOR TRANSITIONAL JUSTICE
In 1993, South Africa adopted an interim constitution that would serve as a
roadmap for the making of a new constitution. Under its Chapter 16 on “National
Unity and Reconciliation,” the interim constitution provided that:
“in order to advance… reconciliation and reconstruction, amnesty shall be
granted in respect of acts, omissions, and offenses associated with political
objectives [of the apartheid system] and committed in the course of the conflicts
of the past.”
The interim constitution authorized the Parliament to provide for the
mechanisms, criteria, and procedures, including tribunals, through which such
amnesty was granted.
The notion of “punishment” adopted during South Africa’s transitional justice
experience was that of inflicting public shame on the perpetrators of crimes –
through naming and public trials - rather than physical punishment.
In 1995, the Parliament passed the Promotion of National Unity and
Reconciliation Act (PNUR) that established a Truth and Reconciliation
Commission (TRC).
o The mandate of the commission was to bear witness to, record and in
some cases grant amnesty to the perpetrators of crimes relating to human
rights violations, as well as reparation and rehabilitation.
The PNUR Act stipulated that any person granted amnesty by TRC could not be
prosecuted or subject to a civil claim for the amnestied act.
Amnesty was granted to individuals on the condition that they fully and publicly
disclosed all relevant facts relating to their crime in public hearings, which were
organized by the Human Rights Violations Committee and the Amnesty
Committee across the country.

TRC aimed to promote national unity and understanding through the work of its
three committees:
o The Human Rights Violations Committee - investigated the nature,
causes and extent of the crimes committed between 1960 and 1994;
o The Reparation and Rehabilitation Committee - provided reparation
and rehabilitation to victims of crimes committed under the apartheid
system; and
o The Amnesty Committee – considered applications for amnesty by
persons who committed crimes between 1960 and 1994.

The Amnesty
Committee during
the course of its
operations had
received a total of

849 of them were
granted amnesty,
while
5,289 were rejected

TRC furthermore organized “special hearings” for specific groups, including Faith
Community Hearings and Armed Forces Hearings.
After the completion of its work, TRC transferred more than 800 cases for further
investigation and possible prosecution to the National Prosecuting Authority.
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TRANSITIONAL JUSTICE
CASE STUDY: ETHIOPIA
THE MILITARY DICTATORSHIP (1974-1991)
The Derg (communist military junta), led by military officer Mengistu Haile Mariam, ruled Ethiopia from 1974 to 1987 during
the Ethiopian Civil War. The war began in 1974 with the army coup against Ethiopian Emperor Haile Selassie and ended after the
Ethiopian People’s Revolutionary Democratic Front (EPRDF), a coalition of rebel groups, overthrew the Derg government in 1991.
The Derg’s rule was notorious for the gross human rights abuses practiced by the military junta, including the imprisonment,
torture, rape and extrajudicial killing of tens of thousands of unarmed civilians and regime opponents.
A famine in the mid-1980s, which was a result of the Derg’s economic policies and misuse of humanitarian aid, took the lives of
an estimated one million people who succumbed to starvation and disease.
During the civil war, the Derg launched violent political campaigns against their opposition, most notably Qey Shibir (“the Red
Terror”) from 1977 to 1978, where an estimated 10,000-30,000 people were executed and thousands of women were subjected
to systematic rape by soldiers.
The civil war resulted in the fall of the Derg government in 1991
EPRDF’s military wing assumed responsibility for national defense and internal security immediately upon taking power.

INITIATIVES FOR TRANSITIONAL JUSTICE
During its first days in government, EPRDF detained approximately 1,980 former government officials and Derg associates to be tried for crimes against humanity and genocide. Derg
leader Mengistu Haile Mariam was able to flee to Zimbabwe before his arrest.
EPRDF instituted a four-year transitional period (1991-1995) with the aim of establishing democracy and respect for the rule of law and human rights throughout the country.
While EPRDF’s policy for transition was successful in several respects, such as the decentralization of government institutions and the ratification of various international human
rights treaties, it was unable to adequately restructure the judiciary and the police force:
- The judiciary was paralyzed by shortages of competent personnel and meagre resources, considerably hampering the transitional justice process and leading to severe delays
in the courts. This was worsened by a 1991 executive decision to dismiss hundreds of qualified judges whom the government suspected of having partaken in the Derg’s
repressive practices.
- The police force, re-established in mid-1994 after being dissolved in 1991, continued to play the political role of suppressing certain opposition groups, which led to its
continued lack of credibility in the public eye.

DERG TRIAL (1994-2007)
In 1992, the Special Prosecutor’s Office (SPO) was established to initiate the process
of trying individuals responsible for the Derg regime’s crimes. The SPO was mandated
to investigate and prosecute “any person having committed or responsible for the
commission of an offense by abusing his position … under the [Derg] regime”.
From 1992 to 1994, the SPO focused on investigating the alleged crimes, collecting
evidence from 309,215 pages of government documents, video and audio tapes,
witness testimonies and physical evidence from exhumations.
In 1994, the SPO submitted the first charges against a number of Derg members in a
262-page document: 46 of the defendants were detained while the rest were tried in
absentia, including Mengistu Haile Mariam. The defendants in this case were
charged with 269 acts of genocide and crimes against humanity. This transitional
justice trial was the first of its kind in Africa.
The Derg trial continued in an on-and-off manner for twelve years - from 1994 to 2007
-making it one of the longest ever trials for genocide. The trial was so prolonged that
many of the defendants had been in pre-trial detention for almost six years before
they were brought to court.
In 2006, 73 top Derg officials were found guilty of genocide and sentenced to life
imprisonment, including Mengistu Haile Mariam; 34 were in court, 14 others had died
during the lengthy trial process, and the rest were sentence in absentia.
6,426 persons were eventually charged - of whom 2,952 indictees were tried in
absentia. More than 1,600 judicial decisions were handed down and over 1,000
convictions led to various prison sentences.
In 2010, the government commuted the sentence of 23 defendants who had received
the death penalty. A year later, the government freed (and placed on parole) 16 of
those convicted after they had spent 20 years in incarceration.

SHORTCOMINGS OF THE TRIAL
While the Derg trial was considered an important effort to uphold the principle of
accountability for past human rights violations, the excessive delays in prosecuting the
majority of the detainees damaged the credibility of the trial process.
The trial is viewed as a classic case of delayed justice:
- The atrocities that were committed during the Derg regime were no longer fresh in
the psyche of the population. Because of the events of the last 15 years, there was
little enthusiasm among the citizens to have rallied behind the trial and its
outcome.
The trial was furthermore characterized by several logistical problems, speciﬁcally in
guaranteeing the right to defence and affording appropriate legal counsel to defendants.
Critics asserted that the present regime, which currently holds a dismal human rights
record, lacked the moral authority and legitimacy to conduct the trial.
A major problem with the Derg trial was that it solely focused on the ofﬁcials who were
at the helm of the government, while many individuals that had taken part in the
atrocities were not held accountable. Those who escaped justice include anti-Derg
groups that also played a role in the crimes committed during the civil war.
These criticisms, which were included in a number of human rights reports by international and local organizations, may have inﬂuenced the decision of the Federal High
Court to refrain from imposing the death penalty on convicted Derg ofﬁcials.
In the context of the political transition following the fall of the Derg regime, many
opposition parties have been calling for broader reconciliation between political
groups and restorative justice mechanisms as a prerequisite for transitional justice to
be attained.

ed while 279 were on trial.
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TRANSITIONAL JUSTICE
CASE STUDY: ARGENTINA
THE MILITARY DICTATORSHIP (1976-1983)
The Argentine military junta’s rule (1976 - 1983) was marked by tens of thousands of abductions, arbitrary arrests, cases
of torture, and other serious violations of human rights.
The military gained power in March 1976 when General Jorge Rafael Videla and other military officials overthrew the
democratic government of President Isabel Martinez de Peron.
The practice of “disappearances” was the most notorious feature of repression by the military dictatorship, with an
estimate of 30,000 people abducted by security forces during the seven-year rule. Victims of forced disappearances were
sent to hundreds of secret detention centres where they were interrogated under cruel and inhuman methods before
being systematically murdered.
Before civilian rule was restored in 1983, the military issued a decree that granted itself immunity from prosecution and
ordered the destruction of all documents relating to crimes committed by the military junta.

INITIATIVES FOR TRANSITIONAL JUSTICE

CONADEP was a truth and historical clarification commission whose sole aim was to
investigate the crimes committed during the military dictatorship.
In 1984, CONADEP released a report entitled Nunca Mas (“Never Again”), which listed
the numbers of victims and detention centres where civilians were tortured and murdered
under the authority of the armed and security forces.
- CONADEP’s thorough documentation of the human rights violations committed
during the military dictatorship – compiling over 50,000 pages of findings - allowed
it to preside over hearings of thousands of abduction, disappearance, torture, and
execution cases.
- The CONADEP prepared files for 7,380 cases that comprised thousands of
testimonies from relatives of the disappeared, people released from secret
detention centres, and members of the security forces who had taken part in the
criminal acts.

FULL STOP AND DUE OBEDIENCE LAWS

- As a result of its investigations, CONADEP was able to present evidence before
the courts that included 1,086 dossiers proving the existence of the main secret
detention centers, and providing a list of the disappeared victims’ names and a list
of members of the Armed Forces and Security Forces mentioned by victims as
responsible for the crimes.

NOTE

In December 1983, President Raul Alfonsin was elected in the first democratic elections
after military rule. Two of his first initiatives were:
- immediately overturning the decree that granted amnesty to military officers
- establishing the National Commission on the Disappearance of Persons (CONADEP).

Till today, CONADEP’s work continues to be used
as evidence in the current trials against members
of the Armed Forces and Security Forces.

In 1985, only 18 months after the military government left power, nine former members of
the military juntas that ruled the country were successfully prosecuted, including former
presidents Jorge Rafael Videla and Roberto Eduardo Viola. More than 800 witnesses
were presented in the case, covering approximately 700 individual cases taken from
CONADEP’s case files.

Growing insistence from the military pressured the government to adopt the Punto Final
(“Full Stop”) law in December 1986 and the Obediencia Debida (“Due Obedience”) law in June
1987, which constituted a break in the transitional justice phase initiated in 1983.

The Full Stop law stipulated that prosecutors had a deadline of sixty days,
following the implementation of the law, to bring a case against members of the
military accused of crimes committed before December 1983. Cases presented
after the deadline would be inadmissible before a court.

In 1987, the Argentine Supreme Court declared that the Due Obedience Law was in
accordance with the 1853 Constitution of Argentina.
The Full Stop and Due Obedience laws did not provide amnesty for cases of theft of
children, falsification of their [children’s] identity papers, and the rape of children.

Hundreds of new cases were opened against military officers during the sixty-day
period outlined by the Full Stop law. This prompted a wave of uprisings in 1987 by
young officers protesting the prosecutions of members of the Armed Forces.

In 1991, Argentine President Carlos Menem issued pardons to imprisoned members
of the military in the name of pacification, including to former president Videla who
had been convicted in 1985.

In an attempt to placate the young officers, the government adopted the Due
Obedience law that provided amnesty to all officers, non-commissioned officers
and enlisted men from the military, security, police or penitentiary forces –
excluding those who commanded large areas of the country – on the presumption
that they had acted with the belief that the orders they received were legal.
− Article 1 of the Due Obedience law states, “It shall by right be considered that
[these] persons acted under coercion and subordination to superior authorities,
and obeyed orders without having the faculty, or possibility of inspection,
opposition, or resistance to these orders in their opportunity and legitimacy.”

The presidential pardons and the Full Stop and Due Obedience laws had serious
ramifications on Argentina’s attempt to establish transitional justice:
− No new cases could be filed against any officer suspected of crimes committed
during the military dictatorship except for the crimes excluded under the two laws;
− Officers who could not benefit from the Due Obedience law and had been tried
and convicted were issued presidential pardons;
− An estimated 1,180 persons accused of human rights violations during the
military dictatorship benefited from these measures.
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TRANSITIONAL JUSTICE
CASE STUDY: ARGENTINA

JUSTICE REINSTATED
In 1998, successful campaigns by human rights organizations led to the repeal of the Full
Stop and Due Obedience laws. However, previous judicial decisions that were based on
these two laws could not be challenged because the 1998 repeal decision lacked
retroactive effect.
In a 2001 landmark decision, a federal judge declared that the Full Stop and Due Obedience
laws violated the Constitution and were thus null and void. The judge reasoned that the
Constitution gave precedence to international treaty obligations - which were incompatible
with the granting of amnesty to military officers - over domestic laws.

As a result of these key judicial
and legislative decisions, around

1000

cases were reopened,with
approximately
members of the Armed Forces and
Security Forces awaiting trial.

300

There were

In 2004, the Congress passed a bill annulling the Full Stop and Due Obedience laws.
In 2006, the Argentine Supreme Court affirmed the 2001 federal court decision and
declared the two laws unconstitutional because the crimes of torture, extrajudicial killing
and forced disappearance constitute crimes against humanity, which the State is obliged by
international law to investigate, prosecute and punish. It furthermore ruled that a
presidential pardon for such crimes was unconstitutional.

17 2007
30
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Convictions
by
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and

62
2009

The annulment of the two amnesty laws and the presidential pardons is a milestone in
Argentina’s transition because it allowed for prosecutions to be lodged against those who
had previously benefited from them.

by

By 2009, 625 military officers were charged while 279 were on trial.

Cartoon Caption Contest
In every issue we will publish one cartoon that doesn’t have a caption. We invite readers to
submit their suggestions for the cartoon’s caption in Arabic or English to captions@midanmasr.
com.We will print the winning caption, along with the name of the author, in the following
issue. Creativity and good humour will be the primary selection criteria.

Awaiting your caption suggestions for the cartoon below Good Luck!!

The WINNER of last month’s Caption Contest is

Ramy Reda Al Suweisi.

His winning caption for the cartoon below was:

“So this is the consensus presidential candidate that
everyone’s been talking about?”
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Case Study: France

F R E N C H
1789

Declaration of the Rights
of Man and of the Citizen

Finalized by the National Constituent
Assembly on Aug. 26, 1789.
The concepts in the Declaration come
from enlightenment philosophical and
political principles such as individualism, Rousseau’s social contract, and
Montesquieu’s separation of powers.
The Declaration later became the
preamble of the 1791 constitution.

National Convention
1792-1795
Constitution of 1793

1793

National Assembly
1789-1792
Constitution of 1791

French constitutional history has undergone numerous significant iterations and
changes, reflecting the many political regimes since the French Revolution - from
the National Assembly to the reactionary dictatorship of the Vichy Regime - the
two most extreme and opposite types of regimes experienced since the French
Revolution.

Identified that sovereignty belonged to
the people.

This history reflects a continuous trial and error process, initially based purely on
experience and then progressing to become informed by theory and logic and
reflecting the different traditions and heritage of France.

1791

Second written constitution of France,
adopted on Sep. 3, 1791.

Created a French constitutional
monarchy that recognised Louis XVI as
head of the executive and awarded him
powers of veto.
The veto’s purpose was to balance the
interests of the people vs. the potential
self-interest of the constitution’s
drafters.

Instated by popular referendum on June
24, 1793, during the French Revolution.

Created the National Assembly, a
unicameral legislature.

Inspired by the Declaration of the Rights
of Man and of the Citizen (1789), to
which it added (in the 1793 version):
• Superiority of popular sovereignty
over national sovereignty,
• Rights of association,
• Right to work and public assistance,
• Right to public education,
• Right to rebellion,
• Abolition of slavery.

Abolished many institutions which were
injurious to liberty and the equality of
rights.

Employed universal male suffrage.
Although it was overwhelmingly popular,
it was set aside by the Convention on
Oct. 10, 1793, which declared a “revolutionary government” until future peace.

Consulate
1799-1804
Constitution of 1799

1799

Adopted after a plebiscite was held on
Dec. 24, 1799.
First constitution written without a
Declaration of Rights.
Was used to legitimise Napolean’s
position and provide him with dictatorial
powers.
Established the Consulate (a body of
three Consuls who held executive power,
elected for a period of 10 years). Most
power was tailor-made to be held by the
first: Napoleon Bonaparte
Napoleon ruled as an informal dictator,
becoming head of a more conservative,
authoritarian, autocratic, and centralized
republican government, while not
declaring himself head of state.
Established a tricameral legislature
(composed of three houses).

C O N S T I T

• • • 1789 – 1848 : From One Extreme to the Other
During these 59 years, the most important constitutional / political models tried in France were: assembly
regime, dictatorship, constitutional monarchy, and parliamentarian regime.
The revolutionary tradition of a strong legislative power (representatives govern because they personify
and reflect the nation’s will) eventually provoked the rise of the exact opposite type of system. In 1799,
Napoleon Bonaparte’s regime consolidated power in a strong executive, removing Parliament from any
meaningful role in governing the country.
Bonaparte’s consolidation of power was approved by the people through a number of plebiscites.
Napoleon’s excesses provoked a new reaction, leading the way to the Second Restoration (1815 – 1830)
characterized by a government controlled by the parliament, and the July Monarchy (1830 – 1848),
France’s first true parliamentary system.

Women lacked rights to liberties such as
education, and freedoms to write, print
and worship.
The constitution proved unworkable in
1792 when the king evoked veto powers
and an insurrection followed. The [First]
Republic was then declared and a
National Convention was called.

Directory
1795-1799
Constitution of 1795

1795

Adopted on Aug. 22, 1795, during the
French Revolution.

Abolished the National Convention and
established the Directory (a body of five
Directors that held executive power in
France following the Convention until 1799).

July Monarchy
1830-1848
Charter of 1830

1848
1830

The Charter of 1814 was revised in 1830,
and its preamble (which evoked the
Ancien Régime) was eliminated.
It was considered a compromise between
constitutionalists and republicans.
Louis-Philippe d’Orléans swore to uphold
the Charter and was crowned “King of
the French” rather than “King of France”.

Charter of 1815

1815

Established a bicameral legislature.

Signed by Napoleon I on April 22, 1815,
following his return from exile in Elba.

Remained in effect until Napoleon
Bonaparte’s coup of “18 Brumaire,” which
effectively ended the French Revolution and
began the Napoleonic Era.

Adopted by a plebiscite on June 1, 1815
Was treated as a mere continuation of
previous constitutions, thus it took the
form of an ordinary legislative act.

Constitution of 1802

Was very liberal in spirit, gave the
French people rights which had
previously been unknown, such as the
right to elect the mayor in communes
of less than 5,000.

1802

Adopted on May 10, 1802.
Assigned Napoleon Bonaparte
the First Consul title for life.

First Empire
1804
1804-1814
Constitution of 1804
Established the [First] Empire, with
Napoleon I as emperor

The throne was made hereditary within
the Bonaparte dynasty.
Became defunct after Louis XVIII and
the Bourbon dynasty was restored.

Second Republic
1848-1852
Constitution of 1848

Never fully applied due to the rapid
fall of Napoleon I.

Passed on Nov. 4, 1848 by the National
Assembly, the constituent body of the
Second Republic.
Established a unicameral legislature,
stemming from the belief that an
additional house would only benefit
the aristocracy.

Second Bourbon Restoration
1815-1830
Hundred Days
1815
First Bourbon Restoration
1814-1815
Charter of 1814

1814

Granted by Louis XVIII shortly after his
restoration, and adopted on June 4, 1814.
The Congress of Vienna demanded Louis
XVIII to have a constitution of some form
before he was restored.

Guaranteed many of the contemporary
rights granted in most European countries.
The Roman Catholic Church was made the
official religion by a special provision of
the constitution.
Established a bicameral legislature.
The position of king was not as central as
prior to the French Revolution, but
granted him the rights to:
o Declare war and make peace treaties,
o Appoint all ministers and people of
public administration, who were
responsible to him,
o Propose laws (himself alone),
and send them to the legislature.
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U T I O N A L

H I S T Cartoon
O Caption
R Y Contest
In every issue we will publish one cartoon that doesn’t have
a caption. We invite readers to submit their suggestions for the
cartoon’s caption in Arabic or English to captions@midanmasr.com
We will print the winning caption, along with the best two additional
captions, with the names of the authors, in the following issue.
Creativity and good humour will
be the 1958
primary selection criteria.
• • • From

The 1958 constitution
re-introduced
Awaiting your caption suggestions
for the cartoon
below - Good
universal suffrage and gave
Luck!!

• • • 1848-1879 : The Synthesis Quest
From the Second (1848 - 1852) to the Third Republic (1870), the various governance systems
were combined in order to produce a synthesis that attempted to reflect the best of both the
Presidential and the Parliamentary systems.
The Second Republic tried to establish a moderate and practical executive power controlled by
a strong legislative power. But the President’s direct link with the people, as a result of the
substitution of direct elections for the electoral college election system and the introduction of
universal suffrage, made the Assembly superfluous.
The Second Empire (1852 – 1870) tried to address and rectify the shortcomings of the Second
Republic by reflecting a parliamentary system in the 1870 constitution that reconciled between
the Parliament (legislative) and the Emperor (executive).

Second Empire
1852-1870
Constitution of 1852

The coup was ratified by plebiscite on Dec. 22-23,
1851, after which the new constitution was written
and became the basis for the creation of the French
Second Empire.
Was modified by the Senate on Nov. 7, 1852 to
permit the re-establishing of the title of emperor,
which was granted to Louis Napoleon (Napoleon III).
Referred directly to the French Revolution,
“recognizing, confirming and guaranteeing the
principles proclaimed in 1789,” and referred
especially to the First Empire.
As president, Louis Napoleon was given a term of 10
years, with executive and legislative power
concentrated in his hands.
The constitution was replaced by the Constitutional
Laws of 1875 after Napoleon III was deposed in
1870.

• • • 1879 – 1958 : The Executive Power Issue
From 1879, the Third Republic was modeled after an
Assembly regime system where the President is a
symbolic official. However, governments during this
period often ruled by decree, thus bypassing the
parliament and abusing the constitution.
From 1879 to 1958, the successive governments
were trying to build a democracy that reconciled
and balanced between popular will as reflected by
universal suffrage and the need for a strong
executive power.
During the Vichy Regime, the weakness of the
existing Parliament was used to restore a strong
executive that was akin to a dictatorship.
As a backlash to the excesses of the Vichy Regime,
the Fourth Republic tried to reinvigorate the
powers of the Parliament while providing
stability and strength to the Executive branch.
However, this effort failed, leading to the Fifth
Republic.

1958

Constitution of 1958

Gen. Charles de Gaulle was appointed head of
government on June 1, 1958 following the
Algiers crisis, and was empowered to draft a
new constitution by a constitutional law on
June 3.
The constitution was approved in the referendum of Sep. 28, 1958, establishing the French
Fifth Republic, the current constitution in force.

1852

Louis Napoleon brought an end to the Second
Republic by a coup d’état on Dec. 2, 1851.

Fifth Republic
1958-Present

Third Republic
1870-1940

1875

Constitutional Laws of 1875
A set of laws passed in France by
the National Assembly which
established the Third Republic.

Was the only time a republic in
France that was neither defined nor
organized by a genuine constitution.

1940

Vichy Regime
1940-1945

Constitutional Law of 1940

On July 10, 1940 Marshal Philippe
Pétain was granted full legislative,
judicial, and administrative, executive,
and diplomatic powers; the title
“Head-of-State”, as well as the right to
nominate a successor.
Pétain also was granted by the same
vote the power to write a new
constitution.

The French national motto, “Liberté,
Egalité, Fraternité” (Freedom,
Equality, Brotherhood), was replaced
by “Travail, Famille, Patrie” (Work,
Family, Fatherland).
The Vichy Regime ended upon the
liberation of France and the institution
of an interim government by Gen.
Charles de Gaulle.

The President was initially elected by an
electoral college, but in 1962 de Gaulle
proposed, in a referendum, that the President
be directly elected by the citizens, a change
approved by the electorate.
Presidential terms were originally fixed at
seven years, but were changed in 2000 to 5
years.

unprecedented power to the executive
branch; the Republic President was given
expanded authority and control over
internal and external affairs.

However, the daily institutional practice of
governance under the current system
is imbalanced to the benefit of the
President, with the government and the
Parliament being transformed into
functional appendages of the Executive.

1946

Fourth Republic
1946-1958

Constitutional Law of 1945

Gen. Charles de Gaulle resigned in January
1946 and was replaced by Félix Gouin.
A second referendum was held on Oct. 13,
which passed by 53% (with a voter
abstention rate of 31%), establishing the
Fourth Republic, based on the parliamentary system.

The Constitution of 1958 allowed only the
President, the Prime Minister, and the
President of each house of Parliament to ask
for a constitutional review before a statute was
signed into law. A constitutional amendment in
1974 widened the possibility to 60 members of
the National Assembly or of the Senate.

The President of the Republic, was elected
by both chambers of legislature, and
played largely symbolic roles.

The Constitutional Council concluded in 1971
that statutes must respect the rights defined in
the 1789 Declaration of the Rights of Man and
of the Citizen (and the preamble of the 1946
Constitution).

The intention of the constitution was to
rationalize the parliamentary system:
o Ministers were accountable to the
legislative body,
o The goal was to reconcile parliamentary
democracy and ministerial stability.

Provisional Republic
1945-1946

1945

Constitutional Law of 1945

The Provisional Government of the French
Republic (GPRF) had a lasting legislative
influence, especially regarding enacting of
labour laws and by giving women the
right to vote (for the first time in France).
Legislation was conducted by edicts from
de Gaulle.
As the GPRF regarded the Vichy regime as
unconstitutional, all statutes, regulations,
and decisions between 1940-1944 were
thus made null and void.
The GPRF came to an end after a new
constitution was adopted following a
referendum in 1946.

Executive power essentially resided in the
hands of the President of the Council [the
Prime Minister].

The Fourth Republic suffered from little
political consensus, a weak executive, and
frequent changes in government, with 21
Prime Ministers exchanging power in a
single decade (1947-1958), coming to an
end after the Algiers crisis of 1958.
De Gaulle called on the nation to suspend
government and create a new constitutional system. He was carried to power in
1958 based on:
o Inability of the parliament to choose a
government,
o Popular protests,
o Parliament voting for its dissolution and
convening a constitutional convention.
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Dr. Ibrahim Shihata’s recommendations to Egypt regarding the need for constitutional change:
The excerpts below from Dr. Ibrahim Shihata’s book, “My Will for My Country,” provide a synopsis of
Shihata’s analysis of the 1971 Egyptian constitution and his proposals for constitutional reform. While
his commentary – written over 12 years ago - addresses the 1971 constitution, his words remain highly
prescient and serve as both a warning of things to avoid, and suggestions on what to include, as Egypt
embarks on the writing of its new constitution. Ibrahim Shihata (1937-2001) was a world- renowned legal
scholar and international development expert. His last international position was senior vice-president/
General Counsel of the World Bank and president of the International Centre for the Settlement of Investment
Disputes. Shihata’s book, Wasseyety Le-Beladi (My Will for My Country), first published in 1999, provides
an in-depth analysis of the major problems facing Egypt and offers bold solutions to solve them.
On the reasons to change the (1971)
constitution and hence the points to be
taken into account when drafting a new
constitution
First: The 1971 Constitution allows
the legislative body to enact laws that
could place unspecified restrictions on
the important freedoms and civil rights
guaranteed in the constitution.
It is not logical for the constitution to
guarantee a specific constitutional right
or freedom and then to grant the law the
absolute authority to, unconditionally and
without limitation, place restrictions on the
practice thereof, effectively negating the
value of the right in question. Doing so,
means the legislator is given a license to place
restrictions on rights that are guaranteed in
the constitution, thus depriving citizens of
all or part of the benefits of those rights. It
means that ordinary law, which ranks below
the Constitution, in effect gains a status that
is superior to the Constitution.
A clear example, illustrating this
dangerous possibility, can be found in
Article 47, which deals with freedom
of opinion and expression, which are
guaranteed “within the limits of law”.
Theoretically, this allows the legislature
broad discretion in placing any such limits.
The same applies to Article 48, which
guarantees “the freedom of the press,
printing, publishing and the media”, and
prohibits any form of censorship of the press
and the administrative suspension or closure
of a media organization except in case of
the declaration of national emergency or in
times of war, “in accordance with the law”.
Also, according to Article 50, it is prohibited
to restrict citizens’ freedom of movement
and residence “except in cases defined by
the law”, thus giving the legislature the
power to restrict this fundamental right in
ways unrelated to acknowledged restrictions
placed as punishment for specified criminal
conduct.
Similarly, Article 52 gives the legislature
the power to regulate citizens’ right to leave
the country, without imposing any specific
restriction on the legislature in this regard.
Article 54 allows for the possibility of
restricting the right of assembly, even when
no emergency has been declared, by stating
that “public meetings, demonstrations and
assemblies are allowed within the limits of
the law,” without placing any restrictions
on those limits. Article 55 guarantees the
right of citizens to establish associations
“in the manner indicated by the law”. (This
allowed the state to preserve the 1964 law
which imposed several restrictions on the
establishment and the activities of civil society
associations, without differentiating between
terrorist organizations aiming to overturn the

government and targeted by the law, and other to the protection of public freedoms, these of communication is guaranteed, they
regular civil society associations).
have not always been respected in practice. can neither be confiscated, nor read nor
The examples above illustrate how This raises important questions about the censored without a judicial warrant stating
fundamental rights and freedoms can be absence of effective safeguards to guarantee the causes thereof and only for a limited
restricted by means of legislation, and these freedoms. Here are some examples of duration, in accordance with the law”.
raise important questions about the real such provisions:
Article 46 guarantees the freedom
usefulness of such constitutional provisions,
A notable example is Article 42, which of religion and the freedom of practicing
which are meant to be superior to all states that “any person who is arrested, religious rites without any conditions or
other legislation. They also raise
limitations. Article
It is not logical for the constitution to guarantee 57, stipulates that,
questions about the compatibility
of those articles with international
“any violation of
a specific constitutional right or freedom and
treaties binding on Egypt that
individual liberty,
then to grant the law the absolute authority to,
include provisions of the same
or the private
rights without any such restrictions.
lives of citizens
unconditionally and without limitation, place
Some of these constitutional
or on any other
restrictions on the practice thereof, effectively
articles also raise questions about
rights or liberties
their compatibility with customary
guaranteed by the
negating the value of the right in question. It
international human rights law,
Constitution shall
means that ordinary law, which ranks below the be
considered by many contemporary
considered
international law jurists as binding Constitution, in effect gains a status that is superior a crime, that
on all nations and not to be negated
is
subject
to
to the Constitution.
by provisions in international
criminal and civil
treaties and domestic laws. It is
prosecution and is
noteworthy that the rulings of the Egyptian detained or whose freedom is restricted not subject to the statute of limitations. The
Supreme Constitutional Court in recent shall be treated with due respect to his State shall grant a fair compensation to the
years have been supportive of these views human dignity and no physical or moral victim of such violation”.
and have supported the fundamental rights harm is to be inflicted upon him. He may
accorded in the constitutional provisions, only be detained or imprisoned in places
Third: the (1971) Constitution is
notwithstanding their deference to possible that are subject to the laws regulating expansive in granting the President
restrictions in ordinary legislation. prisons. ”
exceptional powers to suspend the
However, it would still be preferable to
Another example can be found in Article application of the Constitution and
draft constitutional texts in a way that 44 which states that “the privacy of homes ordinary laws.
would preserve their fundamental value shall be respected; they cannot be entered
Most constitutions make allowance
with ease and without dispute.
or searched without a judicial warrant for the temporary suspension of some
stating the causes thereof, in accordance constitutional provisions in very exceptional
Second: the (1971) Constitution with the stipulations of the law”. Article and precisely defined circumstances, while
contains important provisions that 45 states that “the private life of citizens limiting such circumstances to cases of
function as mere slogans, and are not must not be violated and is protected by absolute and unavoidable necessity, and
enforced.
the law”, and “the inviolability and secrecy while providing the maximum objective
While the Constitution contains of postal and telegraphic correspondence, and procedural guarantees to prevent
provisions that are of utmost importance telephone conversations and other means recourse to such extraordinary powers
except in cases of extreme necessity.
However, the situation is different in the
Egyptian constitution.
The Constitution includes provisions
that grant the President, in exceptional
circumstances,
extraordinary
powers
beyond what is allowed by the Constitution
as a general rule. On the one hand, Article
74 states that “if a danger arises that
threatens national unity or the safety of the
nation or obstructs State institutions from
performing their constitutional functions,
the President has the right to take urgent
measures to confront this danger. He should
make an announcement to that effect to the
people and should hold a referendum on his
measures within sixty days of having taken
them.” It is noteworthy here that the right
of the President to take such extraordinary
measures is not dependent on the approval
of the People’s Assembly, even if the
Assembly is in session. This leaves the
assessment of the “danger” mentioned in
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the provision solely to the President. The
only safeguard against the misuse of this
presidential prerogative is the requirement
to hold a referendum within sixty days,
bearing in mind that outcomes of such
referenda can be easily manipulated when
illiteracy is widespread and the government
monopolizes the press and broadcast media.
On the other hand, Article 108 states
that, “when necessary, in exceptional
circumstances, the President is delegated
by a two thirds majority of the People’s
Assembly members to issue decrees of a
statutory force”. Contrary to Article 74, this
article provides a number of guarantees, the
most important of which is the requirement
of a two-thirds majority parliamentary
approval. However, this guarantee loses
much of its significance if the ruling
party’s majority exceeds two thirds of the
People’s Assembly members, as is the case
at present.
Article 108 also stipulates a limited
duration for this delegation of power and
requires that the possible subjects of the
decrees are spelt out, as well as the basis
on which they have been issued. It also
stipulates the need to submit the decrees
to the People’s Assembly for approval
at its first session following the duration
in question or else the decrees would
lose their statutory power. Nonetheless,
delegating authority to the President to
issue decrees with the force of law, at a time
when the People’s Assembly is in session
and capable of legislation, is a very serious
matter in principle and has no equivalent in
the constitutions of democratic countries.
In addition to the exceptional measures
authorized by Article 74, and the legislative
mandate allowed by Article 108, Articles
147 and 148 specify other cases where the
President is granted the right to legislate
or to suspend the application of prevailing
laws. Article 147 states that “in the case of
events necessitating the adoption of certain
measures without delay, in the absence of
the People’s Assembly, the President may
issue decrees that have the force of law.
Such decrees must be submitted to the
People’s Assembly within fifteen days of
their issuance if the Assembly is in session,
or at its first meeting in case the Assembly
has been dissolved or is in recess.”
The article goes on to clarify that if
such laws are not submitted to the People’s
Assembly or if they are submitted but
not approved, they cease to be legally
effective, retroactively, “unless the
Assembly approves their application for
the period in question or decides to settle
the consequences they may have led to in
any other way”.
As for Article 148, it grants the
President the right to declare a state of
emergency “in the manner prescribed by
law”, without placing any conditions or
constitutional safeguards on the exercise of
this critical right, except for the provision
to submit this declaration to the People’s
Assembly within fifteen days of its
issuance, if the Assembly is in session; and
if the Assembly is dissolved, “the matter
shall be submitted to the new Assembly at
its first meeting”. The article also includes
a provision requiring the declaration of the
state of emergency to be issued for a limited
period, which may be extended only with
the approval of the Assembly. It is well
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known, that the emergency law in force
today gives the military ruler very sweeping
powers, including the non-observance of
guarantees contained in other laws related
to various civil rights. Furthermore, the
Constitution itself, in Article 48, stipulates
the permissibility of imposing censorship
on newspapers, publications and the media
in a state of emergency “in matters related
to public safety or purposes of national
security.”
Fourth: the (1971) Constitution
contains a number of other important
issues that need to be reconsidered in
light of Egypt’s progress on the path of
democracy.
a) The composition of the People’s
Assembly and the number of its
members:
Article 87 of the Constitution states
that the number of elected members of the
People’s Assembly must be no less than
three hundred and fifty members, half of
whom should be workers and peasants.
Membership has now reached four hundred
and forty-four elected members plus ten
others appointed by the President pursuant
to this same article.
It would be useful to consider whether
such a large number allows for the
substantive and in-depth discussions that
should take place in an assembly entrusted
with drafting legislation and with the
approval of national plans and policies.
Consideration should also be given
to granting the electorate the power to
choose representatives without the present
“worker and peasant” requirement,
especially since experience has shown that
the strongest defenders of the interests of
workers and peasants in the Assembly
are not necessarily workers or peasants
themselves. Furthermore, in reality the
definition of “worker” and “farmer” is
often conveniently stretched, to the extent
that the heads of public sector companies
run for election in the “workers” category,
and large landowners nominate themselves
in the “peasant” category. At the time of
its adoption, the advocates of the 50% rule
argued that it was the only constitutional
guarantee that would protect the interests
of workers and peasants; while its
critics argued that its real purpose was to
ensure continuous support to the existing
regime. At any rate, this matter is of great
importance and needs to be explored in
depth, away from cheap sloganeering,
to determine if it is in the public interest,
which includes the interests of workers and
peasants, to preserve it in the future.
b) The permissibility of combining
membership in the People’s Assembly
with employment in the government or
the public sector:
Article 89 of the Constitution allows civil
servants and public sector employees to run
for election to the People’s Assembly while
stipulating that a member must dedicate his
full time to his representational capacity in
the People’s Assembly (while also keeping
his job) “except in cases specified by the
law”. Experience has shown that most
such members do not devote their full time
to the Assembly and that the ruling party
habitually nominated high officials and

heads of large public sector companies
(who often mobilized the votes of their
own workers), and these would remain in
their posts after being elected. This is a
rather strange situation, unprecedented in
the constitutions of other countries (except
in Parliamentary systems where ministers
are usually selected from among members
of parliament). We need to reconsider this
issue when preparing a new constitution
for Egypt, particularly since the Egyptian
system is a “presidential” one.
Fifth: Despite its length, the (1971)
Constitution does not include important
provisions that are standard in modern
constitutions:
For example:
•
The Constitution does not
include any provisions on the protection
of the environment, while most modern
constitutions go as far as stipulating citizens’
constitutional rights to enjoy a clean
environment that is free of pollution. These
provisions stem from the recognition of the
importance of environmental protection to
sustainable development and the rights of
future generations. Some constitutions also
explicitly place limits on property rights for
the protection of the environment.
•
The Constitution does not contain
provisions related to the rights of Egyptians
living abroad, especially with regard to
their participation in political life in Egypt,
even though they represent an important
segment of the population having great
potential and expertise and despite the fact
that their remittances constitute one of the
primary sources of the country’s foreign
currency receipts.
•
The Constitution does not contain
provisions for the protection of Egypt’s

Joseph Hill

antiquities, which form part of Egyptian
civilization throughout the course of history,
nor for the preservation of Egypt’s cultural
heritage, which is unique in comparison to
that of most other countries in the world.
This, despite constant assaults against these
invaluable treasures, which are considered
part of the world’s human heritage.
The protection of Egyptian antiquities,
including ancient Egyptian, Greek, Roman,
Coptic and Islamic monuments, requires a
detailed constitutional provision that would
ensure a maximum degree of protection to
our monuments and would make it the duty
of the state and its citizens to preserve them
for generations to come.
•
The Constitution does not
adequately address the role of civil society,
which includes the wide space between
the individual and the state, occupied by
civil associations and non governmental
organizations whose activities provide
evidence of a vibrant society and which
constitute an important pillar of popular
participation and self-governance.
•
The Constitution does not address
the responsibility of the Central Bank in the
conduct of monetary policy and does not
guarantee the Bank’s independence. Most
modern constitutions guarantee the Central
Bank’s independence since experience
has proven that granting the Central
Bank sufficient powers and protecting its
independence from political interference
goes a long way to achieving currency
stability and success in the conduct of
monetary policy in general.
Ibrahim Shihata was a legal scholar,
practicing lawyer and expert on
international development. He passed away
in 2001. To read more about Shihata, see
page 22.
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Dissolve the two houses
of parliament

PARLIAMENT

Dissolve the Parliament

Appoint 10 members to the
People's Assembly and a
third of the Shura Council
Appoint and remove from
office high ranking officials
including the prime minister,
ministers, civil and military
officials and diplomatic
representatives

GOVERNMENT/
EXECUTIVE OFFICIALS

Grant amnesty or commute a
sentence

CRIME

Chair the supreme council of
the armed forces

ARMY

Proclaim a state of
emergency and declare war

STATE OF
EMERGENCY

Chair the police and the
judiciary
Lay down the general policy
of the state and supervise its
implementation
Issue decrees having the
force of law and veto laws

Appoint and remove the
prime minister, ministers
and governmental officials
Dismiss the government
at any time and for any or
no reason

STATUS
LAW

Pardon convicted criminals
The head of the armed forces

Declare a state of emergency

Source of all legislative
and executive power
Issue binding proclamations
Refuse to agree to legislation
passed by Parliament

Call for referendum on
important matters bypassing
the representative
assemblies altogether

DO YOU WANT YOUR PRESIDENT
TO HAVE THESE POWERS AGAIN?

